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young man has made good
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Belfast Fair.
the Belfast Fair is being
Maine and the management
the coming event, one of the
ever offered in the smaller
The program this season in-

racing and special midway
will please the large attendf August 16th, 17th and 18th,
e

two

weeks earlier than the

■

held

before, yet

at the

same

fair comes the week besecond week before Waterextra good field of horses,
ve already been
issued and
e been returned to the secre.here bids fair to be a good
the liberal purse races which
t

the
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County Treasurer.

friends who gave me
1908, both at the Reonvention, and at the Sepwish to announce that I shall
for the same position at the
n to be held in
Belfast, June

ng my
port in

Respectfully,
John S. Davidson,
County Treasurer.
May 24, 1910.
,e
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Situation.

7
w^ar continues
very quiet and
business is more marked; it is
f price so much as a
general

tervatism, pending more definite
nK the future. There is some
‘ther, and occasional large sales
best feature of the market
Jt-mand, and total sales of sole
r<’pe during the past sixty days
tfd half a millon sides.—Dun's

Jhe

-*8t,
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Norton of Patten, former pastor
church in the twin towns, has
“n
unexpected honor conferred
*,he S. S. workers
“ve appointed him

of Aroostook
delegate from
which is at this time very much
work,) to the World's S. S.
!S[ou8
he held in Washington, D. C.,
pay all traveling expenses.—

^ill
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Waldo

Mrs. Ruth L.

Lamb, daughter of Isaiah and
Sally (Linscott) Morrison, was born in Hollis,
now Old Orchard, and died in Houlton, Maine,
May 5, 1910, aged 92 years. She was the last
of a family of five children. In 183? she was

PERSONAL.
Miss Ada Marriner has
vacation visit in Boston.

The Republican voters of the county of
Waldo are notified to meet by delegates in
convention at the Court House. Belfast, on
Tuesday, June 21, 1910, at 10.30 o’clock a. m.
to nominate a candidate for
Senator,

Nathan Lamb of Lincolnville and
the first ten years of her married life were
In 1850 they
passed in Aroostook county.
moved to Searsmont and when the Civil War
broke out her husband and son enlisted. The
son was killed in the battle of Cedar Mountain.
The husband served in the 19th Maine Regiment to the close of the war, when he returned to Searsmont, but soon after moved to
Linneus to care for Mrs. Lamb’s father, who
died at the age of 93 years.
Her husband
died May 5, 1872.
The next 13 years Mrs.
Lamb made her home with her youngest
daughter, Mrs. Almeda Dyer, and her later
years had been passed alternately with her
married

County Republican
Convention.

to

a

a

Sheriff,

PERSONAL.

returned from

a

Mrs. T. D. Barr went to Camden Tuesday to
visit relatives.

Mr. Edward Sibley returned last Friday from
business trip to New York.

William M. Welch of Auburn was in Belfast
the first of the week on business.

Mrs. B. H. Conant left Monday
morning for
weeks’ visit in Massachusetts.

Edgar L. Harding visited 1 is sister, Miss
Hertilla Harding, in Waterville, last week.

two

County Attorney, County' Treasurer, Clerk of
Mrs. E. L. Cook is spending the week with
Will Dickey has succeeded Allen C. Konwlton
Courts, Register of Deeds, and County Com- Mrs. Eunice Larrabee at Hewes
Point.
on the Amei ican express team in this
city.
missioner, to be voted for at the September
Rev. and Mrs. Adolph Rossbach left
Frank Thorne of Auburn, formerly of Bel
Monday
election following.
to attend the Unitarian
meetings in Boston.
fast, spent Sunday with friends in this city.
The basis of representation will be one deleMiss S. W. Palmer is at her home in South

gate for each city and town and for every 40
votes cast for the Republican candidate for
Governor in 1908 one additional delegate, and
for every 25 votes in excess of the last 40 one
further additional delegate. The
delegates
must be residents of the
city and town

Orrington and will spend the summer there.
Mrs. Spencer W. and Miss Belle Mathews are
their cottage on the shore for the season.
Miss Myra C. Duffie returned home last
Thursday from a few days’ business trip to
Castine.

they

children,

Mrs. Lucy A. Bean of Searsmont,
THE HARRIMAN
Mrs. Sarah Wilson of Camden, and Henry A.
BUNGALOW, EAST NORTHPORT.
A description of this pretty liitie summer
home on the shore was published in The Journal following apportionment is made:
Lamb and wife of Houlton. They never con\
of May 5th.
sidered “Mother” a burden, but all that tender
Belfast.
18
2
Morrill,
hands and loving hearts could do was done for
1
Belmont,
3
Northport,
Brooks.
4
on
account
of
an
3
the aged one’s comfort and happiness. Last pital
Palermo,
operation. The child
The
Churches.
2
Burnham,
3
Prospect,
August she had a strong desire to return to had been delicate from birth and death was
3
Frankfort,
3
Searsmont,
her old home in Houlton to see her many caused by cerebro spinal meningitis.
Much
3
Freedom,
Rev. David L. Wilson will preach al Poor’s
7
Searsport,
3
Islesboro,
Stockton Springs, 3
friends once more. Her request was granted’ sympathy is expressed for the family in their Mills next Sunday afternoon.
2
Jackson,
3
Swanville,
and Mrs. Bean and Mrs. Wilson took her bereavement. The funeral was held at the
3
The Spiritualist Society will hold services at
Knox,
3
Thorndike,
to the home of her son in
Houlton. At Lunt home Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock, 2 o’clock next
3
Liberty,
3
Troy,
afternoon in Knowlton’s
Sunday
Rev.
A.
4
Smith, Universalist, officiating, hall on
Ashley
Lincolnville,
Christmas time she began to fail, and gradu4
Unity,
street
High
4
Monroe,
and
the
interment
wras
in
Grove cemetery.
2
Waldo,
ally grew weaker until the end. Mrs. Lamb was
4
Montville,
First Parish (Lnitarian) church.
Service
6
Winterport,
converted at Searsmont under the labors of the
AT LAST
next Sunday at 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the
late Rev. John N. Marsh in 1863 and ever lived
99
Total,
pastor. Sunday school at noon.
The County Committee will be in session at
a consistent Christian life.
Of the 7 children Belfast is to Replace Rockland as Bar
Rev. G. G. Winslow will give a Memorial Day the Court House at 9 o’clock a.
m. on the day
born to her three remain to mourn the loss of
Harbor Changing Point.
discourse at the chapel, East Northport next of the convention to receive
credentials of
a devoted mother—Mrs. Lucy A. Bean of Sears[From the Bangor Commercial.]
school
at
a.
10.45
m.
at
11.30
Sunday
Sunday
delegates.
mont, Mrs. Sarah Wilson of Camden, and Mr.
The Eastern Steamship Co. within a few a. m.
By order of Republican County Committee,
Henry A. Lamb of Houlton. She also left four weeks is to abandon Rockland as the western
its Bar Harbor steamer and estabThe services at the Universalist church next
Ellery Bowden, Chairman,
v.
grandchildren—Mrs. Ruth Dora Babcock of terminus of in
lish Belfast
its place. This announcement,
L. N. Simmons, Secretary.
Sunday will be as follow’s: preaching service at
Attleboro, Mass., Charles Wilson of Palatka, while not official, is made on the
best of auMay 24, 1910.
Florida, Mrs. Lilia Giles ot Camden, Mrs. thority and according to the Commercial’s in- 10.45 a. m., with sermon by the pastor, Rev. A.
A A. Smith
Blanche Dyer McIntyre of Houlton. and one formant will shortly be confirmed by events.
Sunday school at 12 o’clock.
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.
The date for the change of terminus from
In her
The Christian Scientists hold services in
great grandchild, Thelmer Dilling.
Rockland to Belfast has not been definitely
The following transfers in real estate were
! last sickness her mind went back to her child- settled
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning
upon, it is understood, because it is
hood days and she often wished she could rest uncertain when the terminal facilities at Bel- at 11 o’clock and Wednesday evening at 7.30 recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
which include more wharfage and added
for two weeks ending May 24, 1910:
—“it made her so tired to talk it all over.” fast,
o’clock, to which all are cordially welcome.
freight room, will be completed. As soon as
W. P. Basford, Detroit, to Arthur D. CunMrs. Lamb was a woman of many excellencies, these
The Sixty-Second Annual Conference of the
improvements are made, it is understood
ningham, Troy; land in Troy.
and “her children rise up and call her blessed.” that the Eastern Steamship Co. will have the Congregational churches of Waldo
county will
Preston E. Smith, Winterport, and
The funeral took place at the home of her son Bar Harbor steamer, J. T. Morse, connect with be held with the North church in Belfast TuesHarry A.
the Boston-Bangor steamers at Belfast, instead
Lancaster, New York, N. Y., to Frank P.
in Houlton and she was laid at rest beside her of Rockland. Coincident with this
change of day, June 14th. The program will be published Smith, Winterport; land and
buildings in Winhusband in the family lot in Linneus.
terminus, the Eastern S. S. Co. will undoubted- later.
terport.
ly have a landing at Castine, as negotiations
The
anniversary of the Epworth League will
Willard Frank Wellman died in Jamaica for one of two conveniently situated wharves
George A. Cole, Winterport, to Ellsworth E.
have been in progress for some time and this be observed next Sunday at the M. E. church.
Plains, Mass., May 20th, aged 60 years and 6
Duncan, do.; land in Winterport.
fact is accentuated by the presence of a party There will be
special music. The evening serFrank H. Blood, Waldo, to Nathan F. Housdays. He was born in Belmont, May 14, 1850, of Eastern S. S. Co. officials in Castine a few
vice will be in the auditorium and a special
the son of Thomas H. and Lucy S. (Belcher) days ago.
ton, Belfast; land in Belfast.
this announcement will be welcome programme will be given including installation
Wellman. In early life he learned the barber’s
Rose M. Richards, et als., Lincolnville, to H.
news to Belfast people, it will not come as a
of officers.
P. Bush, et als., Camden; land in
trade in this city and worked at it here about
Lincolnville.
to
them, for it has been rumored for
surprise
At the annual meeting last Friday of the
ten years. He was a mechanical genius and
Jennie S. Brown, Belfast, to Nora S.
some time that the Eastern Steamship Co. was
Ingalls,
was the originator of many valuable inventions,
contemplating such a change in its service and | Ladies’ Aid of the Methodist church the folucuaai.
important improvements in the company’s lowing officers were elected: President, Mrs.
among them the Wellman Rubber Sole cutting
George McLaud, East Cambridge, Mass., to
property at Belfast within the past few months , Emma
mc»i’V)in£> nr»U7 in crnnf»ml lie** in thw unit in
Ray; vice president, Mrs. M. S. Hill; Caroline Smith, Waldo; land and
have borne this out.
buildings in
Mrs.
E.
F.
Bramhall;
Mrs.
This
of
secretary,
and
the
Roller
terminus
is
made
treasurer,
]
Waldo.
important change
Duplex
Bushing,
eign countries,
for
the
convenience
of
eastbound
F.
P.
!
passengers
Blodgett.
the
S.
which was adopted by
U.
Lewis A. Whitcomb, Waldo, to
government
George W.
going to Bar Harbor. Under present arrangeThe services for the week at the Baptist
for all blocks used in its shops and in the navy
McLaud, Dorchester, Mass.; land in Waldo.
ments, a passenger going to Bar Harbor from !
yards and for those now in use in the panama Boston by one of the Eastern S. S. Co.’s boats Church will be as follows: this, Thursday, evenGeorge O. Varney, Kittery. to Lena B. Sadcanal. These blocks were made by the Duplex has to arise at an extremely early hour in the *“fo>
cl L
Iiiscung, ^UilUctV
ler, do.; land in Islesboro.
XU.<*tf,
and
at
land
Rockland
to
take
the
with sermon by the pastor;
Roller Bushing Co. of this city. He also in- morning
Charles L. Wing,- Belfast, to Frank L. and
Morse for Bar Harbor. It has proven very morning worship,
vented a mowing machine which is considered
Sunday school at noon; C. E. prayer meeting at Howard L. Whitten, Belfast; land and buildings
in Belfast.
superior to any similar machine now on the ficials have realized for some time that this 6.45; evening service at 7.30.
defect in the service should be remedied. AcEdward M. Coleman, Lincolnville, to Wilbur
market. He also has to his credit many minor
The services at the North church will be as
as
it
is farther
cordingly Belfast was chosen,
inventions, and was at work on others when up the river and obviates the necessity of an follows: Junior C. E. meeting Thursday, at 3.30 Clark, do,; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
illness compelled him to lay them aside. A early arising at Rockland to catch the Bar p. m.; prayer meeting Thursday, at 7.30 p. m.;
Henry J. Webber, Winterport, to Edward R.
Harbor steamer.
company has been formed to build a factory and
morning worship Sunday, at 10.45 a. m., sub- Mansfield, Bangor; land and buildings in WinThe establishing of Belfast as a western
manufacture the Wellman mowing machine, terminus for the Bar Harbor boat will mean ject, The Redeemer of the World.
Sunday terport.
and other valuable patents issued to him will be very little change in the running time of the school at 12 m.; C. E.
Rodel A. Packard, et al., Northport, to Lida
prayer meeting at 6.30
J.
T.
Morse
between
the
two
If
points.
on
the
market
his
anj'M. Packard, do.; land and
relatives. Mr.
by
placed
m.; evening worship, at 7.30 p. m.
p.
buildings in NorthBelfast is nearer Bar Harbor than RockWellman had been employed as master me- thing,
land. The change of base probably means the
The services in West Northport will be con- port.
chanic in several places in Massachusetts. He discontinuance of Dark Harbor as a
Olive A. Sherman, Burnham, to George W.
stopping ducted by the pastor as follows: Sunday school
superintended most of the interior finish of place for the Morse, for ihat resort is already at the Brainard schoolhouse at 10.30 a.
Sherman, Clinton; land and buildings in Burnm.;
well
taken
care of by Maine Central steamers
Hotel Touraine, Boston and had been in the
ham.
and the Eastern S. S. Co. would have very little preaching service at the Wood schoolhouse at
employ of the Lawleys at their yacht building to gain by going out of its way to make that 2
Frank E. Webster, Waldt>, to
Murray J.
p. m, and at the Brainard schoolhouse at 7
plant in South Boston. His last active work port a stopping place.
Wentworth, do.; land and buildings in Waldo.
m. every Sunday.
p.
Wednesday's, preaching
While Belfast will undoubtedly gain considwas at the State Colony in Gardner, Mass.,
O. C. Richardson, et als., Appleton, to H. G.
services at Hill’s Schoolhouse at 7 p. m.
erable prestige as the western terminus of the
where he had been employed for two years.
McKusick, Rockport; land in Lincolnville.
Bar Harbor boat. Rockland will not suffer maEleven of the male members of the Baptist
He is survived by his wife. Mary L. Gerry and terially as a result of the change, and will still
H. G. McKusick, Lincolnville, to Nathan D.
church attended the laymen’s convention in
onedaughter.Mrs. Lena Grover,both of Jamaica remain an important place on the railroad and
Ross, do.; land and buildings in Lincolnville.
and
Waterville
and
steamboat
Messrs.
O.
Bangor
E.
Frost
map.
Mattie A. Simpson, Brooks, to
Plains; by a brother, E. A. Wellman of Belfast,
Joseph E.
and C. E, Rhoades gave extended reports at
and by twTo sisters, Mrs. C. H. Foster of BurnStimpson, do.; land and buildings in Brooks.
COBURN S NEW ATHLETIC FIELD.
the Baptist church last Sunday evening. Brief
ham and Mrs. Almatia J. Adams of Chelsea,
Annette George, Rockland, to Walter E.
Coburn is to have one of the finest athletic remarks were also made by the other gentleMass. The funeral service was held at the
; Gibbs, Brooks; land and building in Brooks.
men present.
Mr. Frost was on the program
fields
in
the
State
of
Maine.
This
is
assured
home of his brother, E. A. Wellman, 10 Bel- ,
William H. Briggs, Haverhill, Mass., to Maat both conventions and is a member of the
mont avenue, last Sunday afternoon, Rev. Ash- in an announcement made by Principal Steven| tilda B. Joy, Benton; land and buildings in
executive
committee.
The
and
remarks
son
in
behalf
of
reports
the trustees, who have just
Freedom.
ley A. Smith, pastor of the Universalist church
wene interesting and instructive.
Hudson H. Bowden, Stockton
officiating,and was attended by many of his old completed the purchase of a large tract of
Springs, to
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., will at- Lena M.
friends, who further testified to their regard land, and have already begun the work of unBowden, do ; land in Stockton Springs.
and sympathy for the bereft by numerous derdraining and grading. The tract of land tend services at the Universalist church next
Hattie M. Godfrey, Belfast, to Altana E. and
floral tributes. The interment was in the acquired by Coburn lies on the west bank of Sunday a. m., at 10.45. The subject of the ser- Walter B. Dutch, do.; land and
buildings in Belmon
will
be
“Our
the
Deathless
Messalonskee
Winter
Dead.”
The
folstream,
opposite
South Belmont cemetery.
Boston papers
fast.
and
is
distant
music
2200
feet
from
will
be
the lowing
street,
rendered:
only
Voluntary,
please copy.
Frank H. Dutton, Unity, to William F. WTinsschool buildings. A bridge will immediately Home Songs, Mrs. H. A. Drinkwater; anthem,
low’, do.; land in Unity.
Elisha P. Knowlton died at his home, 85 Con- be constructed across the Messalonskee at this “I Will Look Unto the Hills of
God,” Protheroe;
A. E. Nickerson, Swanville, to Arthur
Ritchie,
gress street, May 23rd, after a long illness with point.
The plans for the athletic field com- anthem, “Nearer by God to Thee,” Lacey; solo,
Belfast; land and buildings in Swanville.
73
He
was
a
native
consumption, aged
years.
prise the laying out of foot ball and base ball “Singing in God’s Acre,” Jordan, Mrs. E. P.
Susan F. Lord, Brooks, to Charles F.
of Swanville, the son of the late John and
Fogg,
fields, tennis courts, a quarter-mile running Frost; trombone solo, “Tenting on the Old
Jackson; land in Brooks.
Charlotte (Holmes) Knowlton.
In early life track, and the
construction of a suitable grand Camp Ground,” Mr. H. A. Drinkwater; PostClara
F.
Pearson,
to
Revere, Mass.,
Helen H.
he was a farmer but later learned the ship car- stand. Not all of this can be done this
year, lude, Mrs. H. A. Drinkwater.
Hurd, Lincolnville; land and buildings in Linpenter’s trade. He was a veteran of the Civil but the foot ball and base ball fields will be
Mrs. J. W. Jones, Mrs. Charles M. Craig,
war, having enlisted in 1862 as a private in Com- completed immediately and made as
nearly Mrs. John C. Pillsbury, Miss Mabel R. MatEdward A. Gross, Swanville, to Ephraim H.
pany D, 19th Maine Infantry, and served until perfect as possible. They will be laid out w;th thews and others from
the auxiliary of the Littlefield, do.; land in Swanville.
In
the close of the war, June 25, 1865.
January, especial reference to securing well balanced North Congregational church left
by boat last
Arthur M. Jackson, Thorndike, to Lewis S.
1906, he joined Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. grounds for all athletic contests, when funds
Thursday morning for Camden to attend the and Millie F. Hogan, do.; land and
buildings in
R. He is survived by his widow7, formerly shall later become available for the construcmeeting of the Eastern Maine Branch of the Thorndike.
Sarah E. Lenfest and by two sons, Fred L. of tion of a running track and grandstand, and
Woman’s Board of Missions, which was held
James C. Durham et als., Belfast, to Edward
Northport and Elmer L. of Belfast. Of a fam- which it is hoped will be found possible next that afternoon and
evening in the Elm street F. Littlefield; land in Belfast.
KnowlEzra
S.
of
13
one
children,
ily
brother,
spring. An arrangement has been devised Congregational church. Among the speakers
Leslie C. Follett, Belfast, to Rose Ellen Duton of Sw7anville and a sister, Jfrrs. Susan A- wmcn, 11 is uiougnt, win mane
possiDie irom a
were Miss Calder of Boston, Miss Graffam of
hamel, do.; land and buildings in Belfast.
I Morrison of Court street. Belfast, remain. The single grandstand a satisfactory view, not
only Sivas, Turkey, and Miss Phelps, under apFrank R. Wiggin, Belfast, to John Sanborn
funeral took place Wednesday afternoon at 2 of foot ball and base ball, but also of all the pointment to northern China.
The Belfast
and James L. James, do.; land and buildings in
o’clock and the interment was in South Belfast. field and track events. Thorough underdrair- delegation returned Friday.
Belfast.
The bearers were members of Thos. H. Mar- ing will render the grounds dry at all times
Elijah C. Howard, Belfast, to Mark L. Shaw
NEWS OF THE GRANGES.
shall Post, Messrs. A. D. Smalley, E. R. Thom- and make it possible for the teams to begin
Stockton Springs; land in Stockton Springs.
work early in the spring. The base ball diaas, Fitz Patterson and James Dutton.
Union Harvest Grange, Center Montville, at
Minot A. Drinkwater, Northport, to Grover
mond is to be of turf, a type which has come
its last regular meeting chose as a committee C. Drinkwater, Lincolnville; land and
Lusanna Young, wife of Charles H. Clary, to be
buildings
regarded as the best. The purchase of
to care for the grange library Annie Clement, in Lincolnville.
died May 19th at their home in Hallowell. this field has been made
possible by contribuWentworth and Cora Berry. The names
Newton E. Bunker, Islesboro, to Velocia E.
Lucy
Death resulted from a general breaking up of tions from
graduates and friends of Coburn,
of Will Toby and Amanda Ricker were pre- Coombs, do.; land and buildings in Islesboro.
health. Mrs. Clary was the daughter of John especially from Hon. W. S.
Libbey of Lewissented with their application for membership
Thomas M. Simmons, Belfast, to Elijah L.
and Maria M. (Gilman) Young and was born in
tor, a graduate of the school in the class of
Jackson, Me., Jan. 27, 1839. She was married 1871, who started the movement with a large and they will take the two first degrees next Morse, Belmont; land and buildings in Belmont.
Saturday evening.
to Mr. Clary, ^ept. 19, 1870, and their union
personal contribution. In recognition of this,
The youngest person to be elected master of
STEAMER J. T. MORSE SUNK.
was blessed by five children, of whom Mrsand in appreciation of many other fine things
a grange in the State of Maine is Ivan C.
Hodges
Percy A. R. Dow of Oakland, Calif., Miss that Mr. Libbey has done for Coburn, the
of Winslow, who was recently elected to serve Run Into at Rockland by Steamer Belfast.
Lusanna of Hallowell and Justin R. of New trustees have named the new
grounds “The the Winslow
No Lives Lost.
Grange one year. He is nineteen
York, survive. A daughter, Mary P., died in Libbey Athletic Field.”
years old, has been a promiment member of the
The turbine steamer Belfast in making the
infancy, and a son, H. Charles, died January
local grange since he was fourteen years old wharf at Rockland
1st of the present year. Mrs. Clary joined the
early yesterday on arrival
SECRET SOCIETIES.
and began to hold offices in the grange a short from Boston ran into and
sank the steamer J.
and
was
church
a
con4,
1858,
Baptist
July
time
he
after
became
a member.
Last
year he T. Morse of the Bar JIarbor line. There
Osceola Council, D. of P., requests all memsistent Christian woman. Very early in life
was a
was elected overseer.
Winslow Grange is o?ie dense
she became identified with the “White Rib- bers to meet in Castle Hall, May 31st, for
fog at the time. The Morse was in her
the largest in the State.
usual berth on the south side of Tillson’s wharf,
bon movement, and her connection with the degree work and a 5 cent picnic supper.
Dirigo Grange, Freedom, has adopted the and the Belfast getting too far inshore struck
W. C. T. U. was never lacking in devotion or
Timothy Chase Lodge, F. & A. M. will hold
resolutions
of
following
respect:
the Morse about amidships and it is believed
enthusiasm for the cause of temperance.
a special communication this, Thursday, evenWhereas, The hand of Him who loves His cut her in two. She sank almost instantly and
ing at 7.30 o’clock to work the M. M. degree. children
has again entered our fraternal home
Edward Frank Avery died May 14th in HallA banquet will follow the exercises.
some of those on board escaped in their night
and taken our beloved sister, Margaret Stevenowell at the home of his brother-in-law, Fred
clothes. The collision was but little felt on the
Rev. Ashley A. Smith, Grand Master of the son to her Heavenly reward; therefore, be it
R. Goodwin, aged 59 years. He was the son of
Resolved, That we, the officers and members Belfast and she sustained no injury, continuing
Grand
of
Dr.
William
C.
Lodge
Maine,
Libby
Edward and Hannah (Hardy) Avery and was
of Dirigo Grange, regret the loss of our sister,
her trip up-river as usual. The Morse was
born in Prospect. He had resided for many and Wilmer J. Dorman attended the meeting whom to know was to love, yet we feel to bow
built at Bath in 1904 and is 780 tons gross. She
in
submission
to
the
will.
of
the
Croix
last
ThursSupreme
Augusta
Chapter
Ros^
years in Hallowell and followed the trade of
That these expressions of our is owned by the Eastern Steamship Co., which
* Resolved,
day evening.
a stone cutter until about six years ago, when
^
sincere respect and sympathy be sent to her will
put another boat on the route until she
cared for
he was obliged to give up work on account of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Hazeltine and Miss bereaved daughters, who so tenderly
can be raised and repaired.
mother.
A
one
health.
son
widow,
and
one
failing
Margaret N. Hazeltine will leave this week for
Resolved, That in remembrance of our sister
Hon. Pascal P. Gilmore, State treasurer,
daughter, both by a former marriage, survive. New York and sail from that port May 31st for our charter be draped in mourning for thirty
and a copy of these resolutions be sent Hon. Kendall M. Dunbar of Damariscotta, the
The funeral was held May 17th at the home of
Southhampton. They have no definite plana days,
to the newspapers for publication, and also private secretary to the Governor, and Hon.
F. R. Goodwin and the interment was in for their tour
Arthur I. Brown, the Secretary of State, were
abroad, but Miss Hazeltine will placed on our records.
Prospect.
Isabel A. Nutt, Annie Libby, Sarah Vose, among the State officials who came to this city
attend the sessions of tbe World’s Missionary
Friday to attend the funeral services for King
committee on resolutions.
Robert A., the infant son of Edward B. and conference in Edinboro in June.
Edward.—Portland Argus.
Clara Swift Lunt, died at the home of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles EL Owen and daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Wyman and two sons
Mis. C. G. Ferguson returned to Houlton last
Mrs. Elijah Ritchie, where he had been cared of
Haverhill, Mass., arrived Tuesday and are Mias Marguerite, made a short visit in Bangor week from BelfastTwhere she has been for
for while his mother was at Dr. Tapley’s Hoeaat w eek.
three weeks.—Aroostook Times.
with D. M.
East Belfast.
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Mrs. Eva J. Dean of Lincolnville, who has
Mrs. Charles A. Piper has arrived home .been
visiting her uncle, Mr. I. V. Miller, refrom Portland, where she spent the winter turned home
Tuesday.
with relatives.
M. A. Nevins, superintendent of Horace
Mrs. Miles S. Jellison and little
daughter Chenery’s stables, is in Readville. Mass., atVerna are visiting Mrs. Jeliison’s sister, Mrs.
tending the horse sales.
Mossman, in Rumford.
Miss Flora E. Rich left Tuesday
morning 'or
Mr. Horace Chenery and family will arrive
Waterboro, Maine, where she will join friends
from Boston this, Thursday,
morning to spend for a two weeks’ vacation.
the summer in Belfast.
Mrs. Lucy Towers and Miss Tessie Russe l
Mrs. A. P. Mansfield will visit relatives and of
Searsport returned home Tuesday *from *
friends in Boston and Providence, R. I., and visit
with Mrs. Wm. M. Thayer.
expects to be absent several weeks.
Mrs. A. M. Towle, East Belfast, is
visiting
Mrs. Jay G. Willson and little daughter Mrs.
Annabel Underwood on the Poors Mills
Bernice have arrived home from New York,
road, and other friends in that vicinity.
where they spent the winter with Mr. Willson.
Mr. George D. Otis of Everett. Mass., has
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Alden of Brooklyn, N. arrived
at his summer heme,
Bayview Farm,
arrived
last
Y.,
Friday to visit their sisters, East Belfast. Mrs. Otis will soon
join him.
Mrs. Ansel F. White and Miss Emily H. Alden.
Mr, Ward Parlin and family of North Anson,
Lynwood B. Thompson of this city has been Me., have taken rooms in
the house of Mrs. E,
appointed one of the aids to the floor director Newell at
Citypoint and will spend the summer
for the Junior promenade at the
University of there.
Maine.
Mr. Thomas E. Shea arrived last Saturday
Mrs. Arthur F. Brown of Thomaston, who from New York and will
spend the summer at
has been confined to the house for over a his
cottage, Ferndale, on the North Shore,
week with a severe attack of
rheumatism, is Northport.
on the mending list.
Miss Winnifred Sanborn has been engaged
^Dr. and Mrs. E. H. Alden and Mr. and Mrs. as bookkeeper in the store of C. F. Thompson
John Snow and three children of Rockland, & Co., Miss Lulu
Thompson having resigned
were guests yesterday of Mr. and Mrs.
George the position.
A. Gilchrest, Church oUeel.
Miss Ella Snow of Waterville, who has been
Allen C. Kr.owlton, who has been in the visiting at W. H. Snow’s for a few weeks,
American Express Company's office in this city, went to WinterDort Sundav to visit hpr sisfpr.
Mrs. Crocker.
r---*-~~
V..6V.
run from Bangor to
Searsport.
Miss A. Eva
assistant
ux

Jackson,

Clarence W. Proctor, principal of the
Belfast High School, arrived Monday evening
from Windsor, Maine, where he had been for
a short visit with his wife and infant
daughter.
Mr.

friends extend congratulations to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul DeLaney of Omaha, Neb., on
the arrival of a sonP Roderick Wallace. Mrs.
DeLaney was formerly Miss Elizabeth K. Robbins of Belfast.
Belfast

have found a more desirable rent, with a garden plat, which will have Mr. Sullivan’s attention.

True Hayford returned last Sunday from
Boston, where he was called on account of the
illness of his brother Hugh, who is in the Massachusetts General hospital. The doctors were
undecided whether an operation would be necessary

or

G. W. Lewis and Mrs. F. A. Schubert
were called to Belfast from Boston last Friday a few weeks earlier than planned on account of the scarlet fever epidemic in Hebrcn
Academy, in which Mrs. Lewis' grandson, Leon
Wagner, is a student. Master Wagner makes
his home in Belfast with them. He returned
to the school last Tuesday.
Mrs.

Dr. and Mrs. Charles F. Flanders of Mansons, Robert and

chester, N. H., and their

P. Flanders, last Saturday and Sunday. They
left home in their auto at 7 a. m., Friday,
motored
to
Augusta and, to find better
roads, went to Bath, then to Rockland, and arrived here at 11.30 a. m. Saturday after a
delightful ride.

Captain George A. Flowers of Camden, well
known to many Belfast friends, met with a
severe .accident last week.
He has been ill
j for several years and was moving from his reclining chair to the bed when he fell, fracturhis hip. The physicians in attendance
think it will be impossible to set the bones
and he will be confined to his bed the rest of
his life.

ing

David L. Wilson and Calvin A. Hubbard
visited the State Prison at Thomaston last Friday, driving to Camden and taking the electrics
from there. Warden Norton showed them all
possible attention, conducting them over the
prison and explaining its workings, and even
put one of the visitors in a dark cell to see how
he liked it. There are 33 life prisoners in the
prison, including three women.
Rev.

|

J. Morse and family of New York will
summer

abroad and

Orrin J. Dickey had a merry party at his
cottage, Tarratine Lodge, Temple Heights,
last Friday, Saturday and Sunday. They were
Dana Southworth, Thomas Randall, Harley
Godfrey, Frank Hazeltine, Donald Clark, Earl
Hubbard, Norman Littlefield and Kenney Burgess. The majority of the party walked home,
leaving Temple Heights at 4 o’clock and reach-

ing

home at 6.30

Sunday

afternoon.

David N. Beach, wife of the president
of Bangor Theological Seminary, was the guest
of the Woman’s Auxiliary of the North Church
Wednesday evening. May 18th, at the home of
Mrs. Charles M. Craig, High street, and spoke
informally on missions. She also read several
letters from Mrs. Alice Ropes Kellogg, daughter of Prof. Ropes of the Bangor Theological
Seminary, now a missionary in China. Mrs.
Kellogg was in Belfast last fall just previous
to her marriage and departure for the East
and made many friends among the Auxiliary
members, who were much interested in her
letters home. While in Belfast Mrs. Beach
was the guest of Miss Mabel R. Mathews, and
with her hostess left Thursday morning for
Camden to attend the meeting of the Eastern
Maine Branch of Woman's Board of Missions.
Mrs.

\v

net

Ledges,

occupy
at Dark

Mr. and Mrs. William A. Whitney arrived
Boston Wednesday morning and have
opened their summer home, “The Priscilla," at

Saturday Cove, Northport.
Miss Alice L. Abort), who has teen it: tht'

sewing department of the Taunton Insane
Hospital, is at Rockport, where she wit: spend
the

summer

with

relatives.

Mrs. G. H. Gruby of Boston, who has been at

home, Sunnyside, Prospect, fora
days arrived Tuesday to visit the family
of Mrs. H. B. Cunningham.
her

summer

few

The Journal has received a post card from J.
MacDougall, then at Yosemite, Calif., who
says: “We are enjoying the beauty ar.d grandM.

eur

of this wonderful

region."

Helen Brown has returned from Boston
where she graduated front the Currier ScCm.
of Expression, and is with her parents, Mr. and
Miss

Fred W.

not.

Mrs. Will R. Howard arrived last Saturday
She spent
night from Farmington, N. H.
Sunday with Miss Ella M. Folsom, and Monday
opened their new summer home at the Battery and will look after the gardening, etc.,
until Mr. Howard’s arrival.

j

Mr. H.

spend the

from

Mr. Jerry Sullivan and his daughter, Miss
Blanche L., who have been living in Mattapan,
Mass., have moved to Roslindale, where they

|

at

party going to Portland for the Grand
Chapter Eastern Star meeting.
Miss Margaret A. and John R. Dunton have
opened their summer home at the Battery.
Their sister, Mrs. Julia Wadsw’orth, has arrived
from West Upton, Mass., where she spent the
winter to spend the summer at the Battery.

^

Caroline P. and Miss Anne C. Crosby,
the Vendome, Boston, will spend the
month of August with Miss Hattie P. White on
Cedar street, Belfast.
Mrs.

now

their summer home. Gray
Harbor this season.

the

1

book-keeper

Leonard & Barrows shoe factory, has resigned and Miss Leila M. Howard will succeed
her next Monday.
at

Mrs. A. A. Pendleton, Mrs. J. A. Pendleton,
Mrs. C. R.
and Mrs. P. E. Hatch of
Islesboro were in Belfast Monday and joined

Pendle^n

Ul"

Sylvester,

Mrs. Ada F. Morton of Portland is the guest
her mother, Mrs. Andrew G. Mudgett, Bel-

this week.

---in

1UI

of

Joseph Blake has moved from the D. M,
Orrin J. Dickey clerked for H. E. McDonald
Sylvester house to the Lorenzo Patterson house
during the latter’s visit in Portland the first of on Searspoit Avenue.

]^rhile

iHti.i

Mrs. E. L. Brackett left Tuesday for Kingin the interest of the Children’s Aid Society of Maine.

man

at

represent, and in order to be eligible to participate in the convention must be elected
subsequent to this call.
On the above basis of representation the

immii

May 30th, will be observed in
by Thomas H. Marshall Pbst,
: cession, exercises at Grove
afternoon and at the Opera
Q--
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Brown, Court street.

Holmes W. Reid, wife and son, who came to
Belfast a few months ago from Wolfville, N.
S., and have been living on Condon street, left

Tuesday for Fitchburg, Mass.,

where

they

will

locate.
The many Belfast friends of F. A. Di key.
of Northport. will be glad to know that
he has sufficiently recovered from a long and
serious illness to be able to walk from hi?

Esq.,

house to the barn.

Mr. and Mrs. Dominie and “Thor," the Great
Dane, arrived Wednesday morning and the
summer residence of Mrs. Abby MeLane or:
Northport Avenue will be got ready for the
season’s occupancy.
Daniel'G. Wing, president of the First NaBank of Boston was at Saturday Cove

tional
lor (1

uap

the work
built for

me

cottages which
himself and brother.
on

the two

are

being

Rev. Arthur G. Roberts, Messrs. 0. E. Frost,
Braley, B. B. Greenlaw, Frank Ik Keene
and Harry Stimpson autoed to Waterville la-st
Friday to attend the Laymen’s ('.invention,
and returned Saturday afternoon.
A. K.

Miss R. A. Metcalf, superintendent of the
Central Maine General Hospital in Lewiston,
and Miss Agnes Shaw, a graduate nurse, visited
the Misses Marshall and Madsen at the Waldo
County General Hospital over Sunday.

E. T. Emerson, district manager of the New

England Telephone

&

Telegraph

company,

and Sumner Austin, the new local manager,
were in the city yesterday on business.
Mr.
Austin will assume control on June 3d.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Kirkpatrick of St. Paul
arrived last week for their annual visit before
going to their summer home down the bay.
Mr. Kirkpatrick is now busy getting their
launch, the Ellie, ready to go into commission.

Hugh D. McLellan, Esq., of Cambridge, Mass,
spent the week-end in this city. Next Saturday Mr. and Mrs. McLellan and their two children will come to Belfast for the summer and
will open the McLellan homestead on upper
High

street.

A. B. Stantial went to Bangor
last Saturday and returned Sunday in Mr.
Stantial’s new’ four-passenger, 30-horsepower
Cadillac car, making the run in about two hours
Mr. Stantial is much pleased with the car, which
replaces the Ford runabout he had last season.
Mr. and Mrs.

Miss E. Frances Abbott, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Giles G. Abbott of this city, is a member of the graduating class at the Virginian
Institute of Bristol, Va., the exercises of
which are being held this week. Miss Abbott
will visit school friends in Boston and Baltimore, arriving home about the first of June.
Miss Cecile Littlefield has been confined to
the house with a severe cold for several days,
but has nowr resumed her duties in the WestOn account of the night letern Union office.
ter service, and the increased business, it is
proposed to open the Western Union office
earlier and close later during the summer season and if this change takes
place Miss Littlefield will no doubt fill the position of assistant

operator.

A REPUBLICAN STATE
CONVENTION
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IN

of Forests to

Relation

[By Stephen

Wednesday,

AIGISLA,

June 29, 1910,

For the purpose of nominating candidates
for Governor and State auditor to be supported
at the September election, and transacting such
other business as may properly come before it.
The basis of representation is as follows:
Each city, town and plantation will be entitled

for

excess

of 75 votes,

a

bear the most vital of relations toward
that country.
One of the most important of these relations is the conservation of water in the
forest soil. At Nancy, Francs, it was
proven that water in the ground evaporated five times as fast outside the forests as within them. If the forests are
cut down the rivers must dry up; for
when the forests Jare cut the rain will
wash through the soil, or carry the soil
with it, and quickly join the river. Then
there will be no more water in the ground
until the next rain comes. But in the
forests it is different. The forests shield
the rain from sun and wind; and the
strong tree roots, far down in the earth,
form with the soil and dead forest growth
a kind of dam
through which the water
leaks but slowly, keeping the river always full.
For exampie:* In Mississippi the farmer must
keep trees planted on his land or
it will wash into deep gullies and become
utterly worthless. In the western deserts
all that the farmer needs to irrigate his
land is a small, steady-flowing mountain
stream, but the mountains are bare and
treeless and the water runs off the ledges
as it does off a roof.
The Rock River,
Wisconsin, was surrounded for about a
third of its length by hardwood forests,
and it supplied power to many mills and
factories. The forests were cut and the
water supply became so decreased that
the mills had to shut down.
Forests are also of value as windbreaks. In an open country of high
winds, nothing adds more to the comfort
of the home than a belt of trees about it.
Whether the wind be the hot blast of
summer or the snow-laden blizzard of
winter, its force is spent on the trees,
and the house is net swept by each passing gust. Orchards need protection from

Infants and Children.

The Kind Yon Have Always Bought

delegate; and for each 75 votes cast for
the Republican candidate for Governor in 1908
an additional delegate; and for a fraction of 40
one

votes in

BEARS THE SIGNATURE OF

further additional

delegate. Vacancies in the delegation of any
city, town or plantation caA only be filled by

residents of the county in which the vacancy
exists.
The State committee will be in session in the
ante-r«pom of the City Hall at nine o’clock of
the day of the convention, for the purpose of
receiving credentials of delegates. In order to
bo eligible to participate in the convention,
delegates must be elected subsequent to date
of the call for this convention.
All electors of Maine, whatever their political affiliations may have been, who believe in
the general principles and policy of the Republican party and desire its success at the polls in
the coming election in this State, are cordially
invited to unite under this call in electing delegates to the convention.
Per order. Republican State Committee,
BYRON BOYD, Chairman.
FRANK H. BRIGGS, Secretary.

In Use For Over 30 Years.
COMPANY,

THE CENTAUR

no

TT

MURRAY CTREET,

further legislation this session, the

NEW YORK

CITY.

in New York State

take an active

part
already attained would be entra- politics, and will undoubtedly be glad to
ordinary, but there is no doubt that there see his former secrectary and the preswill be most important laws enacted dur- ent collector at the
port of New York,
ing the closing weeks of the present ses- Mr. Loeb, made candidate for governor.
sion. It is impossible to anticipate just This program would undoubtedly reunite
what these laws will be, or in how far all factions in New York
State, and lead
they will carry out the promises of the to victory next November, not only in
platform or the recommendations of the the election of the State officers, but in
Augusta, May 2, 1910,
President. It must be remembered that the return of the present delegation to
Waldo county is entitled to 60 delegates, as we are a nation of
90,000,000 people, Congress.
follows:
covering a vast extent of territory, with
10
1
Belfast,
Morrill,
In Ohio, which is conceded to be one
most diversified industries, and that the
1
1
Belmont,
Northport,
Senators and Representatives who are of the most important battle grounds of
3
2
Brooks,
Palermo,
1
1
Burnham,
Prospect,
working for the best good of all these the year, the Republican party is more
2
Frankfort,
2
Searsmont,
1
4
people must have very diversified view’s harmonious than for a quarter of a
Freedom,
Searsport,
2
Stockton Springs, 2
Tslesbnro,
Governor Harrison is losing
upon these great public questions. These century.
1
2
-Jackson,
Swanville,
views cannot be enacted into law in a strength every day, and a large portion
1
Knox,
2
Thorndike,
2
2
Liberty,
Troy,
single day—it takes many days of long of the Democratic party is opposed to
3
3
Lincolnville,
Unity.
debates to reach the best results and to his nomination, which, however, will not
Monroe.
3
1
Waldo,
Montville.
3
arrive at the compromises that will be be prevented, but it seems now’ that the
4
\Vinterport,1
acceptable to the majority.
Republican candidate will be victorious
Total,60
In view, then, of the record that has and no Republican seats lost in the Buckalready been made, and of the legislation eye State. There might arise an exiWashington Letter.
sure to be enacted, and in view of the gencv where Col. Roosevelt will take an
Washington, D.C. May 23. If Congress splendid Administration that President | active part there; he will, undoubtedly,
should adjourn tomorrow the record of Taft is
giving to the country, it seems make several speeches during the camthe present Administration to date would impossible that the
people will fail to re- paign, and in these speeches he will inreally be an extraordinary one. Never turn a Republican House of Representa- dorse the tariff law and will indorse Mr.
has so much been accomplished in a sin- : tives, and
by so doing give a hearty in- Taft in every particular and his allegigle year as has been attained since the dorsement to Mr. Taft and his efforts. ance to his own so-called
policies, which
inauguration of President Taft. The He should have a Republican House of will be continued as far as possible by
tariff law enacted at the special session Representatives
during the last two years the present administration.
last year was a stupenduous piece of of his term to enable him and his
party
work in itself, and has proved so emi- to carry out to the ful* as much as
The Republican Congressional Compossinently successful that few can be found ble of the legislation needed to bring mittee has already done a far greater
to criticize it. It has brought an unusual about the best results to our civil and amount of work than was ever before
amount of revenue and a wonderful social and industrial life.
attempted so early in the campaign.
amount ot business to the country. It
has given every man who is worthy of it

result

It is very evident that the

pretended
being Democratic glee over the outlook for the
>
so rapidly year’s elections must very soon change
that it can easily be said that never be- to doubt from the Democratic
standpoint
fore in our history have the people of this and to great confidence and hope on the
country been receiving so great a reward Republican side. This change has come
for their labor and toil.
about not through one, but many causes.
As a result of this tariff legislation we In the first place the general
grumbling
have entered into pleasant relations with against President Taft, which after all
every country, gaining from them the has been very similar to all first year
most advantageous terms for our exports experiences, is changing to
hearty comto them and giving in return the benefits mendations and indorsements of the
of our minimum rates. Such arrange- President
personally and his administraments with our National competitors tion.
Lincoln and Grant and Harrison
throughout the globe do much more to and McKinley, and in fact every Repubmake peace and friendly relations than lican President were found fault with
anything else that could be done, and al- during a portion of their terms, but this
ready the principle of a maximum and eventually gave way to merited applause
minimum tariff has been fully vindicated, which came when the
people found out
and shown to be not a threatening club, the truth.
The people are now finding
but a means to bring advantage to both out
the truth about President Taft. They
sides in a peaceful and friendly
are learning in the first
way.
place, in spite of
Again, the tariff commission, made Democratic misrepresentation, that the
possible by the law, while we hear little tariff’ law is most successful. No honest \
of its workings, is still a very busy body,
man, be he Democrat or Republican, can
and when the appropriation now
pending say that the result of the operation of i
chance to work, and wages
increased all over the country
a

are

|

is made available there will no doubt be
a mass of information collected that will
be of benefit to the Executive and to

that law has not been most beneficial in
every way, both from a revenue stand-

point

both houses of Congress.
.Wvt

working

least

employment and

when he said that: “It is the best tariff
law we have ever had.”

into operation and the
splendid results therefrom which have
accrued to the Government.
It will not
be possible to know just bow
great a
saving has been made in our expenditures until the end of the fiscal
year, but
t is
already known that many millions
of dollars tyii1 have been saved to the tax
payers of the country.
In the first
place, the Postoffice deficit of $17,000,000
last year will be reduced to some $5,000,1)1111 tins year,
showing a saving of at
economy

and from that of

wages, and it is very evident that Mr.
Taft knew what he was talking about

to the passage and successful
of the new tariff law is the

put

that

can

is

by

no

means

the

only

be accorded to the present adIn every department of

ministration.

good business managepracticed to such an exexpenditures have been cut

the government
ment has been
tent that

■

Government. The during the present session of Congress,
same economy has been
practiced in the it will depend upon the course taken by
various other departments, and all this some of the so-called
insurgents. Unoutside of the savings shown in the
ap- doubtedly they have the power to delay
propriations.
or prevent the so-called administration
When the appropriation bills are
finally program, and it is to be seen whether
made up for the year, it will be seen that
they Swill exercise this power, or will
a great saving has been made in almost
work and vote with the regular party
every bill, amounting in the total to many
majority in adopting as many of the
millions of dollars. All this is hardly no- President’s
measures as possible.
ticed by the general public, but will be a
the

campaign.

The

work,

as

usual,

n '.S

hurricanes whiclj come
Gardens, when surrounded
by trees, are surely the most successful,
and here are some of the reasons why
shelterbelts and windbreaks are being
started in places of the West.
Apart from all these things, forests
afford a quiet resting place for man, a
place to spend his vacation in recreation,
a pleasant place to hunt and fish, a
place
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in which to iisten to the voices of nature
far from the busy city.
But

perhaps

the most

important

\

rela-

In theGlidden and Hower contest for 1909, covering a distance ot 263<i miles in 15 r
car in EA CH race finished with a perfect road and technical record at KA A
CITY.
These were the PIERCE ARROW S. uhiih have wen tiny Gliddcn Contest.

only ONE

ALL OTHERS werd penalized and
reached.

F. A. NICKERSON &

|

tion of all to the country, is the manuthings from the
wood and bark and pulp and sap of our
facture of innumerable

seme were

CO.,

642

withdrawn

before

Kansas Citi

9

Congress St., Portland,

Main Eislributcrs for PIERCE and SEI DEK Ca 1S

Licensed under Selden

forests. In 1905 alone there were over
91,000,COO wooden cross-ties purchased
by the railroads of the United States;
there were'over 2,400,000,000 board feet
of lumber used in the United States
mines, and over 3,000,000 cords of wood
used by pulp manufacturers. In the same
year the wood imports into this country
were

valued at more than

$95,000,000,

the exports at about $75,000,000.
The trade in wood has increased so much
and

in these modern

days that now the wood,
used each year is many times the new
growth.

j

!

j

1

impared by reckless use.”

Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A
IF

I

CAN

LIVE.

There will be

Marcellus J. Dow,

y
If I can live
To make some pale face brighter, and to give
A second lusttrt* to some tear-dimmed eye,
Or e’en impart
One throb of comfort to an aching heart,
Or cheer some wayworn soul in passing by;

University Faculty. For information
regarding the summer term teachers
should address Dean James S. Stevens,
Drono, Maine.
If I can lend
The summer schools at Gorham, Cas- I A
strong hand to the fallen,
line and Farmington will be in session
The right against a single
three weeks, beginning July 11th.
My life, though bare

or

BROOKS,

defend

envious

47 1-2c.

HIMALAYA

35c.

strain,

expense to teachers Perhaps of much that seemeth dear and fair
To us on earth, will not have been in vain.
ittending these schools, except for travel
ind board and for the material used in I rhe
purest joy,
;he courses in hand work.
Vlost near to heaven, far from earth’s alloy,
Full information regarding courses,
Is bidding clouds give way to sun and shine.
joard and other points will be »sent on ! And ’twill be well
on that day of days the angels tell
ipplication to the directors of any of the [f Of
me: “She did her best for one of Thine.”
schools. Inquiries should be addressed to ;
—Helen Hunt Jackson.
W. G.

Castine.

The summer term of Aroostook State
School will be held at Presque
Isle, lasting six weeks, beginning July
12th. Address Principal S. L. Merriman
’or all information.

FREE BOOK

I formal
1

Foj Every Living Thing on the Farm
Humphreys’ Veterinary Specifics.

In place of the Fort Kent summer
school there will be held in the early fall
i series of teachers’ institutes at differmt central points in the Madawaska ter-

500 Page Book free, on the Treatment and
Dare of Horses, Cattle,
Sheep, Dogs,
Bogs and Poultry, also Stable Chart to
aang up, mailed free.
LIST OF SPECIFICS.

■

A. For FEVERS, Milk Fever, Lang Fever.
B. For SPRAINS, Lameness, Rheumatism^
C. C. For SORE Throat, Epizootic, Distemper#
D. D. For WORMS, Dots. Grubs.
S. E. For COUGHS, Colds, Influenza.
ET. F, For COLIC, Bellyache, Diarrhea.
S. G. Prevents MISCARRIAGE.
9* H. For KIDNEY and Bladder disorders#
1# I. For SKIN DISEASES, Mange,
Eruptions^
I. K. For BAD CONDITION. Indigestion.
At
>f

druggists or sent prepaid
price. 60 ots. each.

on

reoeipt

HUMPHREYS' HOXEO. MEDICINE 00., fTnmgf
NiUUm and Ana Streets, New York.

'vt

ANL

LIVERY, BOAStilMG

STABLE
situated on Washington str*
1 have single andd< u
street.
tu ards, etc. Careful drivers
patronage is solicited. Tt
235-2, house, 61-13.

fot

Is

general line of White Goods.
Pine Tree Suits for Boys.
a

Underwear for the whole

family.
Ribbons, Laces, Corsets, and most

everything you expect to find in a Dry and
Fancy Goods Store.

0$

pie
■

V/. C. PRESTO^
__

alo

Harnesses

Mallett,(Farmington; W. I
j Principal
E. Russell, Gorham; A. F. Richardson,

j

CLOTH,

Lawns and

S

PRESTO

MAINE.

SUESINE SILKS.

no

been much speculation as to what his attitude would be toward the administra- ritory.
A summer school for teachers of drawtion. No one of his friends has had any
j ng will be held under the auspices of the
doubt as to where he would be found, and Commonwealth Art
Colony from July 25
yet because he has not seen fit to make 1 ;o August 20, 1910. The courses of this
1 ichool are
given under superior instrucany definite statement an impression has
tion and offer excellent opportunities to
gone forth, largely fathered by the DemMaine teachers who desire special work
ocrats, that he would not be found with n the departments covered by the school.
his old party associates. It is now known,
Information regarding the Boothbay
however, from private letters, just what Harbor Summer school, which is not
under State direction, will be sent on
his stand will be. He will support the
ipplicatton to A. G. Randall, Boothbay
administration in every particular. He Harbor, Maine.
will announce that he will not be a canThe Castine conference for superindidate for President in 1912, that he will endents will be held from July 11th to
,5th inclusive. Requests for information
not be a candidate for Senator or Con- ,
egarding board at Castine should be adgressman from New York, or any other Iressed to Principal A. £, Richardson,
position whatever. He will, of course, * Castine, Maine.

there

Iill

1 MADE BY THE

every year.

SUMMER SCHOOLS.
The summer term of the University of
Maine will begin June 27th and continue
six weeks. The instruction is provided
for the most part by members of the

finally

were

THE

fir*r\ fi

be upon legitimate lines, informing the
people of the wmrk of the administration, of the truth about legislation, and
correcting the misreDresentations sent

As the return of Col. Roosevelt comes
nearer and nearer, there has, of course,

even

n

>

will

great feature to be credited to Mr. Taft
and his Administration as the figures are

As has been stated,

Ralfact

Thus we see that the forests cannot
last forever, especially with our present
wasteful lumbering methods.
Forests
must at some future time give out unless
they are conserved. 'That is why there
are already over 26,000 square miles of
out by the enemy.
national forests in the United States.
The people are beginning to realize That is why foresters have been appointthat a Democratic House would be a ed and salaried by the United States government and forestry schools are being
severe blow, not only to the efforts of
legislation in behalf of the people, but a established.
menace and check to the business prosThus, in the words of ex-chief Foresperity of the country, and a reversal of ter Gifford Pinchot,
forestry was adopted
industrial
conditions.* Such a represent
sult it is believed cannot be attained chiefly because of ,-the need of wood,
when the I shoring class of the country the need of protection to stream
flow, to
soberly give their attention to the situa- the soil and agricultural
the ecoful

down in every direction and millions of
dollars saved to the government. This
“My child was burned terribly about the
has not been done with a great flourish
face, neck and chest. I applied Dr. Thomas’
of trumpets, but in a quiet, business-like Eclectric Oil. The
pain ceased and the child
sank into a restful sleep.”—Mrs.
Nanay M.
way, and is only being found out as pubN. Y.
Hanson,
Hamburg,
lic statements are made in the

j

It is being proved that a President and
His Cabinet officials may save the Government in many ways quietly and without
'■ostentation and without giving out daily
bulletins to show what has been done.
While this may not at the time gain for
them the credit that is their due, yet
when the people realize at the end of a
year, when the figures have been made
up, what has been accomplished, they
•will not fail to give the proper credit and
to sustain an Administration that is working so earnestly in their behalf.

Mitchell Si Trusspll

Cooking Easy

crops,
A few-disgruntled newspaper men
all kinds of calamity and disas- nomic advantage of putting all the land
ter, but the masses, whose intentions we to its best use, the tendency of private
do not get through the press, will record action to conflict with the
public intertheir vote on the 8th of next November
ests unless education, co-operation, or
for the party which means progress and ;
prosperity, and for the party which has a regulation is provided by the State, and
record to point to in the past as an earn- the duty of handing on the resources of
est of what it proposes to do in the the State, the common property of its
future.
people, to the citizens of the future, un-

--

made up.

The Range that Makes

predict

credit

This is due largely to
usual
the business methods
inaugurated by course of events. At the end of
the
Postmaster-General Hitchcock, and to
j fiscal year all these results will be very
legislation that will enable him to put I
in the annual statements, and
into effect many reforms in the service. ! apparent
then the people will give to this adminisin the Treasury
Department, too, tration credit for a
degree of economy
throughout the various bureaus econothat has not been seen for many years.
mies have been put into
practice, and
many thousands of dollars saved to the ;
With all fair-minded men President;
Government.
This has been made pos- Taft has been one of the most
popular
sible through the business judgment Presidents we ever had and this
popushown by the various Secretaries and i
larity is going to extend to many of those
the desire to carry out Mr. Taft’s wishes who have seen fit to criticise
him. As rethat not a dollar should be wasted in
any gards the legislation yet to be enacted
of

This work will be continued without interruption until the first of November.
Every member of Congress who can
spare the time for one speech or many
will be drafted into the active work of
the campaign during the fall, and the
speech making of the Congressional
campaign of 1910 will no doubt exceed
that of any previous year. This activity
will also continue in the press bureau,
where already several million copies of
speeches have been distributed throughout the country, and this distribution will
be increased as the campaign goes on.
While the Democrats have been claiming
everything in sight and pretending that
the year’s elections would be decidedly
in their favor, the Republicans have
been working anS planning for a success-

those

i

Gleiw iod

tion.

But this

¥12,000,000.

department

Get One And Be Glad
On Every Baking Day

School.]

From the standpoint of vegetation,
the world may be roughly divided into
forest, grass land and desert.y Of these
three the forests are the most important
to the
world, or to any country, for they

AT 10.00 O’CLOCK A. M.

to

Country.

a

B. Clement of the Belfast High

V.

HALL,

GI1Y

Composition.

|

AT BOTTOM PRICES.
have purchased the harness business formerly conducted by R. J. Ellingwood and may
now be found at my new store on High street.
I will give you the best grade of harnesses.
Goods at rock bottom prices.
Sm20
I

CHARLES STEVENS Belfast Mains.

TruckingI am prepared to do all kinds of trucking.
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at H. E. McDonald’s furniture store, TO
*
Main street, and they will receive prompt at3mll
tention. Telephone conneftion.

W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

K nfi
^

For

indigestion.

Relieves scur stomach,
palpitation of the heart. Dieesrs wr.atyaueat

Don’t use harsh physics. The reaction weakens the bowels, leads to chronic constipation.
Get Doan’s Reguleta. They operate easily
tone the stomach, cure constipation.

I
to

buy COAL is

because

we can

now.

NOW

offer you

usually good coal.

un-

Coal that

has been carefullv selected—

S. W.Jolinsoi

s

OFFICE NO. 2. ODD FELLO

to,

Office hours

every

afternoo,

Evenings

shall

he

I

at

>y«
1

'•V®

hit

Court Street, to answer calls
ri
Office telephone eall,
House telephone «■>» 11 3‘T ri1

^
S

1

___

with this point in view—to

give

the utmost satisfaction to

our

customers and to all other people of discernment. Good clean
coal and honest

weight. Yes,;
the right time to buy is now and.
the right place, here, assuredly.!
THE

Swan &

Sibley Co.

BURGESS

*

|

PRINT1NG0*
OPERA HOUSE MOCK.

i"2|

ELIZABETH M. til

^Sj

Successor to George W B,-":

PROPRIETOR.

JOB
COMMERCIAL

PRINTING
PRINTING

A

SPL

H

^
9

of the Kennebec

ij^Queen

vently: “Oh Father, how peacefully and
tor the outer breaker which was break- j snub the fish too hard, as by so doing, test itl
carrying capacity much further,
beautifully thou hast made the last hours ing feather
white a mile or more to the the line or snood might part.
as a school of dogfish haa taken
complete
of my husband on earth.
Oh how won- westward.
The plucky little• launch
By how Peter’s blood was up and it possession of the trawl, and the
hooks
wasn’t long in covering this distance, was a clean fight between fish and man which were not taken
derful are the gifts of God.”
them
held
up by
Tenderly and soon we ran in to the eastward of for the mastery. Time and
when
she
mutilated

Wampanoags.

of The
The ust

w. GOWEN.
pv FRANK
No. 14.

j

with all its terrible storms hat 1
and his army o:
waken Arnold
wilderness, and the suffer

"
""

'x

S

f

the poor soldiers pre
niist-rv of
saddest chapters in oui

5

if’ire

11

"Of the various qualities of flour ob-

imminent starvatioi

i

1

i

Purest Flour

tires were constantly
to keep the men fron

i,r, at

tained from the same wheat, the lower
are those most contaminated
With grease, dirt, and objectionable
bacteria; the freedom of flour from
these, increases with its purity.”
Prof. Wm. Jago.
the well-known English chemist.

grades

face the army mad<
to follow their brav<

j

.,,i tin French settlement!
Mur.y a poor soldier was left
banks of the icy rivei
solitudes where theii
:
devoured by wile
pieces on the rocks

5

The purity of William Tell flour is
due to the costly equipment and exceptional care to keep the grain and
flour clean.
The wheat is stored in hermetically
•aaled tanks at the big mills of Ansted
& Burk Co.
Before grinding, it is cleaned six

ver-

had passed since
.ns half-starved ant
wilderness to pusl
towards the Frencl
: to send back relief.
the starving soldiers

ivs

5

ard, liaving lost

Neither grain

a'

i

t.

from the end of this

n'

hope so,” replied
resting
birr's thin, pale face,
t us

,rk. sad eyes

iI's courage will save
army from starva-

r
•

it,”

doubt of

no

re-

after we reach the
B,

.ring the Chaudiere)

a

is

3

r

great lake
v

will

we

provisions from
makes me think,”
of

Mrs.

Warner told

Captain Dearborn's
billpd and roasted

as

.slay the pangs of
'"ldiers.” “What a

s

P;

to this

pome

v..

it ion

P.

1' rr.

Ids.
;!

awful

the

blood

as

-aid,

when
the

f

cheeks,
reach

we

beyond

river

Arnold

t\nd
j

resting

r

of

in these

and hollow

wan

ir

depth

and

and

re-

will march on with

si

r.quer for Liberty.”
our

..

beautiful and

Jacataque,

:

“and

p in my dreams this
ttei days in the wil-

ii

and our army vicaust direct the steps

i

polonies to nobler

higher aims

ds to

of

'As she said this

:

brilliant light,
t with bowed head.
lure life and often

with
rr

a

ever

touches

comes

“So shall

to

light that cannot fade,
Beam on her from on high,
And angels’ voices
softly say,
Her heroic deeds can never die.”
a

CASTOR
IA
Children.

William Tell

For Infant8 and

The Kind You Have

mg. weary and wan, the ragged and famished army sent up a shout and staggered

forward.

The boats manned by the soldiers shot down the swift, dark waters
of the Chaudiere like arrows, and when
they reached the rapids nearly all were
thrown on the rocks and broken to pieces
and many of the weak and starving soldiers were drowned. Great fires were
built along the banks of the river and
the soldiers dried their clothing and after
eating a little of the mouldy bread the
men staggered along down the
river,

Halibut Fishing off Matinicus.
[Hart L. Woodcock, in Maine Woods.]

Herring

had struck during the
night
and all the fishermen about the harbor at
Oiehaven were spending the morning in

picking their nets, which

pairs

to draw

it was time to go back to the
trawl.
Our bait was about used up,
also; in fact, we had but two of the big
herring left, so we hauled up our anchor
and prepared to return.
Those two herring seemed to possess a

perfect fascination for Peter

He looked at me in a foolish sort of
way and said:
'Spose I catch a halibut
with dose two? Great halibut growed
dest a littil way off. By thunder! I go
try, yes.”
He whirled the boat brace into instant
Carefully he started his lines
or more, then struck with all
his power. He failed to hook the fish,
and with a grunt of disappointment hauled in his fifty fathoms of line.

“Dat was a halibut, Mr. W. and I
knew it,” he exclaimed, as the bare hook
came in over the rail.
Carefully he adjusted the one remaining fish and slow-

ly

sent the

said:

Heaven in her eyes,
iity and love,”

;

s,

f

ed into service and filled with

the'shining

In these later
almost unknown.

had

me

i:

ate

dear,”

me,

slight flush

u

re-

and

about his neck
to hers she said:

inns
w-e
■'

if we are

even
1

ana aeatn.

Burr,

i

as

in-

he bent

her sweet, red lips.
dawned clear and

»*

they staggered

for

their breakfast

the cold blasts of the

they
early winter,

save

which

'■ their
bugles and
shout of relief echoed
h tht deep, dark for■

starving soldier

t
t

;

(

as

(
,

to

passed

doing so. Sighting this way and that,
he dodged the boat about till he got his
bearings exactly. Then, when all was
ready, we threw over the grapple and
the buoys, which fastened and marked

and she did not

die.

?
i,

■

r

"m

;r

as

j

was

river they

saw

the dead body of a
a
clump of bushes

and went swiftam,a ghastly sight

here

j,

was

Ej,
1st,
(1 ,lls

U|
...\UnM

!.,»,.,

It

made him a little
too

broth; but, alas,

late, for James Warner

He however,

recognized

was

it

was

dying.

his wife and

feebly pressed his hand to her brow.
“Oh dear, brave wife,” he whispered
sadly, “All will soon be over with me,
for 1 am dying; but death in this dark

;

-t:c“'■■■«
r‘ '•

1

>

an?

was

sped along.
interesting to watch him.
we

said

Jacataque,

as

and planted a kiss
"
'Tied the beautimust make another

hear sweet

music,

and see the

As

Health
NEVER RAILS TO RESTORE
GRAY HAIR TO ITS NATURAL
COLOR MIL/ BEAUTY.
No natter how oM an!
faded your hair lockt.ro how
yon hare been gray, itwill work wooden far yn

Bangor.
The Grand Lodge of the State of
Maine, Knights of Pythias, and the
Grand Temple of Pythian Sisters, convened in Bangor in annual session May
18th. The Grand Lodge was attended
by about 250 members as representatives
from all sections of the State, and the
session of the Grand Temple was attended by about 150. The
morning session was devoted almost entirely to the
reports of the various officers and com-

faining

mittees.

The report of the grand chancellor,
Joseph P. Hatch of Damariscotta, shows
that the Pythian Order in the State of
Maine is increasing and flourishing
The report of the grand
steadily.
keeper of records and seal for the year
1909 shows an increase in
membership.
According to the recent Supreme Lodge
report for the year 1909, the net gain in
membership (2699) was the smallest

ployed at the Maryland Club, Baltimore,
Md., sajs:
“About four years ago I had a severe
attack o) the grip, which left me a nervous wreck.
My blood was much impoverished and I did not regain my
strength. Everything that I ate dis-

recorded for many years. Maine has a
gain of 178. In the Supreme Lodge
report for the year 1908, Maine had a

tressed

much

higher position

in

the

list

of

was

on the first ballot and
no choice.
Frederic L.

treatment is
builder. Do

on

my

likely not a blood
neglect then to removes

your trouble but give Dr,
Williams’ Pink Pills a good trial.
For such diseases of the blood as rheumatism, lumbago, chlorosis, after-effects
of fevers and general debility, there is
no more direct or certain cure thin Dr.
Williams’ Pink Pills.
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills are sold by all
druggists, or will tie sent, postpaid, on
receipt of price, 50 cents per box: six
boxes for ?2.50, by the Dr. Williams
Medicine Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

HAVE

the result
Tower of

YOU

Portland was elected on the second and
his election was made unanimous.
Edgar
J. Brown of Waterville was elected

grand
George L. Spaulding of
grand prelate. There
was no opposition to either of these men.
Wilfred E. Ricker of Portland, who has
served the order so faithfully
during the
past eight years, was elected grand keepvice chancellor.

TRIED

Orono was elected

of records and seal over Nowel B. Potter of Lewiston by a sweeping
majority
of more than two to one, and the announcement of the election of Mr. Ricker was received with cheers.
Edwin C.
Milliken of Portland was elected grand
master of exchequer; George H. Welch
of Yarmouth, grand master at
arms;
Willis B. Mills of Bangor, grand inner
guard, and Chester L. Swallow of Foxcroft, grand outer guard.
Reports of the several committees to
which was referred the articles of the
reports of the grand officers, were presented with recommendations and adopted.
er

Lydia

Fitchvilie, Ohio.—“My daughter was all run
down, suffered from pains in her side, head and
and could walk but a short distance at a
f limbs,
She came very near having nervous
i time.
prostration, had begun to cough a good deal,
and seemed melancholy by spells. She tried
i two doctors hut got little help/ Since
taking
Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound,

The grand officers

were

CARRIED

installed by

Past Grand Chancellor Wyer Greene of
Portland, and the meeting adjourned
after a brief address of thanks by the
newly elected grand chancellor.
The next meeting will be held in Port-

IN STOCK BY

Jackson &

Hail,

A. A. Howes &

and.

Horace

KENNEDY’S LAXATIVE
COUGH SYRUP

JASTERN

Can't look well, eat well or feel well with
impure blood feeding your body. Keep the
blood pure with Burdock Blood "Bitters. Eat

simply,
exercise, keep clean,
have long life.
take

We will pay a handsome reward to
any person who will
prove to us that these letters are not genuine and truthful
—or that either of these women were
paid in any way for
their testimonials, or that the letters are
published without
their permission, or that the
original letter from each did
not come to us
entirely unsolicited.
What more proof can
any one ask ?

BANGOR

and you will

ON

90 Cents

rear

of the Court

House,

Belfast, Maine.

September
Business

39.

Manager.

Dr. W. C. LIB BEY,

specialty.
Photos finished in Sepia and Platinum.

LEMOS,

to

ORRIN J. DICKEY.

a

Phoenix Row, in

STEAMERS BELFAST hii.1 CAMDEN

May 13

Was opened for business March 15th. All kinds
of photographic work done at reasonable prices.
The first 6 weeks will be special bargain
weeks.
An elegant finished picture, well
mounted,
$1.25 per dozen; also some for $1.00.
One dozen fine cabinets, $1.00; 16x20 crayon
and frame, all for $5.00.

DE

KKTIliN

EVERY THURSDAY

STUDIO

groups

Chenery*

BELFAST TO

The Sew I'p-to-Date

Family

Co.,

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

AND

For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable
Compound has boon the standard remedy for
female ills. So sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and
herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit.
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice.
She has
guided thousands to health free of charge.
Address Mrs. Pinkham, Lynn, Mass.

KINEO

gas

most
not

the cause of

Fitcliville,

|

caused

not give ip although I could hardly drag
around.
I tried several kinds of medicine and was treated by a physician hut
I read about Dr.
nothing helped me.
Williams’ Pink Pills in a paper and tried
them.
I received so much ienefit from
the first two boxes of the pills that I gave
them a thorough trial and was cured.
The pills gave me a new appetite and
built me up until 1 was strong and well.”
If you have failed to get more than
temporary relief from your suffering, the

Lodge of Maine, Knights of Pythias, was
the principal business of th<> session
Wednesday night. There were three
candidates for the office of grand chancellor

and

me

stomach.
I was
extremely nervous,
could not sleep and suffered from severe
pains across my back.
“I was sick for two years hut would

net

DENTIST,
|

92

MAIN

I

STREET,

BELFAST, M4INE

TELEPHONE

2*3-2

RANGES!
—

The Range
That is

r

Always Ready.
The

Plunge Damper.

A New Feature.

Controls the Fire and Oven
with One Motion.

j

•

J
I
I
f

|f
•

>long

,,

angels.”

Then with a deep drawn Sigh he closed
I
his lips forever. His heroic wife dropped
’t
....
on her; knees and with an outburst of
urseives.
“S0 Isay" tears exclaimed: “Oh
>iir„.,| p
my dear husband,
lhen MaJ°r
Bigelow my dear husband. Thank God thaj your
swoni
the north and last hours were touched
fed
by the spirit of
°rWard’ in the »*me Christ.”
’**1..: gton
Then raising her trembling
and
jour
:
country!” starv- hands towards Heaven she prayed fer- i
e

as

the boat mounted the great swells of the
water, the man threw the line from the
tubs as fast as he could work, safely
avoiding the flying hooks in a marvelous
manner.
When the end was reached,
the last buoy and grapple was made fast
and then thrown over, and the gear was
at work.
“Dere. while dat is fishing, we’ll go
fishing, too,” said Peter, as he straightened up painfully and looked about.
Swinging the boat around, we headed

...

:
s;,

hooks,

noble woman as she administered a stimulant.
Then kindling a fire quickly she

great comand the army hour is sweeter to me now that
you are
hanks of the river.
by my side.” Then with a look of agony
men have' all on his death-stricken face he
whispered
ry waters and all
feebly: “Forgive me for my lack of cour! r■ ate John
Warner. age and unkind words. You will not for111
speak such words,”
get me.” “No, no, never,” his brave
as she came rushwife cried, sobbing convulsively. “Give
it is not so,” and
my love to the dear ones far away in the
)oot angrily on the old homestead
in Pennsylvania and tell
11 ever.if it is
so,” them to love and fear God and that you
"rushed back her stood nobly by my side in
my last, great
sorrow and death in the dark, stormy
&od bless you for wilderness. But
hark,” he whispered, “I
rs

tr

the first end of the trawl. Then, with
the engine turning slowly, I kept the
boat headed well to the southward of the
Rock lights and Peter threw out the long
trawl, with its thousand or more baited

you,” replied

the army

t’s boats which had
the rocks
floating

er,

several hours

return his company again took up their
After several
north.
weary march

hours’ search this brave woman found
But her husband
dying alone near a half
■ow rose to the ocfrozen creek which emptied into the
s
he cried, “shall
With piteous tears she
Chaudiere.
he after all these
pressed his pale, worn face to her bos-wilderness when our om and sobbed out her
“Who
grief.
s.shly returning with be ye,” feebly whispered the dying solaway?” “Never,” dier to his wife. “I am Jemina, your
yes flashed fire.
this
wife, come to serve
bank

oi

j

laid

as

P.

divided as follows: Cash, $16,380; investments, $180,250; real estate, $149,635; paraphernalia, $124,521; total, $470,786.
I he election of officers of the Grand

Irasburg, Vermont. —“I feel it my duty to
few words in praise of your medicine. When I began
it
I
had
been very sick with kidney and bladder troutaking
bles and nervous prostration. I am now
taking the sixth bottle of Lydia L.I mkham’s Vegetable
Compound and find nivself
greatly improved. My friends who call to see me have noticed
a gieat change.
Mrs. A. U. Sanborn, Irasburg, Vermont.

shook the tree tops, and the groans of
1ry scanty breakfast
the sick and starving soldiers who were
ing soldiers rowed fast
sinking under their terrible hard.irk waters of this
ships. About noon Private John Warner
Megantic—which was found
missing from his company,
sheets of water in
and begging his comrades to delay their
bee.
When they
march for a while his brave wife hurried a tenderfoot^olocate the
fishing grounds,
and its darkly
back up the river in search for him, but but Peter hadn’t the least difficulty in
1

OF

The financial statement contained in.
the report of Grand
Keeper of Records
and Seal W. E. Ricker showed
receipts
the
during
year of $6053, and disbursements of $7001, decreasing the cash on
hand to $822 as against $1770 a
year ago.
The receipts of subordinate lodges
amounted to $105,964.
There was expended for relief $32,847, current expenses $69,126 and investments $4258.
The assets of subordinate lodges were

not to

say a

passage between Matinicus and Criehaven.
To the eastward we could dimly make
out Wooden Ball Island, and nearer in,
Ten Pound, the Hogshead and Shag
Then straight out to sea he
ledges.
stood, till the low lying islands behind us
became but a memory. All about was
the heaving sea and the immensity of
It was most exhilarating, this
space.
rush of cold salt air; you felt you must
inhale great volumes of it and that there
was joy and good health in doing so.
It would have been an impossibility for

on,

hear

destined, however,

Purifier and Liver Pills she has ims proved so much that she feels and
looks like
another girl.”—Mrs. 0. Cole,
Ohio.

The slow rise and fall of the surge
like the deep chested breathing of
animals made slow and strong by dis-

deer.

But no sounds did

were

Blood

was

listening with eager
ears for the shout of Arnold’s men with
relief.

about the limit.

We

;!

tress.
Jacataque
a'large
Stowing things snugly away on board ]
Quickly was the precious meat cooked
and eaten by the poor, starving soldiers the launch, Peter started the engine and
we slid rapidly out of the harbor, out
by
and when morning came, with hardly a
Eastern Harbor point, down through the
mouthful of food

to

i|

steel.

clear and two hours later the camp was
thrown into commotion by the glad shout

K.

on

her if suffering with the same trouble?
Here are two letters which prove the
efficiency of
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound.

j

LODGE,

a

When shown positive and reliable proof that a certain
remedy had cured numerous cases of female ills, wouldn’t
any sensible woman conclude that the same remedy would
also benefit

out

GRAND

And Grand Temple of the Pythian Sisterhood hold their annual sessions in

he stood and

2&'M&ms

quick
ny lamplight
of the house in season to see
Peter's lantern streaking along the beach
in the direction of the wharf.
Hurrying
after, I found him poking about in a tub
of big fresh herring which Ericson had

with much earnestness, “can show a more
heroic example of devotion to their leader

MAINE

Tha Thin Blood, Impaired Dlgeatlon
and Weak Nerves Left by the
Disease Must Be Restored
TO Normal Condition
By the Tonic
Treatment
There are few diseases which leave the
body with lower vitality and greater inability to regain its strength than the
grip. The attack itself is of short duration but the patient is fortunate if he
fully recovers his strength and health
until weeks and sometimes years have
passed. Thisys because the grip leaves
the blood thin, the digestion impaired
and the nerves weak
With the blood thin and impure the
body is left without its only means of reits strength, and health cannot ha
oped for until the blood lias been built
up and purified. Dr. Williams’ Pink
Pills are especially adapted to meet this
demand as they quickly and thoroughly
build up the blood.
Miss Estelle Daugherty, who is em-

companion
gazed up- very good, showing a net gain in cash
our glorious catch.
It certainly was assets of nearly $4000 compared with
big morning’s work for him, and, fur- the year 1908.
Three new lodges have been instituted
thermore, we still had prospects, as the
trawl might show good fishing.
If so, during the year, according to the report,
heaven only knew where the fish could at Matinicus, at Hartland and on Hurribe put, as the launch was already filled cane Island.
my

as

C%&.

dens.

fish mangled beyond all
usefulness by these scraggy pests.
As we took them from the hooks, we
killed the wiggling, unwholesome looking creatures and threw them overboard.
Then, picking up the gear and stowing it
away in the tubs, we were soon speeding on our way home rejoicing.

go.
lodges showing net gains, with a net gain
;
Never shall I forget the grin of con- of 405.
tentment which overspread the face of
The financial standing of the lodges is

wndw&u

in the sunshine till the fishermen looked
for all the world like big ungainly harlequins. Alongside the wharf the dories
and doubie-enders all filled to the sinking
point, were chafing uneasily at the painters waiting to be relieved of their bur- \

logs and

had shot

back to bottom.

HOW TO RECOVER
STRENGTH AFTER
ATTACK OF GRIP

only

ting

stuck full

days such a catch was
bushes to build fires to keep them from
Consequently the menwere
happy. Lobster bait is usually a
freezing. Arnold’s bitter days in the
scarce and expensive commodity, but, I
wilderness were another Valley Forge
nevertheless, something they all must
of the Revolution, the story which has have if
they wish to continue the winter’s
never been fully written.
fishing. But now there was no further
“Oh, my dear” cried Burr as he enter- cause for uneasiness; here was bait in
and to spare.
ed Jacataque's tent on the second night profusion
All except Peter the Dane were busy
of the march
the
Chaudiere, salting their catch. He had finished and
along
“what anguish and miseries our poor sol- was seated on an upturned half-barrel,
diers are suffering; why some of them baiting his trawl. This interested me.
For weeks I had been looking forward to
are boiling their moose skin
moccasins a favorable
opportunity to go trawling,
fora little nourishment.” “Is it -possi- and tiiis seemed my chance.
“When are you going?” I asked. “And
ble,” cried Jaeataque jumping to her
how about me?”
feet. “Yes.” replied Burr as he folded
“I bait up tonight and we will start at
the beautiful princess in his arms and
daybreak,” he answered. Peter was a
looked into her dark, hungry eyes, “our man of but few words.
An alarm clock, which was all busiNo other nation in
army is starving.
me out of bed on time, a hurrythe history of the world,” he continued ness, got
lunch
up aress ana a

that

rig

His sinker had hardly struck when the
bait was seized in such a fierce manner
as to almost take him overboard.
Now all was excitement.
It was a
halibut beyond doubt and a big fellow,
too; for as Peter succeeded in getting it
up eight or ten feet, back it would go
again, despite all his efforts to the contrary. Of course, it would never do to

>■

■

they lay

long looking
must be hypnotized.
“What is it, old man?” I asked, “Are
they coming back to life?”

andj to', the'- cause of freedom. But,
was a heaven with
darling,” cried Burr as he pushed back
;■ ets, of which his
the beautiful dark locks which fell abojit just brought in.
any times spoken
"Dess we take a few of dese,” he
her pale face, and kissed away her tears,
said, as he rais- “We will be
brave. We cannot fail be- said. "Dey may come in handy.”
We threw a bucket full into his dory,
i at the princess,
cause the provisions Arnold has promised which
was handy alongside, then we put
us nature touches
w'ill soon be here.”
“No, this army in the tubs of baited trawls, oil skins,
dinary, every-day shall not
perish, cried the princess. tumbled in ourselves, and pulled out
it does,” replied
across the tiny harbor to where his naph“God will help us in our great hardships
tha boat was swinging at its moorings.
it will ever be reand perils in these awful, lonely wilds.”
By now the gathering dawn had made
a us and
generous
aaxrirtrr olvo
liAvn
the iantern needless, but by the dim light
'Veil, my darling,” and
we
could see a long sullen swell making
pouch to her person, caught up her
hen 1 look at you in
into the harbor and we realized it would
rifle and, turning toward Burr, she said:
be rough outside.
! ath and starvation
“Come dear, lets see if we cannot bring
Not a breath of air was moving.
The
1 can only think
down a deer.” The night was cold and surface of the water was like polished
w< ids when he

f

as

He stood so
him.
at them that I thought he

the seat* beside

on

herring. Big silvery scales, sticking onto
rubber boots and oilskins, were sparkling

Two days had passed since the starving
army left the mouth of the Chaudiere
and no relief from Arnold was yet in
sight. So weak had the soldiers become
that they were obliged to harness themin

*

story.
By now

Everything about the only wharf in I
a receptacle was
being press-

their eyes and listening at
every step for thd return of Arnold’s
picked men with provisions.

together

were

as fast as we could handle our lines. But
Peter broke all records by catching a
pair of cod which weighed eighty-four
pounds each. Don’t shoot! I saw them
weighed myself and they were so large
there was no occasion to stretch the

again,

half way up, the monster would rush
back to bottom and put up a good sulking fight before it could again be started.
The heavy line payed through the man’s
hands in a way that might have
stripped
the skin from any less thoroughly seasoned.
Finally the big flan was Drought to the
surface. I stood b> with the gaff and, as
Peter managed to get the halibut alongside, I sank the heavy iron deep into its
head, no easy matter as it was threshing
about. Then came the battle royal. With
a mighty plunge the fish rushed off till it
was brought up all standing by the end
of the gaff lashing being reached. Recovering itself, it darted right and left,
twitching the heavy boat about' like a
feather, and both Peter and I exerted
our full strength to again overcome it
and work it back again. Finally the fish
gave up, exhausted. Then the question
was how to get it into the boat.
Had it
been a dory, whose rail we could have
down
to
the
brought
waiter, the thing
would have been easy, for once the halibut’s head is over, the body slides
smoothly into the boat. But the launch
was still with a foot or more of free
board, and to carry that plan out was
impossible. Again the fish still had lots
of fight left, as every flip of its tail sent
a^bucket of cold salt water into our faces
and over us, until we were thoroughly
drenched. Despite its efforts, however,
we soon tired it out and tugging
together
with all our might, finally succeeded in
getting it over the rail into the boat.
And none too soon, we found, as the hold
of both gaff and hook showed signs of let-

the way of

straining

selves

Always Bought

Si^aTmJof

of these fish.

the big Spar buoy marking the ledge,
Ind anchored.
We came right on top of a school of
big fish, evidently, for our lines were
hardly down when the cod and haddock
began biting ravenously. For an hour
or more we took them in, pair and pair,

attention.
up a foot

having—

a

out, both wrapped ir
must be French

flour

you from
the mills with all the brilliant bloom
that only Ohio wheat can make.
Ask your dealer, and insist on

sev-

shout, weak
were, that echoed
sis for miles around.
birr sis he sat besidt

nor

William Tell

vy reached a greal
at
known as Lake
n't up

well, can never forget Mrs. Jemina Warner, the heroine of the
early
days of the Revolution.
Long will her
name live; long will it stand
among the
brightest stars as a lover of freedom and
of a righteous cause.

anything but the bright, clean surfaces of dust-proof
machinery'. Even
the flour bags are sewed
up by
machinery.

j
swollen, icj j
night on a cold,

tnre

tion as

times.

in the

•

|

closed her husband’s eyes and
covered his body from the wolves. Then
after
a silent prayer above his
rude grave this
heroic woman strapped his
powder horn
to her person, shouldered his
rifle and
started down the river with all
possible
haste to overtake the
Straggling army
The wonderful courmany miles away.
age that had made her such an admirable
soldier’s wife, upheld her in her
lonely
and perilous journey through the
wilderneasWith dauntless courage she overcame every obstacle in her
way and overtook the army, by which she was
received with great rejoicing,
just before the
relief which Arnold had promised
arrived
and at a time when all the food had
given
out and despair had settled on
every
heart. The State of Maine, and our na-

__a.

Tun

wans

keep you looking young, promote a luxuriant growth of
Wafchy has, atop its falling
Reoat
aye Positively

Will not end dda

or

Gaea. Will not injan

your hair, b Not i Dye.
uron AU SUBSTITUTES

il.es and SSe. Bottles, at Drupes
aan.
gay fyttTf.HrwT*lr,>l -« "« *
R. H.
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Eastern Steamship Company. This arrangement has been talked of for at least
Before the
a quarter of a century.
Crosby Inn was built an official' of the
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It is

just possible that
never
wore a pair of
you
our women’s special house

For one square, one
Advertising Terms.
inch length in column, 50 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
A THREATENED HOLD-UP.

days

now

happily

If you haven’t, there is
lots of comfort in store
for you if you are in any

stage coach and levying up
ing tribute at the muzzle of rifles or revolvers. As civilization moved into the
western wilds, carrying law and order in
its train, and justice was administered
a town or

a

way troubled with tender
feet.

by Judge Lynch, unhampered by legal
technicalities and at no expense save for
a bit of rope or a few charges of powder
and ball, the bad men took refuge in the
large cities, and with the aid and counsel
of unscrupulous practitioners of the law
they set about devising schemes for robbery in less violent forms, marking for
‘their special prey the people of rural
communities, the widow and the orphan,
the men with a few hundred dollars saved

Made of very soft kid-

skin, with flexible turned
soles and medium low
heels. A special feature

goring instead of

is the

laces, which allows great
freedom of movement.—

up against a rainy day. Gaudy pamphlets
ith such alluring titles as “A Guide to

$2.00.

v\

Sold

Lull Pockets,” advertisements promising
”220 f ir 1,” and interest guaranteed
above the legal rate, were among the
inducements used to separate the unsuspecting investors from their money.
1 tut however skillfully devised and care-

fully guarded,

such schemes sometimes

within the scope of the Federal
)aw ar 1 a Fraud order puts the promotor: ot business, and they have to
fresh woods and pastures new.-’
a- ek
Be::ast :s now threatened with a “hold,t must not only affect the busiup"

mity

a

but the

city,

terests of the
as

exclusively by

The Oinsmore Stoie 1
The Mayor

came

es*

whole.

com-

This purpose was

announced in the mayor’s personal organ
1: st week in these words:
'That there will be a universal shaking
up, that some business interests may suffer t< mporarily, that citizens who hold
high tiie:r heads may wish to hide them
in the future, is but a part of the inevitable harvest when the sickle of truth
separates the wheat from the tares.”
Th- mayor calls upon friends throughtin county “to help boost up our circulation fast enough to make up for the
deficit we may suffer through the loss of
out

withheld
the advertising
from our columns through the influence
of the interests we are exposing.” He
invites communications in aid of this
work, which he admits to be that of “an
that

be

will

them

said that if Belfast
would build a first-class hotel the change'
would be made. Jhen. it was said we
must have better train facilities and PullIt was evident, howman car service.
saparilla. I took two bottles of this
ever, that we could not have this Bar
and was as well and strong
Harbor connection without the additional medicine
as ever.
I feel like a different person
wharf accommodation which the Eastern
and recommend Hood’s to any one suffrom catarrh.”
Steamship Company is now supplying. fering
Get it today in usual liquid form or
In addition to the reasons for this chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.
change mentioned by the Commercial it
may be said that the route from Belfast
of Waldo
to Bar Harbor makes an easier run in
Teachers.
foggy weather and avoids the roughest
part of the bay, as it is practically landThe annual meeting of the Waldo County
locked, while the scenic attractions from
the start are unequalled anywhere on the Teachers’ Association was held in Brooks, May
19,1910, with President A. J. Knowlton in the
coast.
chair. All joined in singing America, after
which prayer was offered by the president.
The annual reports of the several deAn address of welcome was given by Supt. T.
have
thfe
of
city government
partments
A. Elliot of Brooks, who welcomed the conbeen published in the usual form and evivention as a company of people engaged in
a
aid
of
the
without
reader,
proof
dently
the business of upbuilding and elevating manfor typographical errors are numerous. kind. Supt. Boston of Islesboro* responded
So far as can be learned from the figures briefly in behalf of the teachers. The records
given the mayor’s personal organ and the of the last meeting were read and approved
I printing establishment of which he is the and the following committees appointed by
! head received $450.79 from the city dur- the chair:
Nominations—A. W. Boston, Islesboro, T. A.
ing the past year. In this connection
Elliot, Brooks, Ethel Dodge, Searsport.
read the following sections from Chapter
Resolutions—Inez Pendleton, Islesboro, M. J.
4 of the Revised Statutes:
Stevens, Northport, Caroline W. Field, Belfast.
Section 38. No member of a city gov;
Time and Place—A. D. Hayes, Belfast, I. L.
1
ernment or selectman of a town, shall in
Inez Williams, Islesboro.
either board of such government, or in Burton, Brooks,
Principal A. F. Richardson of the Castine
any board of selectmen vote on any
question in which he is pecuniarily in- ; Normal School gave a very interesting lecture
terested, directly or indirectly, and in I on the essentials of a good school. He comwhich his vote may be decisive; and no I pared the schools of two years ago with the
action of such government or board, I schools of today and pointed out how marveltaken by means of such vote, is legal.
Then the
ous were the many improvements.
Section 39. No member of a city gov- j
school buildings cost $500; now about
ernment shall be interested, directly or average
the many changes for
indirectly, in any contract entered into : $8,000. He enumerated
while he is a member thereof; and con- the better in all the departments of school life,
tracts made in violation hereof are void. ! and ended by saying: “Our State now calls
I for well ordered and up-to-date buildings;
Monday next is Memorial Day, a day teachers whose State examination shows their
dead
nation’s
the
set apart for honoring
capabilities of teaching, and skilled superinthose who gave their lives for their j tendents.'’
From Hon. L. C. Morse of
Miss Elvina Quincy of Islesboro here sang a
country.
Liberty, Patriotic Instructor of the De- solo entitled “in a Garden fair ana on oeing
partment of Maine, we have received recalled sang a little Irish ditty.
A recess of a few minutes was then taken,
“A Memorial Reminder” and "quote the
after which Miss Mary Bills of Castine read a
concluding paragraphs:
In a
on the Aldine System of Reading.
It is especially important that the paper
and interesting manner she took up
pleasing
not
be
shall
of
Memorial
Day
meaning
overlooked. While it is not a day of the different steps in the method of teaching
rather
one of thankful- this system and illustrated them by use of the
but
mourning,
ness for the results won by the valor of blackboard, charts, sets of words and primer.
those we honor, it is not appropriate or
An instrumental solo by Miss Gladys Pitcher
respectful that the day should be devoted of Belfast was a very pleasant ending of the

says

his

that

persona]

organ
“has never said anything against any
citizen unless that citizen has shown that
his work was against the best interests
of our citizens at large, when through
such acts becoming the enemy of the
community’s well being, no one could
question the necessity of destroying his
power for evil and thereby clear the road
for progress.”

That is a false statement as it stands.
The real meaning of the paragraph is
that all who oppose the Mayor’s political
aspirations or fail to contribute to his
must be

pocket
see

destroyed.

who he has attacked.

has called Mr. O. E. Frost
“tool in
“a man
of

mess

us

The mayor

hypocrite, a
the hands of unscrupulous men,
who had sold his birthright for a
pottage” and has reiterated this I

and other defamation of
citizen and
none

But let

a

business

a

a

man

man

who as

and amusements.
As with tender hearts and gentle hands
the
little flags and the bunches
we place
of flowers, silent tributes of our love and
gratitude, we shall gather inspiration for
the future, and with noble aspiration
and high endeavor determine that, in-

a

is second tc

chants” and of “our readers scattered
throughout our field, including the merchants of adjoining towns.” Will those
whose business is threatened continue to
support this engine of destruction and
thus enroll themselves as enemies of
their fellow citizens and ot the community at large? Not if there is any spirit
of manhood left. The limit of endurance
must have been reached with the threats

in this

community. As the head oi
working factory of Mathews
Mr. Frost has given employment

to some 50 men the year around and disburses annually in this county for materia]

week, although they

made last

are

in

THE
To

to the

legislature

on

a

although

now

and

the

always

Democrat—but not of those led tc dis-

his

personal ends and ambitionsline with much that has gone before.
he has in the public positions to which he
There are grounds for doubting the
has been called recognized and perform
sanity of a man who would thus openly
ed the duty he owed to all his constitu
declare his intention to hold up an entire
ents of whatever political faith.
In the
community in New England; but it is a
he represented Belfast anc
legislature
natural sequence of previous efforts to
its interests, and not merely a politica
divert trade from its accustomed chanAnother member of the firm
party.
to
nel*. to compel people
buy only where
Hon. John R. Dunton, was elected mayo
he dictates and to punish every one who
How the town of

Staunton, Virginia,

general

manager to take control of its administration is told by Rob-

appointed
ert

G.

a

Hiden in the issue of

Weekly for May

21st.

Harper’s

“Unable to rid

themselves of the aldermanic system and

writer, "the people went as far as they
They abolished the old system
under which the city council appointed

could.

committees to attend to the various de-

partments

of

city

created the office of

The general manager

charge

government

and

general manager.
was given entire

and control of all the executive

work of the city in its various departments and. full control of the heads of departments and employees of the city.”
'The whole system is a vast improvement over the
old plan,” said John
Frosty, the author of the new arrangement.
"We believe that when it has'
been thoroughly worked out it will prove
to be the ideal system.
About the only j
people who object to our plan of govern- I
ment are the contractors.” Belfast has ]
been under one-man rule for several
years and has found it far from satisfactory.
Tn his

personal

that "We have

organ the mayor stated

letter from a former
Belfast publisher in which he informs us
that he allowed the Register of Probate
a very liberal
percentage in order to get
business for his paper/”
The publisher
in question, Mr. Frank I. Wilson, has
stated over his own signature that he
•“never by word or letter said or intimated that I could not get business without giving a commission.” That settles
it, as Mr. Wilson is recognized wherever
known as a man of veracity. Yet the
mayor has the assurance to declare that
“there has been no misrepresentation of
Mr. Wilson or his statements.”
a

jail rather
poll tax, because he is an

A man out west has gone to
than pay his

^anarchist.
It never touched us!
Comet.

Ta! ta! Mr.

King

Edward

of

Ashley

tive.

A.

A solo by Mrs. Pitcher of Belfast, entitled,
Old Madrid," was then enjoyed and she responded to an encore with “My Sweet."
W. E. Russell of the Gorham Normal school,
who was sent by Supt. Smith to take up the
topic assigned to him, gave an admirable address on An Efficient School. He said that the

“In

I

Speak no more of his renown,
Lay your earthly fancies down,
And in vast cathedral leave him,
God accept him, Christ receive him.’

of Belfast in 1906, and no one will ques
tion his standing as a public-spirited

presumes to differ with him.

Memory

of

England.

grace and defeat by the man who has
been permitted to use that party to subserve

vocation, and while peculiarly fitted
for cooking was not at all a success as a
teacher. Her comparison between the school
and the kitchen was very unique and instructaken her

MASONIC TRIBUTE

Smith of the First Universalist church of Belfast went to Portland last
Friday and as Grand Master of the Maine
Grand Lodge of Masons attended the memorial
services in honor of King Edward. At the exercises conducted under the auspices of the
Portland club Mr. Smith made a brief address
as the representative of the Masonic Grand
Lodge of Maine in which the sentiment of the
brethren of Maine was expressed in the following eloquent words:
“Our words and our tears mingle to-day
with the mourning of a mighty nation and in
the language of our ancient Scriptures—that
undimmed light in Masonry, we say—‘How are
the mighty fallen! How is the strong staff
broken!’
“The mournful martial music of a nation’s
sorrow
sweeps across the seven seas, and
catching some echo of it, we bow in memory
and veneration cf the gracious, gentle, great
and kindly soul, who for many honored years
held the potent gavel of Masonic Mastership,
and now at the call of the King of Kings and
Lord of Lords, has laid down the sceptre of
dominion and freed from the concealments of
the flesh has touched the unseen and eternal
reality back of all Masonic symbols, and sleeps
with his fathers in honored sepulchre, which
with the last great laureate of his beloved
country who sang of England’s deathless fame,
we, too,
“Doubt not that for one so true,
There must be other nobler work to do,
And that he wears a truer crown
Than any wreath that we can weave him.

Democratic ticket. That shows what his
fellow citizens think of him; and it shoulc
be added that

the

Rev.

senior member of the
firm, Hon. Robert F. Dunton, was elected mayor of Belfast in 1893 and 1894 or
a citizen’s ticket, and in 1907 was electee

Representative

forenoon session.
The afternoon session opened at 1.30 p. m.,
and after some discussion it was decided to
combine the afternoon and evening sessions as

many of the teachers were obliged to go home.
The first speaker of the afternoon was Miss
voking the blessing of Almighty Goa, j Lillian Lincoln of the Farmington Normal
we will do our part, that “a government
I school, who gave a very interesting original
of the people, by the people, for the
In the life
on ‘Fitness for Teaching."
j
people shall not perish from the earth,” story
of Mary Fales she depicted a girl who had mis-

the wood

Bros.

sports

to

Governor Fernald followed with this sentiment:
“To the memory of one, the ruler of a nation,
whom the world mourns today, His Most Ex-

conscientious citizen.

The junior mem
ber of this firm, Ralph I. Morse, Esq.
who has been specially singled out fo

children need a variety of expression to make
a success of their studies. They must be given
scope to develop both their brain and brawn.
Words are necessary also, and arts and crafts

toral. Often a
control the cough. Good for any one with a cold or
Good for easy cases, hard cases; good for acute
■
chronic cases. Ask your doctor to tell you, honestly ami ■
frankly, just what he thinks of this old standard remed ■
No alcohol in this cough medicine, j.
c‘AyerCo., L0u e/;.,u:: ■

completilH
cououB
caS

NORTH STOCKTON.
Mrs. Sumner Overlock is visiting Mr. and
Mrs. George Overlock ...Mrs. Agnes Harding
and little daughter of Brewer visited friends
in town last week
Miss Bertha Partridge
drove to the village Tuesday to call on friends.
Relatives and friends are glad to know that
she has recovered from her recent severe
illness-Mr. and Mrs. Henry Littlefield are
receiving congratulations on the birth of a
son
Mrs. Maud Robbins is at work at Mr.
Perley Andrews in Searsport....Miss Hattie
Partridge is gaining since her return from the
hospital, where she went for treatment recently.... A party from this vicinity attended
the ball at the K. of P. hall in Prospect last
It included Mr. and Mrs.
Friday night.
George Overlock, Miss Clara Ridley, Miss
Bertha Partridge, and Misses Helen and Dora
Calderwood_Mrs. Maggie Staples is gaining
after an illness of several weeks... Rev. John
Ferguson and wife and Miss Lillie Walker held
services at the chapel last Sunday. A large
crowd attended and several came forward for
The evangelists expect to go to
prayers.
North Searsport this week, but will return to
hold services Wednesday evening.

A lazy liver makes

laxative for

a

lazyboy^Anactiv^braiiwleiriandsan*act!vM!ver™^^^l^B
Ask
doctor
■

boys and girls than Aver’s Pills.

—

1

|

!
j

j
!

|
|

LIBERTY.
Warden B. O. Norton with Mrs. Norton,
their son Charlie and his brother, Mr. Frank
G. Norton of Thorhaston, were guests in town
last Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Norton.
They made the trip in the Warden’s new touring car.Mrs. O. W. Ripley, who is a past
grand conductress of the O. E. S., is in Portland this week attending the session of the
Grand Chapter_A. J. Claffey of Somerviile,
Mass., is at C. W. Bagley’s for the summer
months. Mr. Claffey is an annual visitor to
our town-Supt. C. M. Howes, Mrs. Ida McLain and Miss Mary Brown attended the teachers’ convention'in Brooks last week... .Hon. F.
S. Walls and wife of Vinalhaven and Mr. and

! Mrs. Frank Jnnps of Sparsmnnt. pallpd

on

W1NTERPORT.
Rev. H. B. Haskell, D. S., was in town May
17th, and held the first quarter'/ conference at
the parsonage... .The Lend a Hand Club had a
sale and supper at the Methodist vestry Tuesday afternoon and evening. A novel feature
of the entertainment was the Blackbird Pie.
The affair was a success, socially and financially-A very pretty little operetta, “The Gypsies Festival,” w’as given by the pupils of the
grammar and intermediate schools in Union
Hall last Friday evening, and ice cream and
other refreshments were or. sale... The schools
were closed Thursday to give the teachers an
opportunity to attend the convention at
Brooks-Among those who have been re-

ported

on

i-*;-
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PLUMBING SUPPLIES,
Galvanized

Gutters, Conductors,' Sheet i

Iron and Tin

Rooffing.

RIGHT_1

-MY PRICES ARE

W. A.
JOURNAL

As
,,

t

I

HALL,

BUILDING,

BELFAST, MAIM-.

rib rib rib rib rib rib rib rib

rib rib rib rib rib rib ^ ►%

J

HUTCHINS BROTHERS 1
Granite and Marble Works, I
BELFAST,

Call and

see

specimens of

our

work.

)

MAINE

All

M

orders promptly attended to
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COMPANY

IspenceiTeaton

( Street )
UNDERTAKERS,
(«r;:
Licensed Embalmers. State License No 226
A full line of Caskets. Robes and

day

afternoon at 1.30 o’clock. Mr. Robert A. Cony,
Jr., of Augusta will be the speaker and all are
cordially invited to attend-R. I. Morse, Esq.,
of Belfast wTas in town several days this week.

=^|

CLARION

rpln-

service in Appleton next Monday... .Mrs.
G. H. Cargill is able to be out after a long illness.Mr. and Mrs. Howard Staples are
keeping house in the Bowler house on the
lower street-E. G. Norton is converting his
large hall into two fine tenements.'._Beginning next Sunday the services at the church
will be held in the audience room during the
warm weather.The annual Memorial day
service of E. H. Bradstreet Post, G. A. R., will
be held in the Baptist church next Monday

k„^

-

[ tives in town last Sunday_ Capt. J. O. Johnson will deliver the oration at the Memorial

...

>

He

Stoves, Ranges Furnacesa

..

services

are

Furnishing Goods always in stock
at your command. Satisfaction guaranteed. Phone cornu

1

1

1

;

-1■
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FREEDOM.
Miss Winifred Dodge was in Unity May 19th.
A monument was erected on the lot of A. B.
Sparrow in Pleasant Hill cemetery the past
week.

I

!

Miss Alice Brown from Bangor was the
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Lottie Vose, the past
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sampson visited Mr.
and Mrs. W. H. Sampson in Bath May 17th and
18th.

OIL CANS

)

the past week in their cottage at Windermere

i[ 5

Park, Unity.
Miss Estelle Harding from Troy visited her
sister, Mrs. Frank Cunningham, who is very
sick, May 22nd.
Mr. and Mrs. George Jackson from Fall River*
Mass., were guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. W,
Libby May 24th and 25th.

|

WAS

5 Gal.

|

Harry Bangs, Esq., and Mrs. Bangs spent

I

SPECIAL SALE

“

|

3

if

I

“

i*

I

“

Mrs. James Eliott from Lynn, Mass,
are passing a fewr weeks with his brother,
Mr. George Eliott.

Pump Can, SI.50
••

1.25

“

.60

••

.25

Glass

.50

Mr. and

C. L. WRIGHT

the

...

y

about them.

your

..

cellent Majesty, the late Edward the Seventh,
king and emperor, whose influence radiates
the world and whose dignified and
throughout
attack, for reasons that will appear ob j happy reign was made illustrious by his lofty
A short recess was here
that
declared,after which CENTER MONTVILLs;
vious to the well-informed, was elected aim,
peace through justice should reign
business was again taken up. The committee
among all the people of the earth."
Messrs. White and Bussy of Bangor, with
as Representative to the legislature twe
on time and place reported as follows: time,
two men and two fine teams, passed through
and
was the choice for mayor
years ago,
MONROE.
i 2nd Friday in
May, 1911; place, Searsport. town last week on their way to Searsmont to
Mr. John B. Nealley is dangerously sick with
of a majority of the taxpayers and busiI ihe committee on nominations presented the the wood lot they bought last winter of Mr. J.
ness man or rSeliast at the election in
pneumonia. They have a trained nurse and
! following list of officers, who were duly elect- J. Clement.
They brought with them the
March last. One who had known him his many friends hope the danger will soon be ed: A. J.
Knowlton, President; A. C. Blake, frame and equipments for a camp, which they
over.Mrs.
Lizzie
Haskell, the central oper- Vice
from childhood recently said: “If Ralph j
President; Alberta Wadsworth, Secretary, erected with the assistance of Mr. Mahuren.
ator at the N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co.’s
office, is very
Morse ever did a wrong thing in his
E. Lord, Treasurer; Mrs. Inez Pendleton, The first of June a crew of seven men and
Grace
sick with a bad case of the grip.Horace
Miss Gertrude Peavey and I. L. Burton, execu- cook will occupy it and begin lumbering
whole life I have never heard of it.”
Webber has gone to Boston to spend an indefitive committee.
Mr and Mrs. A. T. Gay and son of Belfast
Such are the men the mayor declares to nite
time with his daughter.Robert Mayo
The committee on resolutions reported as spent Saturday and Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
be enemies to the community, whose remains about the same. His
Miss
Hatniece,
follows, and their report was adopted:
Elijah Gay. Mrs. Gay and son expect to start
“power for evil” he is called upon to tie Porter of Searsport has come to help care
west June 12th, to be gone about two months,
The
annual
of
Whereas,
the
Waldo
for him.The W. C. T. U. held their annual
meeting
destroy.
County Teachers’ Association held at Brooks, visiting relatives and friends in Michigan and
In the campaign of 1908 the mayor went meeting at the church May 20th and elected Me., May 19th, has been
pleasant and of in- Wisconsin. The Montville friends wish her a
about the county declaring that Hon. the following officers: Pres., Miss S. A. Mansur; terest; therefore, be it
and safe return-Mr. and
That the thanks of the Associa- pleasant journey
Vice Presidents, Mrs. Fannie Shields, Mrs.
Resolved,
Edwin C. Burleigh was “worthless as a
tion be tendered to the teachers and citizens Mrs. Whitcomb of Poor's Mills and Mr. and
Della Neally; Treasurer, Mrs. Addie Ricker;
of Brooks for their kindly welcome and hospi- Mrs. John Leavitt of Waldo spent Sunday
member of Congress” and making other
Recording Secretary, Sara A. Chase; Cor. Sec- tality.
with Mr. and Mrs. T. S. Erskine_George
equally untruthful and unwarrantable retary, Mrs. Lizzie Haskell.Monroe Lodge
Resolved, That we extend our thanks to the Boulter was
in town Saturday inquiring about
to
statements concerning a gentleman who of Odd Fellows has
Prof.
speakers,
Richardson
and
especially
!
adopted the following reso- Miss
Mary Bills of Castine, to Prof. Russell of i wool. He is offering 25 cents a pound-Ora- |
has honored every public position to lutions:
Gorham, to Prof. W. G. Mallett and Miss mandel Morse with wife and child spent Sunwhich he has been called. The
Whereas, The Silent Messenger has again Lillian Lincoln of Farmington, to Supt. A. J. j
people
day at Mr. Walker’s in Knox ...Mr. Volney j
of Waldo county were not to be deceived entered Monroe Lodge, I. O. O. F., No 136, and Knowlton of Belfast, and to those who furremoved therefrom our beloved brother, Clar- nished music, Miss Elvina
of Islesboro, Thompson bought a driving horse last week of !
Quincy
and when they went to the polls
Mrs. Emma Pitcher and Miss Gladys Pitcher Mr. Will Paul of Searsmont. Mr. Thompson i
they ence M. Stevens; therefore, be it
Resblved, That in the death of Brother Ste- of Belfast.
buried the author of these and countless
has sent two of his new carriages to Aroostook |
we
have
lost
an
vens,
honorable member and a
Resolved, That we extend our thanks to the j
other calumnies and elected honest and valued friend.
Ladies’ Aid of Brooks for the bounteous ; this spring.... At the grange meeting last Sat- j
Resolved, That while we will ever mourn the luncheon provided.
able Amos F. Carleton as sheriff. Waldo
urday evening two names were sent in for j
severing of these fraternal
we know it is
Resolved, That we extend our thanks to the
J. Gushee was in town Fricounty has never had a more faithful but another lesson to us of ties,
the uncertainty of officers of the Association, especially tp Miss membership-S.
and useful member-, of
life, for we know not when our time may come Lillian Spinney, whose resignation after k long day looking over his lumber lots with some in- i
Congress than and
we, like them, be garnered home.
period of efficient service has been reluctantly terested parties.... A. H. Dyer was in FreeEdwin C. Burleigh.
No constituent,
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions accepted.
dom a part of last week ...Mr. and Mrs. W.
whatever his political belief, has appeal- be spread upon our records, one sent to the
Resolved, That we express our great disfamily oLour deceased brother, and one sent appointment at the absence of State Supt. D. Tasker passed Sunday in Knox with Mr.
ed to him in vain. He has given
special to the local papers for publication and that our Payson Smith, who was
unavoidably detVjned and Mrs. H. S. Ban ton... .Mrs. James Bi^rkill
attention to pension cases, ah many of the charter be draped for thirty days.
of Hudson, Mass., is the guest of her brother,
from being present.
veterans and the widows and orphans of
Resolved, That we also express our appreci- O. R. Harriman... .M. M. Wentworth and E.
J. B. Nealley, ) Committee
L. Bennett are building a henhouse for J. H.
ation
of
the
work
Mr.
Smith
is
for
the
Edwin Jenkins, [
doing
on
veterans can testify. The R. F. D. routes
best educational interests of the State and our Terry, and are to build an addition to the L of
M. A. Haley,
) Resolutions
E. J. Hatch of Augusta was at M.
desire that he may continue in the work for his house
which carry a daily mail to nearly
every
C. Gordon’s last Thursday and re-insured his
many years.
door in the county, and which give profit- BURNHAM.
buildings. Mr. Hatch is also doing business
Wm. H. Kimball visited relatives and friends
Respectfully submitted,
for other people in town_Burleigh Nash of
able employment to many of our people,
Inez M. Pendleton,
in Pittsfield, Hartland, Palmyra and St. Albans
Rockland visited his father, L. F. Nash, Sunare due to'him. Work is now in
Caroline W. Field,
progress last week.John Colby of
day and Monday-Misses Judith Banton and
Halldale, a Veteran
M. J. Stevens.
on an extension of the Belfast
Grace Luce were among our teachers who atoffice
post
of the Civil war, was in town for several days
A paper on Busy Work in the Grades was tended the convention in Brooks last Thursday.
to cost $37,000, and Mr. Burleigh secured the
past week visiting relatives and friends. read
....Mrs.
Emma Carson of Belfast is staying
by Miss Elwina Quincy of Islesboro, with her
the appropriation. He is another of the ....Benjamin Btaley, a veteran.of the Civil
niece, Mrs. D. B. Plummer.
which was of interest to many.
is
men this slanderer of the
for
the
present* at the home
living and de- .war, stopping
An address on Birds and their Relation to
DOES YOUR BACK ACHE ? $
tainer of the dead is seeking to destroy. of his sister, Mrs. Belle Reynolds of this place.
was given by Supt. A. J. KnowlAgriculture
Numerous autos pass down the Horseback
does you should know that backache is
We print in another column an an- road each Sunday enroute for Winnecook ton of Belfast, in which he gave many instruc- ftlfjit
caused by weak or diseased kidneys.
tive and useful thoughts on different kinds of generally
where
Lake,
for
rusticate
the
in
the
they
day
A medicine called “Kidnets” has ail its ingrenouncement from the Bangor Commerfine cottages along its shores.The Sunday
their habits, nests, etc.
iients
birds,
printed on the label ao that everyone
cial that Belfast is at last to be made the schdol at the Mount is progressing finely.
No further business appearing the session may know just what ia in it. It is the great
There
is
a
full
attendance
each
.The
Sunday...
changing point for passengers to and usual
cidney and bladder medicine. It atopa frequent
acreage of potatoes will be planted in was adjourned.
irination. Druggists and dealers sells it for
1
from Bar Harbor by the boats of the this vicinity the present season.
Lillian Spinney, Secretary.
>0 cents.
•»v

Give them Ayer’s Cherry p.
single dose at bedtime will

Mr. and Mrs. Porter Webb from Swanville
sick list the past week were were the
guests of Mrs. Webb’s mother, Mrs.
Mr. C. G. Bryer, Capt. T. H. Sprowl, Mrs. Susan J.
Flye, May 21st and 22nd.
M. A. Haley and Mrs. C. A. McKenney. All
The proceeds from the drama “Silas, the
are improving-Maurice
Farnsworth, who
are sometimes very helpful in aiding to an unChore Boy,” presented in the Grange Hall Fribroke his ankle a few weeks ago, met with
day evening, May 20th, exceeded $72.
derstanding of a subject. “Stimulate the chil- another accident last week
He was driving
dren," he said in conclusion, “to express
Mrs. C. E. Richardson and the Misses Bertha
Cole’s baker wagon when the horse became
knowledge of the subject studied in a clear and
Eftie Flye and Celia Bradstreet attendat an automobile and upset the Bryant,
frightened
concise manner.
i ed the teachers’ convention in Brooks May
wagon and he got a badly sprained foot_
A cello solo by Miss Gladys Pitcher followed
19th.
| Mrs. Hortense Fernald has returned from the |
and was enthusiastically encored.
Rev. J. Burford Parry will preach the memoEastern Maine Hospital and is doing well_
W.
G.
The next address was by Principal
Harold Varney, who has been suffering from rial sermon Sunday morning, May 29th, in the
Mallett of the Farmington Normal School.
church.
The Freedom quartette will furnish
a carbuncle on the neck, is much betterThe
His topic was The Use of the Margin.
Lewis Atwood and his son, Wm. Atwood, went music.
margin he said is the form, proportion and to Moosehead Lake
Professor Bartlett Brooks of Bangor will
recently on a fishing trip
color of our lives. How we use this margin is
and were very successful ,,.Mrs. Benj. At- deliver the memorial address in the church
a revelation of a teacher's character.
He adThe Freedom
wood arrived last Saturday from Boston, Monday afternoon. May 30th.
vocated the idea of finding.the kind of teacher
quartette will furnish music.
where she spent the winter-Mrs. S. L.
and her object in teaching by the use she
The sixth annual reunion and banquet of the
Stubbs left Wednesday for Colorado, where
made of her recreation hours. He emphasized
she will make her home, She has the good old students and trustees of Freedom Academy
will be held in the girls’ dormitory Wednesday,
the necessity for obtaining competent and
wishes of her many friends for her prosperity June 8th at 12 o’clock.
trained teachers; those who wished to become
and happiness.,. .Mrs. Joseph Arey has arRev. J. Burford Parry had a very interesting
better qualified to supply not only book work
rived from Bangor to spend the summer with
but all the extras that make school life atsermon Sunday morning, May 22nd, from Heher daughter, Mrs. Frank Simpson-Mr. and brews 2:11.
It was an ideal summer morning
tractive and profitable. In conclusion he said
Mrs. Barker have moved into the house on and a large congregation was present, many
that the requisites of a good teacher are: Love
several miles to attend.
coming
to
Mrs.
D.
H.
Smith_
street,
belonging
for the profession; love for good company, Ferry
Messrs. Howard and Arthur Carter of Stongood books, good recreation, good digestion
ington are boarding at Mr. Joshua Crockett’s.
and good nature.

....

Cougi^lI

for

Children cough at night?

the 1ob8.

County

—

promises
publish
without signatures, so that, other ma- and labor between
$40,000 and $50,000.
terial lacking, he may write them himHe has just been elected president oi
attacks
self and make anonymous
upon the
Belfast Board of Trade, a deserved
individuals and firms who, acting within
recognition of his public spirit and busitheir rights as American citizens, may ness
ability. Yet he is one of those the
decline to cater to his vanity or to conmayor considers an enemy to the comtribute tc his pocket.
munity whose power for evil must be
In the crusade he threatens to make
destroyed.
against the business interests of Belfast
The mayor also includes in this cateand the peace and prosperity of our city
gory the law firm of Dunton & Morse,
I
have
the
the mayor claims that he will
and has made them the target for venesupport of “a few enterprising mer- mous abuse. The
to

iconoclast" and

and Blood DloeaseThe passenger station of the Northern Maine
Ooctors Failed to Cure.
Seaport R. R. at this place was destroyed by
Mis* Mabel F. Dawkins, 1214 Lafayette St., Fort Wayne, Ind., writes: g fire early last Thursday morning and it is not
known how the conflagration started.
“For three years 1 was troubled with
The
catarrh and blood disease. I tried sevfreight house was saved without damage. There
eral doctors and a dozen different remis insurance to the amount of $2000 on the
edies, but none of them did me any
property, and it is said that this will not cover
good. A friend told me of Hood's Sar-

Meeting

shoes.

gone by we used
to read of the bad men of the west holdIn

One Dose

FRANKFORT.

Catarrh

stehmship company

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

County Correspondence.

Years of Suffering

Opera

y
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International
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Students

free lecturi
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To Earth
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The Bible Truth concerning
long been misunderstood, n
pear unjust and vengeful. Th.
when the facts, well known t«> :
should be plainly told t-> the \
has

HEAR!
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THEN
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Searsport
FOK

Co

#1
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The ELMS, a finished cotta,
with electric lights, corporation v
phone, situated on steamboat
port, affording a picturesque v
scot Bay, with fishing and bath :*
is for rent by the day. week or t
N. B
The large summer h.
the Brookside, on Steamboat avr
tide-water, will be run in Cornu
Searsport House this season, i
* ; rented by the day or week. T
j tains bath
rooms, hot and cold v
jI
and other particulars apply to

I-1

j

Our

Optical

Business
is conducted on a safe basis—
safe to us and safe to YOU.
YOUR safety lies in our experience

and

edge of

professional knowl-

|

WM. E. GRP

the human eye and its

Searsport, Hou.se. Searsp-

functions.
OUR safety lies in our scientific equipment and professional
care that make mistakes almost

Telephone 7-12

For Sal

impossible.

One of the finest residences

tabling 12 rooms and a bath,
water in six sleeping rooms.
!
and storage accommodations. 1
nected.
For other particulars ;•
CHARLES E. 11
Belfast; March 24, 1910.—12t f

WE HAKE EYES
see

with

perfect

ease

and com-

fort that never knew aught but
discomfort.

fwr

Eat

SPCC/ALtST

Odd Fellows’ Block, Belfast,

WITH YOUR STOMACH?
Do you want a better one—one that won’t
belch gas, or turn sour, or feel heavy or make
you feel miserable?

MIONA
V

-—

Wo guarantee Mi-o-na tablets to cure stomach disease.
Money back if they fail.

50 Cents a

Large Box

City
Bake y

books.
WILMER J. DORMAN.
Belfast, May 18, 1910.—3w20

new

LOST
Last Thursday on or near Man
\
black
fur collar. The finder will |
at
THE JOURNAL C

Found!
In toilet room at depot in Belfabook
i
containing money. Owner can
by proving property and paying for
tisement. Address
MRS. JOHN W. PEND1T
Box 63, Dark Harbor. M*
lw21p

J

A. A. HOWE8 & CO.'S

BAKFD

| Notice is hereby given that S;
| Book No. 15,446, issued by this i
lost and application has been mad
cate book according to laws regor

Cures indigestion

It relieves stomach distress in five minutes.
It turns old, unsatisfactory, rebellious stomachs
into new ones, ever ready to digest the heartiest meal.

Curtis

Belfast Savings (

ARE YOU SATISFIED
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as we
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horse stolen from the
Clark,as reported in last week’s

itsE'
lour:

of

1

mr

k,

to

work.

[

Aid sewing circle will meet
lack, Bay view street, Friday,
m.

P-

.1

y,

I

and family will

!*■»\V i11

Waldo

;

avenue.

?

crd finished planting 25 acres of
aturday. He had a large crew
ed the work right along.

\

Boston, formerly of Belfast,
..f the music in the attraction

nowT

ready for bus-

§

Main street oppovery convenient location.

oc at ion on
e. a

Willis Hazeltine
r.1 house

Northport

move

avenue

Cedar street the last of

ase on

!

on

will

I

stocking

N

a

It is

'Coroner Charles

R. Coombs was notified
of the finding of the
body of
Harvie Bradstreet, shot in the woods in
Pa.
lermo.

g*

Wednesday noon

|
|

Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Sleeper will entertain
at
their store this, Thursday,
evening from 7 to 9
o’clock with the Amrberola, the new 3200 Edison machine, using the newest
records.
There will be
gress street

Boys & Girls,

6

n

2.00

H

2.00

M

|

The Dinsmore Store.

a

game

grounds

of base ball

on

the Con-

next

great reduction in prices on men's
furnishing goods
for 30 days. This is a well known and reliable
firm and it has the goods.

|

Poor’s Mills. Mrs. Fred Johnson is visiting friends here-Miss Grace Monroe is at
home on a visit-Mrs.'Ella Brown has moved

The Belfast Woman’s Christian Temperance
Union will meet with Miss H. N. Millett, High

city-Jacob I’age is very sick, but is a
little better at this writing-Mrs. Etta Brown
m., and after
will be con- was called to the city last week on account
to the

Belfast street, tomorrow, Friday, at 2.30 p.
the Baptist ; business the subject of Franchise
of the sickness of her brother Charles Leavitt.
by the pastor, Rev. Arthur ; sidered, led by Mrs. O. E. Clay.
Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belfast
10
uunuuig a cottage on
Howard Ball of Eagle Island post office for the week ending May 24th: Mrs. ! the shore of his father’s, Frank Towle’s, farm
in East Belfast, just this side of Patterson’s
turday morning with the re- Mary Aldus, Mrs. Annie Burgess, Miss Gertrude H. Frye, Mrs. R. V. Stevens, Mrs. Maude point. The location is excellent and the cot-■n Elmer, who died recently in
C. Williams, Mr. Charles Haskell, Pine Tree tage will have all accommodations for family
> Hospital.
State Seed Co., Geo. Roberts, Samuel Rubin, use. Warren Nichols is building the
chimney
Kimball has given notice that
and a rustic fireplace. It will soon be
Calvin Thompson.
ready
to
law
in
relation
automohe
for rent.
Veterans’ Meeting.
The Waldo County
their horns at the intersecThe salmon run on the Penobscot from the
Veterans’ Association will hold the jiext meet:.nd crossings.
ing in Morrill the first Thursday in June, rain mouth of the river to Orland is the largest for
has
been
rganization
perfected or shine. We
always had a warm welcome many years. Friday S. D. Bridges took to BanCalvin Monroe as secretary
from the good people of the little patriotic gor 53 fine salmon, the smallest ten pounds,
irton as treasurer. The purtown of Morrill. Comrades, come and have and from that up to 21 pounds, and Saturday
-j. anization is for studying the |
another of those good, rousing meetings.—A. he had 25.
Pollock are plentiful also. On the

|

.ate

sermon

given

i be

|

|

for the
in

|

I
J

l
i

•cialism.

Saturday night tide Alvah Whitmore of Verona
took 500 pollock, which averaged when dressed
pleasant social was held in the Otis store
seven pounds each.
building at Citypoint on Wednesday evening,
and
as
the
bad
a
18th,
May
weath,er prevented
The 74th birthday of Mrs. Benjamin B.
large attendance it was repeated on Thursday Gardner was observed last Monday evening at
A
evening.
generous and inviting supper was the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Alban B.
served upstairs, after which a pleasing enterWyllie, Church street. Mrs. Gardner received
iper. V. D. M., the noted Bible
tainment, consisting of music, recitations and many beautiful and useful
gifts, refreshments
the International Bible Students i
tableaux wras given in the hall below. All were served
by Mrs. Wyllie, and a pleasant
in
Brooklyn, N. Y., will lecture
present voted the two evenings a great success. social evening was passed. Those who called
i. Belfast, Friday, May 27th, at
Shipping Items. Schs. Methebesec and Sadie to wish Mrs. Gardner many happy returns*of
Topic, “Why, When and How
Wilcutt have loaded paving at the Mt. Waldo the day were Mrs. Elmira Burgess, Miss Ida
The Bible truth
to Earth Again.”
j wharf for New York.Sch. Annie P. Chase Burgess, Mrs. Al. Hall, Mrs. G. Osborne Lord,
se subjects has long been mishas chartered to load lumber at Bangor for Mrs. B. B. Greenlaw, Mrs. Isa Ellis, Miss Helen
then
and
Seats
Hear,
judge.
Ellis, Mrs. Robert P. Coombs.
All
are
collection.
invited to New York, and sch. Charlie & Willie to load
granite at Hurricane for New Bedford.
Increase of Pay on the M. C. R. R.
The
Percy & Small of Bath have begun work on a announcement is made that increased wages
•minations for the stake races of
Stinson.

uerport Building Co. has been
'>vinterport, for the^purpose of
ai estate business, with $2,000
of which nothing is paid in.
dent, Frank T. Bussey of Win[■•t, Leonard Clark of Winterport.

1
t

[

A

■

1

|

!

I

Association in Water<»th to September 2nd, include
ir:
2.40 trot, purse $400, The
■'elfast; Pearl Brook Farm, Belfast;
Maine Fair

8

four-masted schooner of about 1500 tons.
E. Hatch has gone to Baltimore to
take command of the schooner Margaret
Thomas, now loading at that port for Port
Tampa. Capt. J. W. Balano, her regular commander, will remain at home this trip.

1

$400, C. L. Austin, Brooks;
Belfast; 3-year olds and under,
t or pace (hopples barred.) The

urse

Miss Charlotte Knowlton, little daughter of
Mr. and Mrs.Clarence M.Knowlton of East Belfast, observed her Gth birthday last Saturday
afternoon, from 2 to 5 p. m., by entertaining
ten young misses. About 2 o’clock each little
Miss arrived, daintily clad in white and bringing a parcel for their young hostess. Rugs
were spread on the spacious veranda and lawn,
where each guest took part either with a song
or a recitation.
Games were also indulged in,
after which ice cream and cake were served.
The young guests departed at 5 o’clock, thanking Miss Charlotte for a delightful afternoon,

Pearl Brook Farm, Belfast;
trot, purse
$500, The Past
Pearl Brook Farm, Belfast;
rse
$400, The Pastures, Bel•••.st;

rook

1

■e

Farm,

Pastures,

Belfast; 2.24 trot,
Belfast,

of Ernest Carver of
ear old
.vas held up on the road near the
son

last Saturday by an
coming for his father,
n
the Wing cottages at Sat: he man took his .horse
by the
The
nded the youth's money.
; ond immediately and the rufrom the team went through
:ook his change, 87 cents, and
hen left for parts unknown,
was notified and with a large

thport,

c

He

y

was

and

B. Dinsmore gave the second

bridge parties Wednesday
at

her home

on

even-

Church street,

o’clock, followed by
rooms were attractively decoand yellow tulips and narcissus.
1 nsmore, little daughter of Mr.
■'■g T. Dinsmore, and Miss Helen
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Wescott, ushered at the door.
T. Dinsmore, Mrs. Edward R.
-erred at 6

■

James S. Harriman and Mrs.
Randall assisted in serving. Mrs.
a
ting won the first prize, a charma Florentine frame; Mrs. H. E.
second, a pink silk scarf, and
1

1

s more, a

pretty pitcher.

Pastor Welcomed. A reception
the vestry of the Methodist
sday evening, May 18th, to welpastor, Rev Montford S. Hill,
their daughter, Miss Blanche.
made very attractive for the
potted plants, flowers, screens,
short musical program was given
of a vocal solo by Miss Kathpiano duet by Mrs. Clarence E.
3

Rurena Macomber, and

’oombs, Ralph
An

•anp

a

vocaj
Bramhall and

address of welcome

per
services.

These

passenger
freight
rates, it is understood, also

will apply to the freight trainmen on through
schedules. Ten hours or less will constitute a
day’s work in the freight service.
Killed.

Howard Phillips of
Waterville, an engineer on the M. C. R. R., was
accidentally killed at Burnham junction about
Accidentally

o’clock, May 24th. He was running the gravel
train, which was standing on one of the main
tracks, and had left his engine a few moments
to speak with Mr. Charles F. Shaw, whose engine was on the Y track. As he was returning
to his engine, train 16 from Bangor came in on
the track between, striking him in the head.
He was taken on the passenger train to Waterville but died soon after leaving Burnham.
; Coroner Charles R. Coombs was notified, but
| the remains were then out of the county. Mr.
2

j
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They

B

are

a

just

fine

to

quality

in and

like the cloth suits and

please

you.

cut and tailored

are

just

as

well.

||

We would like to show them to you.
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JAMES H. HOWES. |
The News of Brooks.

SENSIBLE
SATISFYING
STOCKINGS for

and cake at the Good Templar
Lodge next Saturday evening.
Mr. Wilbur F. Emmons has his new house
and will soon move in.
It is ice

cream

MEN, WOMEN,
BOYS and GIRLS
ROBERT F. DUNTON.

I

Mrs. Prince E. Luce is in Dorchester, Mass.,
where she is acting as nurse for the wife of
Dr. Maurice Luce, who is now’ a prosperous
dentist in that city.
Mrs. L. C. Cilley was relieved of a large

DUNTON & MORSE,
Belfast. He.
Attorneys at Law,

STOCKINGS

SCIENTIFIC

Reinforced with Linen tor
Men, Women and Children

12 to 40 H.

Every Pair Guaranteed

P., $600 to $2250.
Body Styles to Suit; from Runabout to the New Torpedo Type.^

I

Price

brother, Joan Jewell, who
to Maine
was taken ill there while on the way
from Milwaukee. Mr. Jewell is quite ill, but
to

regain

his

strength by

a

——CALL ON--

25 Cents

rest at the

GARAGE & MACHINE COMPANY

READ

The Pair.

summer.

Mrs. Martha E. Luce of Haverhill, Mass.,
who, with her daughter Bertha, has been visiting friends in Brooks, is this week in Waldo,
where many years of her life were passed and
where she finds many old friends to welcome
her

REGAlT”

MAXWELL, OVERLAND, BUIGK,

week to meet his

hopes

MORSE,
Notary Public.

RALPH I.

OFFICES IN MASONIC TEMPLE, HIGH STREET,
WHILE THE SAVINGS BANK BUILDING IS BEING REPAIRED.

fibroid tumor by a surgical operation last
week. She has for many months been a great
sufferer and it is hoped that permanent relief
has been obtained.
James F. Jewell took a trip to Montreal last

Jewell farm this

JOHN R. DUNTON.

For

Sale

by

Hoyt’s

JAMES H. HOWES.

back to Maine.
Davis Post will be observed as fallows:
Sunday, May 29th, the Post will meet at their
hall at 1 p. m., and at 2 p. m. will march to |
Union church, where religious service will be
held by Rev. J. W. Vaughan of Belfast.
May 30th will be observed as Memorial Day.

Marcellus J. Dow7, census enumerator for
Brooks and Sw?anville, has completed his work,
which was interrupted by a week of sickness.
He welcomed the position as one giving him
an opportunity to get out and meet old friends
and acquaintances and has enjoyed it for that

*****

Post will meet at their hall at 10 a. m.
Comrades bringing a lunch with them will be
The column will be
furnished with coffee.
formed in front of the G. A. R. hall at 12.30 p.
m. Marshall of the Day, Ezra E. Carpenter.
of serious illness, is visiting acquaintances in
The line of march will be to East cemetery,
We
last
at
the
town and spoke
Sunday.
chapel
where the decorating will be done as usual.
are all glad to know that she has regained her
I Thence back to North cemetery, halting on the
health and can take up her w’ork again.
bridge where services will be held to the navy,
Rev. Samuel Wilson gave his farewell serconsisting of singing, prayer and strewing of
for
week
this
starts
mon here last Sunday and
flowers in the stream. Decorating in the North
a trip across the Atlantic to his home in IreThence back to Union
cemetery as last year.
land. His sermon last Sunday evening w7as
where the addreas will be delivered by
hall,
without doubt the most interesting that he has ;
Percie A. Hasty of Dexter.
He leaves his charge here J
ever given here.
All school children with their teachers are re1
his
all
of
and
love
the
with
parishionrespect
quested to take part in the parade, with the
ers.
superintendent of schools in charge. Music by
The

reason.

I

Friend Alice Winslow, for some time the
resident minister at the Friends’ chapel and
who w7as obliged to give up the work by reason

j

j

Put

There

Rowe, Adjt.

never

was

a

cap like

it.
FOR

!

I

j
j

SALE IN BELFAST BY

fioFvTuWwl

DWIGHT P. PALMER
J

•>_

if

b

It

was

11

a

nice

cow

and

Mr.

Hills received

;
\

to

correspond...

aware

c'

that the cost of living is the

by letting us supply you.
Top in quality and bottom in
price is our motto

b

McIntosh

b

alone

i>

a

A

&

Perry’s

MARKET.

Wall

party of men were in
this town last week looking over the timber
lots owned by S. L. Gushee of Appleton. It is
that a
reported that a sale has been made and
near future.
portable mill be moved here in the
.Granville Atkinson is driving the school
team this term from New Ireland to the King-

price

that a dollar saved is as good as
Arn't you

TYVO dollars earned?

11' highest today it has been for many 1'
II years?
b
i[ Why not save 20 per cent on your |i
MEAT BILL

MONTVILLE.
William D. Bowler of Thorndike has bought
the Asa Gowen farm and is nicely settled in
his new’ home_George Edmunds had another
accident to his auto a short time ago. A tire
burst.Leon Buzzell, who works for Arthur
Martin in Liberty, visited his grandfather, J.
his
F. Carll, last Sunday.Jesse Hills sold
Freedom.
cow to Simon Bradstreet of South

Our friend “Ike,” the carriage man, has
found a new way to spend some of the money
he has been accumulating in his business for
tw*o or three
years. Not content with building
neat cottages, which he rents to satisfied tenants, he is now putting an attractive front on
to the already fine house he occupies as his own
residence. It is tradition here that “Ike’s”
dollars usually stay by him unless there is a
bonus in sight as the result of their disposal,
and it is basely insinuated that the wiles of an
ambitious wife and an artistic daughter have
outmatched his conservatism and that he has
started out to spend his money for the fun of
the thing. Well, we all welcome this addition
to the attractiveness of the place and hope
that others will follow his example.

S. A. PARKER.

4wao

Brooks, May 22,1910.

this town, and his personal joys and sorrows
We all extend to
are made a part of our own.
him our sympathy in his time of sorrow.

Memorial day will be observed this year with
The
more elaborate program than usual.
Monroe band will be in attendance and escort
duty will be performed by the secret societies
and schools. People should encourage the vetwill
erans of the Grand Army, who this year
make a special effort to properly observe the
in the year in this generation of
One

Jones, Com.

mirror.

character.

Band. It is earnestly requested
that there be no desecration of the day, and
that all places of business be closed from 1
o’clock p. m. until after the services at the hall.
All are cordially invited to join in the service
Flowers and wreaths can be
and procession.
left at the G. A. R. hall in care of W. C. Rowe.
W. C.

HEIDGAP.
a

Did you ever look so well
in a cap before? TheHEIDCAP has character. It has
It gives
style and verve.

South Monroe

Lorenzo

on a

Look in

j

The sympathy of our people goes out to Hon.
C. C. Roberts in his home in Chicago, where he

I have taken the Belfast agency
for this well kno wn express, with
an office in the
laundry building
on High street, and am
prepared
to attend to all business in that
i
line.
This express has been in business
for about twenty years and
i
is prepared to give prompt service to all parts of the country
reached by any express, at a reasonable price. Give us a trial.

|

j;

Papers

5c., 6c., 7c., 8c.,
10c. to 35c.

dom.C. A. Wing and Frank Boynton are at
work for I. D. Cram.Mrs. Lucy Wing is at
w’ork for Charles Littlehale at Stickney s Corner.
Her little girl is with her.

WINDOW SHADES
12;C.

to

60c.

a

day
day.
big talkers should certainly be devoted

to

re-

membrance of the men who risked their lives
in the great w*ar of 1861-65, and saved this big
Republic from destruction. Following is the
program of the G. A. R.:
Headquarters, George G. Davis Post, Brooks
No. '54, Dept, of Maine, G. A. R., General Order
No. 1.
order to carry out our cherComrades:
ished customs and comply with the orders and
regulations of the Grand Army of the Republic, and in obedience to orders from National
Headquarters, memorial services by George G.
In

;

j

SOUTH FREEDOM.
was
An entertainment at the schoolhouse
Miss
the
teacher,
by
evening,
given Friday
The program wras
Lucie Webber and pupils.
R. L. Overlock; recitaas follows: March, Mrs.
recitations, Two Kittens, Carrie Sylvester;
recitation,
tion, Odd Isn’t It? Floyd Jameson;
recitation, The
Washing Dishes, Gladys Davis;
Getchell; song, Maud
Fremont
Traveler,
Lucky
Maurice Kane;
Greeley; recitation, Arbor Day,
recirecitation, Popping Corn, Maud Greeley;
Clark; banjo
tation, Transportation, Verloise
Two Boys,
solo, Stephen Clark; recitation,
A Flag Day,
Harry Richardson; recitation,
and daughErnest Greeley; song, Fred Greeley
Jennie Greeley.
ter Maud; recitation, Our Flag,
was sold and a
After th'e program ice cream
Something for the school
sociable enjoyed.
will be bought with the proceeds.

Japilac, Ready
ALABASTINE,
Paints, Dry Paste, Room Mould.

Mixed

UNDERTAKER,
LICENSED EMBALMER.

mgs.

CORONER FOR
WALDO COUNTY

YOURS

Tlil'I.Y,

CARLE & JONES.

0=0

EVERYTHING MODERN IN

1EL CASKETS AND

The Opera House,

™

BURIAL SUITS
Home

telephone

Office

11

THE PIONEER

48-3
48-4

OF AMUSEMENTS.

72 MAIN STREET, BELFAST

ifcg“Always Somethin.)

Going On.

j

i

j

Mrs. Wilson were present
\fr r,
responded to the various addresses ir
*
r,g manner, conveying his appreciatioi
urdUd welcome accorded himself anc
The reception followed. Mr. an^Mrs
were assisted in receiving by their litth
“‘ughter, Blanche, and Mr. and Mrs. Tilestoi
a ii'n.
Fruit punch and fancy cakes wer<
Mrs. Mary S. Whitmore, Misses Alio
-•
and Emma Frost served as refresh
ari(i
decorating committee; Misses Carri
f^cnlaw and Ida and
Evelyn Robinson assist
at the
refreshment tables, and Misses Eth« [
frrost and Bertha Whitten and Charles C
Coombs served as entertainment committee
hours were from 6 to 10, and the occasio: »
WaK rauch
enjoyed by all present.
.,

very

All Linen, of

is mourning the loss by death of his lovely
who was born in Maine
$4.20 per day for passenger conductors, not less daughter, Parepa Rosa,
have treasured her
than $2.75 per day for baggage masters and | and whose friends here
not less than $2.55 a day for flagmen and memory as one of the brightest of the many
brakemen for the standard 155 miles mileage. lovely products of our State. The family of
Overtime will be paid for at the rate of 10 Mr. Roberts for long years have been representative of the type of the early settlers of
miles
hour in both
and

Coombs will be in Burnham this, Thursday,
morning, where he will empanel a jury and go
to Waterville to view the remains, and then
return to Burnham, where the inquest will be
held. Mr. Phillips is survived by his wife,
but Monday evening he will hold a Memorial
I formerly Miss Agnes Grindle, a bookkeeper at
service at this hall, and Rev. William Vaughan
Mathews Bros, in Belfast about six years ago,
has been invited to deliver an address. All
and two small children. He was about 30 years
attend.
to
are cordially invited
old. Engineer Shaw was the only eye witness,
Gordon MacQuarrie of Bangor, one of the and his death was purely accidental.
workmen on the wharf of the Eastern SteamNew Advertisements. James H. Howes,
ship company in this city, was badly injured Odd Fellows’ block, has linen suits and auto
Friday afternoon. He was under the wharf coats, all linen, cut and tailored like the cloth
at work, and some heavy timbers fell upon him
suits. He also has the Cadet stockings for
Several
from above, burying him in the mud.
men, women, boys and girls, every pair guarHe
other workmen narrowly escaped injury.
Carle & Jones are having a sale on
anteed
as
possible, toilet
extricated as expeditiously
was
soaps in their basement salesroom this
placed on a team and accompanied by several of week. A regular 25 cent value for 10 cents.
his fellow workmen was taken to the Waldo
_The Read Garage & Machine Co. have the
County hospital, where it was found that his Maxwell, Overland, Buick and Regal cars, 12 to
inches
above
four
about
broken
was
left leg
40 h. p., $600 to $2,250, body styles to suit, from
He received the necessary surgical
the knee.
runabout to the new torpedo type.Special
be
exwell
as
could
as
is
! assistance and
doing
discount on hats for Memorial day at Lord’s
came
1
the
contractor,
pected. Mr. Spellman,
from Thursday until Monday... Sum of money
from Bangor in his touring car Sunday and
found in toilet room at railway depot in Belcalled at the hospital to see him.
will find
j fast.At The Dinsmore Store you
I The Log Cabin on Beaver Tail. May 22nc women’s special house shoes at $2, made of
flexible turned soles
we had our first view' of the interior of the
very soft kid skin, with

Blodgett, superintendent of
hool, in behalf of the church, and

:;th and

a

hostess.

Tail log cabin, and found.it as inviting
had led us to imagine. The big
fireplace held a cheery fire, and on one side o:
it was a big arm chair, once seated in whicl
we found ourselves so well contented that onli
the previous warning from our hosts that if w<
stayed we must get the dinner, gave us th<

and medium low heels. At the same store you
will also find the Holeproof stockings. They
have them for girls and boys as well as foi
men and women.See the business card 01
William Lincoln West, veterinarian, who has
ppened a hospital, pharmacy and office cr
Spring street opposite the Revere House
Special sale on oil cans this week at C. L

Beaver

was ! as our

oombs gave the welcome from the
"pic of the society. Rev. Arthur G.
pave the welcome from the Baptist
and the Rev. Adolph Rossbach that
'e Unitarian church.
Revs. Ashley A,
versalist, and David L. Wilson, Con•nalist, were unavoidedly absent, but

proved herself

tendance was good and steadily iticreases. It
is hoped that the meetings may be continued in
the Otis store hall during the summer. Ow ing
to Mr. Vaughan’s absence from home there
will be no service there next Sunday evening,

rank P.

1

that she had

Rev. J. W. Vaughan of City point held a
service last Sunday evening in the Otis store,
which had been converted into an attractive
room for the occasion.
Mr. Vaughan has held
these services during the winter at different
houses in the neighborhood and much benefit
was received through his efforts, and the at-

tramp.

a

feeling

model

arched in all directions but was
the robber.
Young Carver
s

have been granted the conductors and trainmen of the
Maine Central railroad, to take
effect June 1st.
While the figures of the new
wage schedule have not been officially given it
is said that they wrill call for not less than

Capt. F.

j

If

Monday at 3.30 p. m„ nearly completed
between the Belfast and Freedom
Academy
The home of Roscoe E. Webber has been
teams. An interesting game is
expected.
gladdened by the advent of a nice baby girl,
There will be an excursion on the steamer and Roscoe is appropriately happy.
Castine to Bangor Sunday, May 29th.
The
Geo. B. Roberts is at home for good this time,
steamer will leave Lewis wharf,
Belfast, at 9.00 having exchanged the cares of city life for the
a. m., arriving in Bangor at 12 m.
Returning, solid comfort of the homestead farm.
will leave Bangor at 4 p. m.
Fare for the
Mrs. John H. Gordon, who submitted to a j
round trip, 50 cents.
severe surgical
operation last week at her
The attention of our readers in
Searsport
be improving as well as could
and vicinity is called to the advertisment of home, seems to
be expected.
Clement & Adams who announce a

8

$] .50

striking

toes.

an

6 prs. for Men,
•
6
Women,

coat of

a

Frank C. Currier of Morrill has set out nearly 450 apple trees this spring and is ready to
plant a large acreage of sweet corn and pota- !

all, including the 8
boys, guaranteed for six
months or a new pair.
I

this, Thursday, evening,

i ’rinteryis

reason

a

Stephenson & Dennett had at their fish market Monday five fine salmon from the wicr
of
Jason Ladd at Ryer’s Cove, Islesboro.

and

f

use

a

The Baptist church is
receiving
brown paint with yellow
trimmings,
contrast to its long-time drab color.

g
g

8

all

The remains of Albert H.
Healey, who died
few months ago of diphtheria, were
taken to
Rockland for burial last week.

a

1
f

But it

bag.

this
of Mrs.

move

street to the home

beyond

|

absolute fact, 1
however, and its your I
own fault if you are still fi
i slave to the mending I

Aid of the M. E. church will
Frank Blodgett tomorrow,

v

are

“harum scarum”
boy for six months without a hole.

hurch is being painted in brown
Walter Roberts is
trimmings.
...

sort
used to the

guarantee

for

'*

HV

getting

seems

Elon B. Gilchrest have moved
W. Stoddard house on upper

j

up’s”

guarantee idea.

hustling milk farmer, is
barn for his farming tools and

|

“Grown

.The West Realty Co. has sold for Mrs.
John
A. Fogg the Milton F. Carter house
on Cedar
street to Thomas Gannon.

we a

cause:

ine to the
?'

And

ought.

believe this to be the

Eiodgett has sold his motor cycle
,>f Morrill.

I

I
8

as

boys’ and girls’

HOI.EPROOFS

re

>_

selling

not

are

-—,

"UNEN SUITS'
I Auto Coats |

The Ladies of the G. A. R. are
requested to
their Circle badges duting the Memorial
services.

sale at

of P. J. Pickens,
Searsport and M. J. Dow,
authorized agents to receive subadvertisements.
.ip'i
w Journal Publishing Co.

«

i

on

At the post office.
1 Ai'i::sc,s. At the post office.
At the store of I. H- W.

?

j

are

L places:

the*'
!

Mis* Surah (Justuson ia
continuing the dre.-smaking business at No. 38 High street.

dreams

necessary courage to

move

along.

In

..

one cor

Mr. and Mrs
noticed an ingenious cabinet fashione< 1 Wright’s, Opera House block.
from logs, with well filled bookshelves abov' ! E. B. Lunt publish a card of than ks.
it. A comfortable couch in another cornel
tables, shelves well filled with housekeepin] r,_—Above the fireplace
utensils and dishes.
mantel filled with attractive ornaments, an 1
on the other side of the' fireplace a small cook
ing stove,at which Bobby and I looked askance
since it was the one factor that shortened ou r
visit. Our merry hosts were on the river in 1
How can the
grow
boat and we “held the fort” for the time being
if the nursing mother
strong
tha
in
Still there were lurking possibilities
and delicate?
is
cook stove which we wished to avoid. After ,
search we found the visitor’s register and in
scribed our names thereon, as we had been rc

ner we

...

__

baby

*4*4 *4 *<*4*4*4 *4*4*4*4*4*4*4*4»*IK4

«

BASEMENT

A

an
quested, then regretfully turned away
closed the door behind us. Long live the lc K
cabin on Beaver Tail and the three jolly gei itlemen who have fashioned it so skilfully ai

have made of it such

a

homelike

place.

makes the mother strong
and well; increases and en-

A
A

ls
i

*

£

^
*

pale

; Scott’s Emulsion

IN CARLE & JONES’

■

*

SALE

ON

WANTED

TOILET

Double parlors up stairs, with running
water anti hath on Franklin street, opposite
the Postoffice. For particulars call on or

nlRL FOR PRESSING SHIRTS
ALSO

SALESROOM

EXPERIENCED M/. CHINE

SOAP

regular 25c. value for TEN CENTS in the Flora-

15tf

MRS. CARRIE E. PEIkCE.

ESTABROOK’S
Mfg. Co.,

Belfast, Maim

belle Toilet Soap, TEN CENTS A BOX. Each
box contains three regular sized cakes, scented with
violet or rose. A great bargain. Then there is the
Bonanza Toilet Soap that comes 25c. a box, regular
15 c. and 10c. a cake, scented with violet, rose, h'elioAlso a bar of Canara Tpilet Soap rollor lilac.
ed up in a dandy face cloth and selling for 10c. each,
a®“Come in this week and take
or three for 25c.
of
this
sale.
.
advantage

AT THE CITY BAKER\

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Me.

address

STITCHERS.
Shirt

trope

To Let

i

%

LOST!
'*

In Lincolnville, between John

REMEMBER!

PITTSFIELD

Every Saturday Night

Mrs.
■

Let

Furnished house of seven rooms and bat k

2w20

E. L. MACOMBER'S.
Bay View Street, Belfast.

E.

Friday.
Captain
guest

Inquire at

Miller*s

a

pocket*

book containing about fifty dollars. Finder
please return to I. V. MILLER, Belfast, and
receive a reward.

To

C.

and Wadsworth's stream,

place

one

D.
A.

20tf
PERSONALS.

Carr of Burnham

was

in

town

W. Fletcher of Rurnham was the
last week of Mr. and Mrs. E. E.

day

Bagley.
Hon. and Mrs. E. P. Spofford of Deer Isle
in town Saturday on their way to Hartland for a visit with relatives.

were

W. L. Frost is taking a vacation from his
duties at the Karam store, visiting this week
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Stevens in.
Burnham.—Pittsfield Advertiser.

out of the

rT'HERE is

only one ginger ale which does
sting 6nd burn, and which pleases

not

children and women as well as
wholesome and healthful, jhe
which is totally

^T\
hi

■

I

Hi_!

II

Clicquot

■

gm

U

\AA
■* ^
■
h

a

M

|■■

A
^

GINGER ALE
Club

f

pi gm

a

dj d b S I

had been

Ja

1^1

BOTTLE

THE

terribly injured

CLICQUOT CLUB CO.
Millie, Mass.

At »

bars birds on bonnets.

when he

was

to ’Frisco, where he was placed in the
insane hospital. He died about a year
after I saw him. Mrs. Collins died about
the same time. The hospital had about
1200 patients at the time I saw it.
We also went to Sacramento and where
the Legislature was in session and where

At

New Law in Empire State Save* Native
Species. Hat Fashions May Change to
Fruit and Flowers.
New York, May 23d. That fashion
will soon cease to prescribe the nuptial
plumes of butchered mother birds for
the headgear of American women was
indicated here today, as the result of the
passage of the Audubon bill that Governor Hughes has
just made law. Not
only aigrettes, but also the plumage of
the native wild birds that check crop
pests all over the continent, it is predicted, will be made unfashionable by
leaders in the millinery centers of this
city, whose traffic' in such stock will be
prohibited by the new law. While the
cruel extermination of the aigrette-bearing herons will be stopped, miilions of
dollars worth of the country’s crops will
be saved as the result of this legislation,
it is declared by officers of the National
Association of Audubon Societies, who
have labored for the last five years to
secure its
passage.
Realizing that all trade in aigrettes
must end when the Audubon law takes
effect, the Broadway feather dealers are

deceased, having presented a petition praying
for a license to sell at public or
private sale and
convey certain real estate ot said minor, tiescrib
ed in said petition.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by
causing a copy of this
to be
three weeks successively
in Ihe Republican Journal, a
newspaper pubat
lished
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate court, to be held at Belfast, within and for
said Gounty, on
14th day of June, A. I*
1910, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEORGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

published
the,

A true copy.

j

]

__

j

morning.

We worked north, and in the vicinity
of Hatteras had a dreadful gale of wind.
While we were laying-to several sgas
broke over the vessel and one of them
took a sailor overboard. We never saw
him again. His name was Matthew Kelley and he belonged in St. George, Me.

He

nice fellow, and losing him put
on us
during the rest of the
At last we made port at Newvoyage.
port, R. I. I think it was January. They
hauled the vessel up there and I came
home by packet •from Boston. Thus
ended my first voyage.
a

was

a

quietus

Begin Today
The

quickest,

to Get

surest and safest way to relieve

constipation and to really enjoy life is to take

an

Well

indigestion

and
occasional dose

of the true “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. It pm-ifies the blood, aids
digestion and tones up the whole system.
Blue Hill, Me.
“The true lL. F* Atwood*8 Medicine has done me
good service. I could not get along without it.**
MR. CECIL ROBERTSON.
“L. F.” in large red letters is on all labels.
36 cts. for a large bottle. Writ* for liberal sample to

THE “L. F." MEDICINE CO,

Portland, Me.

guarding his crop,” said William
Dutcher, president of the National Asso-

birds in

ciation of Audubon Societies at its headquarters, 141 Broadway, today. “The
recent

victory

for the

agricultural

inter-

own

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May. A. D. 1910

legislatures

birds that

their crops from weed and insect

A ct*n»in instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament oi William G. Fuller
a
late of Unity, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate, together witli
a petition praying that Clara K. Fuller
may be
appointed administratrix of the estate of said
deceased, with will annexed.
Ordered, That notice he given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this older to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a rrobate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said Countv. on the second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock be
fore noon, and show cause, if any
they have, why
the same should not be proved, approved and allowed and the prayer of tlx* petitioner
granted.
GEO- E. JOHNSON,
A trust copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazi tixe, Register.

save

pests.”

The Memorial Day Number of The
Youth’s Companion is an American number, through and through. “The RoseColored Acacia,” by Elsie Singmaster,
is a story of reconciliation over the

graves of the Blue and the Gray. The
story of “A Man’s Work,” by Garland
P. Ferrell, is convincing proof that a
story of cowboy life can keep one’s interest aroused to 'the keenest pitch,
without the introduction of a single bad

James B. Connolly’s article

man.

“The

on

f

GirlsWanted
Thompson

TO

PROBATE NOTICES
Belfast, within and
the 10th day of !

|

R LOW'ELL. widow of John Chase I
Lowell, late of Prospect, in said County of
"aIdo, deceased, having presented a petition !
praying for an allowance out of the personal es- i
late of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to I
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in (
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published !
at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be Held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of June, A. D. 1910,
at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

HANNAH

NOTICE. The subscriber heregives notice that be lias been duly apexecutor of the last will and testament

EXECUTOR’S

by
pointed

of

ROSE E.

COLSON, late

of

Winterport,

in the County ot Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are < esired to present the same for settlement. and all indebted thereto are requested to
make payment immediately.
MAN LEY L

\\

COLSON.

interport. May 10,1910.

EXECUTOR’S

NOTICE.

The subscriber here-

by gives notice that he has been duly appointed executor of the last will and testament
of

AMELIAS.EATON, late of Winterport,
All persons
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the sa ne for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
FREDERICK SULLIVAN.
Winterport. May 10,1910.
The subscribers
notice.
hereby give notice that they have been duly
executrices
of
the
last
will and testa*
appointed
ment of
ELIZABETH A. BARNS, late of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and ail indebted thereto are requested
to make pay ment immediately to Ellen H. Castle
of Belfast, Me., our authorized agent.

Executrices

ISOLINEN. BARNS,
hattie k. barns,
Bristol, Rhode Island, May 10,1910.

OMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The subscriber
hereby gives notice that he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
HARRIET A. STEVENS, late of Jackson,
in the County of Waldo, deceased aud given
bonds as the law directs. AH persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested io make pay-

ment

immediately.

HARRISON STEVENS.

Jackson, May 10,1910.

a

''

CYNTHIA

u

|f

I.KYENSEI.I.EH. late of Lineoln-

M

ville,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All pei*'»ns having
demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired t<> prevent the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
FRANCIS H. LEVENSELLKR
Line ol nville. May 10, 1910.

York

I

t«

JANE 11 ELLEN

FLOOD, late of Nortl
County ot Waldo, deceased. All |
having demands against the estate ol
ceased are desired to present the same mi
in

,

mem. and all indebted thereto are req-make payment immediately.
Es TELLE L. LOMI
North port, May lo, 191c.
ADMINISTRATOR’S

1

!

the

NOTICE.

j
\i

Tin

jA scriber hereby gives notice that lie k.
duly appointed administrator <>t the*-:.
WOODBURY I). TliOMl SON, late of W
terport,
in the County of Waldo, deceased, am,

bonds as the law directs. All persondemand'. against the estate of smddeivtdesired to present the same foi settlenmi
ail indebted thereto ale requested to ma
nmm

immediately.

CHARLES II. 1 HOME

Bangor, Me., February S. 1910.
1
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice ti.ai
duly appointed administrator ol tin

been
of

WILLIAM II.

I

I

WORK, late of Jack-

in the County of Waldo, denied,
All persons
bonds as the law directs.
demands against /lie .-state of said *.•
are desired I" present the same for scii
and all Indebted thereto are requested l
pawmm immediately.
MARK S. s'TI
Jackson, May 10. 1910.

DMINISTRATOR’S NOT1C1

i\ er hereby gives notiee that he lias h
appointed adimnistrator of the estate ot

■

BELINDA LITTLEFIELD, late of Win:
in the County of Waldo, deceased ;<
All personbonds as the law directs
demands against, the estate ot -•aid dcr.
desired to present the same tor si-nh-n
all indebted thereto tire requested t<» n
meiit immediately.
FREDERICK L. 1‘Ai.v
Monroe, May 10,191 o.

SUBSCRIPTION•>-1
JTribune Farmer §
r

'$■

THE

jo

—

AND YOUR FAVORITE

p-^The

by gives
ponded executrix of tile last will and

of

/■. .a*

=============

S New

IVanufecturing Company

CHURCH STREET, BELFAST.

on

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has
been dul\ api dinted administrator of the Estate of

-cA YEAR'S

Jfb

THE

At a Probate Court held at
for the County oi W aldo,
May, A. D. T 910.

'""“V

A1

Jackson, May 10, lyio.

il

judge.

American Boy and the Navy”
shows what opportunities lie open to the
young enlisted man in the American
naval service. And the beautiful cover
of this issue symbolizes a custom which
is growdng in our seacoast towns of scattering fiowers on the sea Memorial day
in tribute to the sailors of the navy who
sleep beneath the waves.

APPLY

ITT A 1.1)0 SS.— in Court of Probate, held at BelYV
fast, on the loth day of May, 1910. Fred
N. Pendleton, executor of the last will of Pliineas
Pendleton, late of Searsport, in said County, deceased, having presented his lirst account of
administration ot said estate for allowance.
Ordered, mat notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal,
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Conn
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 14th
day of June next, and show cause, if any they
have,why the said account should in t be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
( has. P. Hazeltink, Register.

the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GEi >RGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltlne, Register.
!
r.t ten ol

ests in New York State should urge upon
all farmers the necessity of immediately

demanding from their
real protection for the

said

;

N jTlf E. The subscriber
^EXECUTRIX’S
Xj
notice that she lias been d

estate of sain deceased.

petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
older 10 lx* published three weeks successively in
The Republican Journal, a newspaper published
a: Belfast, .Unit they may
appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day ot June, A. I). 1910,

I

t RED W. W Rli

Belfast, within and
on the 10th day of

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of tins
order to be published tnree weeks successively
in Hie Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be hold at Belfast, within and for
said County, on the 14rh day of June, a. I).
1910, at ten of the clock before noon, and show
cause, if any they Aiave, why the prayer of said
petitioner should not be granted.
GE<*RGE E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. l*. Hazeltink. Register.

HOME PAPER

J

Republican Journals I

|

FOR ONLY $2.25.

The Tribune Farmer

)y
if

IgJjT
tfjk:

lp\
Jr

fQHP

IMS

c|s&

’HI
59

Is
_

a

thoroughly practical, helpful, up-to-date

weekly.

Special

pages for

illustrated national

Horses, Cattle, Sheep, etc., and

most

reliable market reports.
Dr. C. D. Smead, the best known veterinary surgeon in
America, writes regularly for The Tribune Farmer, thoroughly
covering the breeding, care and feeding of all domestic animals,
and his articles meet the needs of ev ery practical working farmer and interests every man or woman in city or town who owns a
horse or cow.
The

subscription price of

V

Yf
?;.v-

%•’
g&

V

\
«■-

The Tribune Farmer alone is $1.00.

IBS'* To new subscribe s and all old subscribers who will pay
up arrearages and one year in advance we make this liberal offer

The Tribune Farmer,

one

The Republican Journal,

year,
one

?

1

CHARLES H. WRIGHT, late of Jack
All
County of Waldo, deceased.
having demands against the estate ot
ceased are desired to present Hie sane
tlenient, and ail indebted thereto are m
to make pajment immediately.

L1NDLEY

Belfast, within and
the loth day of

!
(

■

in the

Hall,
deceased, having presented a petition praying
that lie may be appointed administrator of tin*

on

j

of

H. MOSHER, creditor of William II.
late ot Unity, in said County of Waldo,

Hazkltink, Register.

said minors, described in

J

pointed

Hazeltink, Register.

At a Probate Court held at
tor the County of Waldo,
May, A. I). U lu.

NOTICE. The subscni
gives notice that lie Ins been
executor ot the last will and h

iEXECUTOR'S
by

published three weeks successively in The He
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of June next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

8. E.

real estate cf

bonds as the law directs. Ail person'
demands against the estate of said
desired to present the same for s»-u
and all indebted thereto are requested
payment immediately.
FRED E. Doh«
Isles boro, May 10, 1910.

viueieu, mai nonce ne given to ail persons
interested by causing a copy ol this order to be

Attest:
Chas. P.

su

;

i

are

4 certain instrument,
purporting to be the last
will and testament of Priscilla A. Mathews,
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate.

SHUTE, guardian of Fannie
B. Willis, Josephine M. Willis and Hope E.
Willis, minors of Providence, Rhode island, having presented a petition prayiftgiora license to
sell at public or private sale and convey certain

birds of New

ADMINISTRATOR’S

NOTICE. The

er hereby gives notice that lie lias be.
appointed administrator of the estaie o*
JULIA A. Hancock, lateof isiesi..,
in tlie County of Waldo, deceased, ami

At a Probate Court held at Be'fast. within and
for the County of " aldo, on the second Tuesday of May, a. I). 1910.

A true copy.

J

EX

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer of said petitioner should not be
granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltink, Register.

1

S

g

ECU lORS’ NOTICE.
The subsen
by gives notice that lie nas been
pointed executor of the last will and to
of
CLARA A. EVANS, late of Swanvi
in the comity of Waldo, deceased. All j>.
having demands against the estate oi
ceaseu are desired to present thesame
nieni, and all indebted thereto are requ.
make payment immeuiately.
GEORGE B. TlBiil
Onington, May 10, 1910.

deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner ^ve not ce to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at* Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day of June, A. D 1910,

For the first time in the history of this
State it will be possible to prosecute under the Audubon law anyone who makes At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the 10th day of
millinery ornaments out of the economiMay, A. D. 1910.
ui u«r iicauu
wao
Duma
nt*nry
^.-nicmuci
D. SHUTE, guardian of Sidney Shute,
and he took us through China- cally valuable wild birds. Now that New
j committee
EaLPH
Bertram Shute and Winnifred Shute, minors
stories underground, York has joined California, Oregon, Mas- of E‘»s
I town,thedown three
Angeles, California, having presented a
|
petit .on praying tor a license to sell at
or
sight was undescribable.
j and
I sachusetts, Louisiana, Ohio, Missouri, private sale and convey certain real public
estate of
California is a great country. I saw
said minors, described in said petition.
in
Wisconsin
and
Iowa,
proWashington
Rev. Isaac Kalloch, formerly of RockOrdered, That the said
give notice
land, several times at his desk in city l tectmg these feathered crop guards by to all persons interested petitioner
by causing a copy of
I law, it is prophesied
this order to he published three weeks succesHe was mayor at the time.
hall.
auby
agricultural
sive^ in The Republican Journal, a newspaper
It
Pacific.
came home by the Union
thorities here that much will be accom- published at Belfast,
that they may appear at a
was just before the Southern road was
Probate
to be held at Belfast, within and
plished toward cutting down the country’s for said Court,
County, on the 14th day of June. a.
open for business. I got home the first
of March, well satisfied with what 1 had annual crop loss due to insect pests. Fol- !>• -9lo, at ten of the clock before noon, and
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer ot
got for the money 1 spent.
lowing up its victory in this State, the sair. petitioner should not be granted.
I
As to politics, I never had any.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
National Association of Audubon SocieA true copy. Attest:
have always believed in voting for the |

York State, as well as the beautiful
white herons, we mean to keep up our
activities until every farmer in America
is assured of the co-operation of native

at ten oi the clock before noon, and slm
if any they have, why the prayer of said
er should not be grauteu,
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink, Rt

WELLINGTON

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why the prayer ot said petitionshould not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Chas. P. Hazeltine, Register.

STEPHEN

JOHN

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the 10th day of
May, A. D. 1910.
W
WHITNEY, brother of
Annie M. Lincoln, late of Searsmont, in said
County ol Waldo, deceased, having presented a
Petition praying that Ralph O. Mason may be
appointed administrator of the estate of said

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
ah persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for said
County, on the 14th day ot June, A. I). 1910,

At a Probate Court held at
for the County of Waldo,
May, A. 1). 1910.

Probate Court held at Belfast, wm,,,
1
the County of Waluo, ou the lo
•'
May, A. D. 1910.
R. HURD, guardian of Rose
u
Dean, minor son of Lyuia a. Deai,
Northport, in said County of w aluo, <,.
having presented a petition pray ing loi
to sell at public or private sale and conv.
tain real estate of said minor, describe
petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give
ail persons interested by causing a copy
order to be published uiree weeks siicee"
The Republican Journal, a newspapei ;
at iellast, that they may app, ai ala
Court, to be held at oeliast, within am:
County, on the 14th day of June, a. i.
a
lor

At a

At a Probate Court held at Beltast, within and
for the County ot Waldo, on the lOtli day of
May, a. D. 1910.
JOSEPH W. A ISLINGTON, guardian of WaltJ
ter H. Bickiord and Laura E. Bickford, having presented a petition praying for a license to
sell at private sale and convey certain real estate of said wards, described in said petition.

State for the birds that guard the farms
of every one of the United States.
“Though tireless efforts have only just
resulted in our obtaining a just protec-

At

ond Tuesday of June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest :
Chas. F. Hazeltink, Register.

Hazeltine, Register.

s

Regis,,,,

Searsport, in/said County of Waldo, deceased,
for probate.
Oraered, That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
'published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast., that they
may appear at a Probate court, to l>e held at
Belfast, withirf and for said County, on the sec-

Ordered, that notice be given to all persons in
by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Ke
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at oelfart, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday ot June next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, If any
they have,
why the same should not be proved, approved
and allowed and prayer of petitioner granted.
GEORGE K. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest;

Chas P.

Hazeltink, Register,

having been presented

terested

today preparing to procure protective laws uniform with that in this

fl,»r

instrument, purporting to be the last
Acertaiu
will and yestameut of Janet Hmart, late of

\

ties is

tjon,

«EO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

Attest:
Chas. P.

Re-

1
bate may determine w ho are entitled to
K
u
Uaof said estate now in his hands for
<j,
their respective shares therein aim
the same to be distributed
!ftr
accordingly.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give i1(in
all persons imerested by causing a com
^
order to be published three weeks sn.
/
in The Republican Journal, a
:
newsp.n
Ushed at Leifast, that they may appear at i.‘
11
bate Court, to be held at Bellast, within
said County, on the 14th day of Jm,,. V
u>
1910, at ten of the clock before noon, ,i
1 ‘A
cause, if anv they have, why the prayn
petitioner should not be grauteu.
GEO. E. JOHNSON
A true copy, Attest:
Chas. P. Hazkltink,

auce

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, A. O. 1910.

;*f

Chas. P.

County
deceased, ha
sen ted a petition praying that the
Judg»* of

at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause,
if any they have, why tae prayer of, said petitioner should not be granted.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of May, a. D. 1910.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last
will and testament ot Owen
Sweeney, late
Frankfort, in said County of Waldo, deceased,
having Deeu presented lor probate, together with
a petition
praying that Thomas J. Finnegan of
Bangor, Me., may be appointed administrator of
the estate of sa d deceased, with the will annexed.

countrv.

insect-eating

Probate Court, held at Belfast, with,,
°"

Countyof Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition praying for a license to sell at
public or private sale ana convey certain real estate of «aid minor, described in said petition.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper published at Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate
Court, to be liQld at Belfast, within and ror said
County, on the 14th day of June. A. D. 1910

er

tion for the

a

tl,.

down to the Golden Gate several stances it is
believed that the milliners
times and at the Cliff House. We could
will urge Paris to alter its styles and
look out onto the Pacific Ocean and see
the sea-lions at play on the rocks nearby. check further demand for these barbarI tasted the water of the Pacific and it ous trophies on women’s hats in this

Autobiography.

At

Probate Court, held at Belfast, within and
on

was

best man for the place without regard
for the parties. I did vote for John C.
Fremont for President and went with
WILLIAM FARROW.
his party about 20 years, when the^ran
I off the track, and I’ve been a Mugwump
From a photo made when he was a >oung man of 80.
ever since.
1 had seen John C. and
! Jessie Benton Fremont. They used to
At the age of 12 I lost my mother, who I be rusticators at Bar Harbor.
William Farrcv.'s
died at the age of,40 years and 3 months,
I joined the Masons in 1852, then the
Was Born in Islesboro. Has no Settled leaving nine children—seven girls and Chapter, Council and Commandery, and
two boys.
Five of them are now living
taking 25 degrees of the Rose Croix
Reliaion and Thinks Life is a Failure.
and they were all at my house at a little 1 order.
1 was a charter member of Rock.His 83rd
Fears a National Crisis is Coming.
birthday dinner party. They were land Lodge and Claremont Commandery.
Miss S. D. Farrow of Rockland, aged 89; Levi M. Robbins of Massachusetts is the
Travels and Observations.
myself, aged 83; and three widows—Mrs. only other charter member of Claremont
[From the Rockland Courier-Gazette.]
E. P. Herendean of San Francisco, aged
Commandery now living I am now the
It has been The Courier-Gazette's
80; Mrs. J. N. Pendleton of Rockland, 1 oldest past master of Rockland Lodge.
and
six
months
to
77:
Mrs.
J.
the
H.
aged
past
As to the religious part, I never had
Raymond of
pleasure during
Bath, who was but two weeks old when any settled faith. I believe if a man
publish a series of biographical sketches our
mother died.
does as well as he knows how that is
which have treated some of the more inAfter my mother died I went as cook
enough. When I commenced business
|
certain
the
lives
of
of coasting and fishing vessels for two or : more than 60
teresting incidents in
years ago, i traded in BosAt 15 1 was skipper of a i ton with Albert Fearing, Thatcher &
well known residents ot Knox county. three years.
40-ton fishing craft and drew the fisher- 1
This time we offer a novelty in the form
Whitten, then with Wittens, Boyntons
men’s bounty from the
At and about all the ship chandlers there.
j
of a quaint autobiography written by 17. I, with two other government.
boys a little older ! Now the older one.and lots of the youngCapt. William Farrow, a well known than myself, shipped for a southern j er ones, have dropped, out like blowing
cruise
at
a
$10
month
each.
Rockland sail maker and resident of MaMy father i out a candle, and what does it all amount
had half of my wages. We sailed on the | to? 1 have lived a long time, worked
sonic street. The editor has taken little
schooner
William hard and paddled my own canoe, and I
Democrat, Capt.
liberty with his manuscript, believing McClintock of Belfast. The vessel was can’t see as 1 have been any benefit to
that his friends and the public at large owned by a brother of the captain. J. Y. this
world, and if that is so I think life is
will thoroughly appreciate the pictur- McClintock, who, 1 think, was sheriff of about as near a failure as you can find
i^
esque and blunt manner with which he Waldo county at the time.
Now my bodily health is good for a
has traced the most interesting events
\\ e left Belfast the day before Christ- year or so, but my feet and legs have
of his career and set forth his views on mas, and were 18 days to
Key West, then been failing. I can sit on my bench and
certain subjects.
If his ideas as thus went to
Apalachicola. Capt. McClintock work all day with ease, as I have done
a
little
seem
and
radical,
had a brig there which had been dismast- most of the winter, but when 1 get up
promulgated
shock some of our readers thereby, they ed in a hurricane. We had for her a set my feet and
legs refuse to do their duty.
should remember that the author has a of spars,
My wife is 81 and her health is as good
except mainmast and bowsprit,
keen sense of humor and some of his a whole suit of sails and
She does her own housework
any amount of as mine.
statements should not be taken with too
rigging. Wc stopped there and helped and would not have a hired girl around
much seriousness.
This foreword would
rig her, which took some time. We then in her way.
not he complete without stating that Mr.
went to New Orleans, where we loaded
1 wish some goon, live sailmaker would
Farrow and his excellent companion are sugar and molasses for
Richmond, Va. come along and buy what 1 ttle stuff I
our
most
citiamong
highly respected
The schooner did not register much over have in the loft, and take my place. I
zens. whose friends will all wish them
100 tons.
She was loaded very deep and shall soon leave sail-making and
everymore happy years in the journey toward
was under water about half the time.
thing else forever. I am willing, and
life’s sunset.
Read now the story of At last we
got to Norfolk and left our would not like logo over the same road
Mr. Farrow as penned by his own hand. deckload of molasses. The
I have prepared a good resting
sugar we took
The writer, William Farrow, was born to Richmond and then loaded coal for again.
place for myself and wife, with the stone
in Islesboro, county of Waldo, State of Sandwich,
Cod
thence
Cape
bay,
coming all set and our names on it.
Maine, October 15, 1826. My parents home by the way of Boston. 1 think we
We have one daughter, who is the wife
were
William and Charity (Coombs)
got home in the latter part of June in of William H. Kittredge a Rockland
natives
of
Islesboro.
Farrow,
time to help my father with the haying. druggist.
They have two sons. My
I recall when I was six years old of He had a
farm, but that was all the prayer for the last 25 years has been to
what
father
Christmas
asking my
meant, farming 1 ever did. I went to school live till they were old enough to care for
and he told me all about it.
Seventy- most of the winter, and as I wanted to themselves.
My prayer has been
eight years have passed since then, but I go to sea in the spring I struck out for granted, for both are now capable of
have never forgotten the incident.
then
East
in
seaRockland,
Thomaston,
taking care of themselves.
We lived at Islesboro bill I was eight. son to be there when lime
I was always a half military man.
I
coasting began
My father then moved to Belfast, across in March.
belonged to the Rockland Rifle Company
the bay. and lived there till lie died in
I shipped on the schooner Franklin, and just before the Civil war did escort
i^iu, ageu
years anti o monms.
for Jefferson Davis at a muster in
Capt. Jesse Bryant. We carried 600
Most everyone I saw went to sea for a bartels of lime. The vessel was owned duty
Belfast.
When the war came I was
and
1
took
first
at
living,
11, by Charles W. Snow of East Thomaston. drafted, and offered a
my
voyage
captain’s billet. I
my father being captain of a good styled I went, with him three trips, the first as wanted to
go, but there were those decoaster of the times—a topsail schooner.
the
second as sailor, and the third pendent upon me here at home and I
cook,
He was chartered to go to Port of Spain, as mate.
thought best to send a substitute, which
Trinidad, and took me with him. The
I did not seem to like going to sea and I did, and one after that. It cost me
hold was nearly full of fresh water for came ashore for a
I
change.
engaged about $700 and I did not begrudge it.
the 61 horses which we had on the main with
my brother-in-law, A. C. Tibbetts,
Times have changed since Hannah
deck.
We were 31 days on the passage, for three
years, to learn the sail-making died! I am afraid this country is coming
and to see the sun rise out of the water trade at
$40 and two months’ schooling to some kind of a crisis before long. I
for 30 days in succession was quite a the first
year, then a little more. The remember when Andrew Jackson was
for
a
of
11.
We
sight
youngster
got first year was a change. There were President.
At that time the country
there all right, discharged and came three
apprentices of us and we used to was run in a business manner; now you
home in ballast, with perhaps 30,000 or saw wood
by lantern-light before break- seem to hear of graft everywhere.
We had
40,000 oranges and cocoanuts.
fast, then go to work, and there was lots Under Jackson things ran smoothly and
a fine run across the Carribean sea, and
of work then. I managed to get through the
was so full that he caused
pointed north under snug rig, maintop- with my trade; then my boss took me in the Treasury to be divided,
surplus
every man,
mast and foretopgallantmast lashed on
with
him
in
and
company
woman and child to receive $3 apiece.
February, 1848,
the deck.
1 was in partnership with him three or Ours was a
and
we got a
large family
Sailing along one day when there was four years.
Now the country is
good-sized
divy.
little
a
someone
noticed
very
wind,
large
In May, 1848, I was married to Marcia,
spending about a million dollars a day
shark with his pilot fish following the
daughter of Capt. Nelson and Olive Spear. more than it receives. It can’t run that
vessel under the quarter.
One of the Wc went
right to keeping house and took way long.
sailors got some beef and fed him a the two
I was in the city council two years,
apprentices to board.
little, then tied a piece of beef on a
In the winter of ’51-’52 I got the Cali- and because I could not see some
thihgs
string and tolled bim|Up alongside. Then fornia fever and sold out mv interest in as others did, could not be
coaxed, driven
they took a good sized rope and tied a the sailmaking business to fay partner. or bought,
they dropped me out. I was
bowlin and bight in it and coaxed the A
party of eight of us started for Cali- lucky, for I h id rather be a high private
shark straight into it. When they haul- fornia in
went
to
New
.in
rear
rank of anything than at its
the
January,
York,
ed him in on thebight and caught themanand found that the passage tickets were head.
eater it was dreadful hard work getting ; all
sold for six months ahead. Two of
I have lived long and worked hard,
it on deck.
It must have been 10 feet our
party, Lyman P. Collins and-James but have always had enough to eat, drink
long. They cut him in pieces and took ! Cox, went
Cape Horn in a ship. and. wear, and most always had a little
out the backbone for a cane, and I saw it ! The roads ;around in
being
poor condition for change in my pocket.
years afterward about our home. The walking, the rest of us left our
After I had been in Rockland a
I
money in
pilot fish quickly disappeared. I saw New York to buy our tickets when there knew all the men in it; now I don’tyear
know
lots of flying fish, and ate some.
I was was an
and
came
home.
but two men as old or older than I who
opening
aboftt like the old woman who said she
Mr. Tibbetts, my former partner, did were on the stage when I came here.
believed there were mountains of sugar not want me to
go, and said if I would I They are John, McAllister, master ship
and rivers of rum, but to believe that a not that he would sell out to me and do
carpenter, and Capt. Mark L. Ingraham.
fish ever flew she did not. Yet in the
something else. I thought it over and John W. Knowlton, who was a shipmate
time
some
would
strike
the
sails
in
night
concluded to accept his proposition, and ] of mine on the schooner Democrat, I
flying over the vessel and drop on deck, for only about three weeks have I been I don't know what end he made.
where the sailors would find them in the

a

».

today reported to be frantically trying
to dispose of their supplies of the plumes
for which the white herons are slaugh1 witnessed the greatest sight of my life. tered among their starving young. The
It was at the time of a big flood or freshet.
costly products of this bird butchery are
The guide took us up into the belfrey of
now said to be becoming a drug on the
the Capitol building and we could see land
All else was a millinery market, where once they comin only one direction.
sheet of water as far as we could see. 1 manded fancy prices. Under the circum-

did not seem as salt as the water of Penobscot Bay, but I suppose it was.
I went to several .Masonic meetings,
and my companion was a former Rockland man, Henry Burns, a brother of
Col. Burns, who once lived on the Point.

Probate Coorl. bel<1 at Belfast, within and

the County ot w aldo,
the 10th day of
May*A. D"lBio°f *'*“do,°" the *ot" day hi for
D. 1910,
May! A. D? ltSo.° WRid0' U,el0<^
May,
>N« H AM auardlan of
N. PENDLETON, executor of
F.
of
haute,
guardian
Irene
^*;K
Shute,
MAEU.f
Doris Marie Doty, minor heir of Lenora
will of Pliineas Pendleton, late of Sea ,la*t
minor heir of Mary E, Shute, late of Belfast, FRED
DANIEL
uoty, late of dearsport, in said County of Waldo
in said
of Waldo,
in said

seen con-

12 years old by the collapse of a building
which he was helping raise. His skull
was so badly injured that the doctors
considered his case hopeless and no attempt was made to mend it. But the
skull grew together again and he got
well. As he grew older he became subject to dizzy spells and mental disturbance, during which he wandered about,
until at last in one of these spells he got
aboard a ship and went around the Horn

Ask your grocer—any grocer—for Clicquot
Club Ginger Ale and remember that there
ar« al*o Clicquot Club Sarsaparilla, Root
Beer, Birch Beer, Blood Orange and Lemon
Soda—all equally delicious and pure.

D f" P
^

™

and

While I was in San Francisco my brotherin-law, E. P. Herendeen, who had spent
the two previous winters at Point Barrow in the Arctic Circle, was at home
and went around with me. We went to
Stockton and visited the insane hospital,
where I had a brother who had been receiving treatment for years. His head

Stv con|ectl°ner’s

JfeAxi'Ww

T

men.

is made from the finest
ginger (not red pepper),
sugar (not saccharine, brown sugar or
le,
molasses), with a dash of limes and lemons. It is perfectly manuactured and
carbonated; combined in away that removes astring^ncy; and blended with Clicquot Spring
water, the finest ginger ale water in the
world.

III'

some

siderable, the Philadelphia centennial,
Buffalo, Niagara and other places. \ My
wife has always been with me on these
toots, except to California. We were in
Washington, D. C., on our 60th Wedding
anniversary. About 26 years ago I took
a trip across the country, sightseeing.
I
got to San Francisco the day after Christmas and visited two of my sisters, Mrs.
Herendeen and Mrs. Josephine Collins.
I was there six weeks, arriving home
the first of March for spring business.

It is pure,
only ginger ale
non-astringent. Ask for it by

name

sailmaking business since Feb-

ruary, 1848.
1 have been about

year,

'3^
C*

$1.00
2.00

M

Both for $2.25.

^Rep^lican

Journal Pub. Co., Belfast, Me.
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March 9, 1862. Was promoted for gallant service August 1, 1862Thos. J. Woodward,
Late U. S. Navy.

rMany

who

MARITIME INCIDENT

A

[Capt. George L. Norton

in

the Marine Journal]

recent issue of the Bath, Mo.,
a lengthy
Daily Times there appeared
article on the successful sea experience

In

a

cooking

/Cautionary

Wale: Be sure
you get thia atove—see
that
the
name-plate
reads New Perfection.**

Capt. Soule that the demand
but he
necessity and a reasonable one,to resist
Polly,
‘‘I have just bought her for a play- W’as firm in his determination
ver in her lutith year, arrived
thing.” said Capt. Weldon, in talking any interference with his ideas; hence it
that the
about his new purchase.
from Rockland May 18th in Dighton.
Capt. Weldon became necessary to notify him
It is quite probable that this will be
his ship in
owns several other much
vessels next morning we should move
larger
f her new skipper, Capt. J.
the farewell appearance of the famous
j and will not be obliged to go coasting in conformity to the port regulations.
n
of Dighton, Mass., who old craft in these waters.
It is underthe Polly to make a living.
As it looked then, it was to be a strenuj
stood that she will soon be
r last fall of Capt. Walter V.
bought by a ! The Polly has had no end of newspaper ous morning, as Capt. Soule was a- stalhistorical
-00 or
and preserved, running
Rockland for $800 or there- no more society
notoriety and much has been written wart. six-footer weighing perhaps wririsks of the rocks and shoals of j about her
that was not so.
The U. S. more while the harbor master (the
Thc Tolly wintered in Rockland the Maine coasts which she has
j
dodged | records give the official information that ter) was onlv about five feet four, weighi.ived a general overhauling for over a century.
| she was built in Amesbury in 1805.
j ing but 140* Notwithstanding this disI crenancv in size and wyeight, wTe walked
aboard the Shatemuc at the Hour stated,
the Sounds of North Carolina in 1864 till was
Civil War Episode.
shown, and I sent a boat with an of- i| met our insubordinate captain op the
1 saw him at a meeting of the
Loyal ficer on board to learn what the trouble
and
Legion, Department of Maine, at Togus, was. When the officer returned, he I quarter deck, bid him good morning,
t Which Thomas J. Woodward
notified him that a tugboat would be
alter a lapse of more than forty years. i stated that the vessel was
I
1 in the
tilling rapidly
Sinking of the Rebel Ship Since that time we have held
soon with a crew of men to
frequent and the water had flooded the engine | alongside
decided to do it
'da.” Known in New Orleans as
correspondence. At that time he Was room, putting the fires out, so the pumps move his ship unless he
it's not
Duke of Maine."
postmaster at New Orleans, being ap- wvere of no further use to aid in freeing himself. After a few words that
necessary to print the captain of the
pointed to that position by President rhe hold of the water.
-m O. Johnson of Liberty in the RockShatemuc put on his coat and hat and
Roosevelt. A little more than a year
I manned another boat, and with the
land Courier-Gazette.]
doubtless to get
ago, being 78 years of age, and thinking two boats’ crews, went on board the descended over the side,
■sumed that the people of your
what sympathy he could from his conhimself too old for the cares amt duties “Florida,” and
no further use of
finding
is time know more about Capt.
to his ship
back
came
he
When
I signee.
of that office, he resigned and is now en- the steam
pumps, and the hand pumps that afternoon he found her well made
■1. Woodward than I do. as he is
the fruits of a busy and well di- not
joying
in
I
started
a
order.
being
working
r of the great house of
fast outside of two others that were loadWight & rected life, having the respect and conbailing gang, but all to no purpose. I
ird of New Orleans, Mr. Wight
fidence of all the people in the city of his
ing, and to his credit be it said, there
Admiral
Porter
at
2
a.
m.:
telegraphed
former resident of your city, and
were no further differences between us
He writes me that they have “’Florida’ in
adoption.
no
condition,
sinking
hope
oodward being a native of either dubbed
while he was in port.
him “The Duke of Maine.”
of saving her.” I had steam
on the
us

;

j
|

j
|
i

schooner

trim and

or Damariscotta.
But 1 had
and pleasure of knowing him
the War of the Rebellion. I served
iime fleet with him and knew him
•rough seaman, a brave officer,

Ge
•r

■ntleman.

tered the U. S.

Navy as an acting
as soon as Congress enacted a law
: the volunteer officers, and en-

he sounds of North Carolina in
and of the U. S. tugboat Shawwith the Burnside expedition in
ter of 1862. It is called the Burnxpedition, but it should have been
•wan and Burnside expedition, for
ie
never could
have obtained a
d on Roanoke Island had it not
en for the naval forces under the
nd of Commodore Rowan. The
■-hawsheen, under the command of
Woodward, did very efficient ser:h other gunboats in shelling the
wees, thus permitting Burnside
his forces, and they continued to
great aid during the engagement,
r the rebel troops had retreated
liatteras Beach and were on the
the beach toward Norfolk the
rom the gunboats hastened their
t-nts. The rebels had quite a fleet
boats stationed at the upper end
moke Island, which assisted the
trmy materially in making their
from the island.
But when our
•t after them they made a hasty
toward Elizabeth City.
ext day Commodore Rowan sent
of light draft gunboats under the
id of the gallant and intrepid
Flusser to attack this rebel fleet,
gunboats were the Commodore
1

1

!
i

!

j

j

i

|

i

flag ship, Fiusser; Ceres, acting
MacDiarmid; Shawsheen, acting
T. J. Woodward; Whitehead,
master, French; Lockwood, actister, Graves; tug Seymour, acting
Wells; steamer Bunker, acting
little fleet was composed of but
vessels, while there were twelve
s
in the rebel fleet.
The latter
"tnmanded by Commodore Lynch
Confederate navy, who was one
traitors who had left our navy to
utb, and who had been a former
ite of Lieut. Flusser. The Flusser
: to
engage him single-handed, so
(ring the rebel fleet. Lieutenant
r signalled the fleet to attack
any
ships except the one flying the
nodore’s flag. That ship was his
'mlar meat, so that ‘at the beginning
light Flusser made for the rebel
;p direct.
ry Anderson, a native of Belfast,
as paymaster on board the ComPerry, tells this good story: He
at f lusser stood right up to the
ship and hailed her, inquiring if
adore Lynch was on boartl.
On
told that he was, Flusser exclaimlot your fenders out, 1 am coming
id",” and'went ather full tilt, cutr nearly in two.
She sank in less
iive minutes.
Com. Lynch had just
to get into a boat on the opposite
nd in the confusion made his esMeanwhile the other vessels were
!g good work and in less than two
the entire Rebel fleet was either
or driven ashore and burned.
For
and other good service Capt. Wood>vas recommended for promotion by
rnmodore Rowan in a letter to the
iretary of the Navy in the following
1

1

#ords:

Master Thomas J. Woodward
rnmand of the Shaw’sheen has shown
y, intelligence and spirit. His con:IJct met with my approbation at the
f at Roanoke Island and at Elizabeth
anil also the approbation of Lieut.
1
I take great pleasure in recomsser.
ling him for promotion. His moral
'" lacter I believe to be
exceptionable.”

"Acting

apt. Woodward received his promom due time and was ordered to the
'remand of the Commodore Perry,
nusser’s old ship. He remained in the
Is of North Carolina in command of
c
ship for about a year, after which
as detached from that ship and or•H|vd to the command of the Ironclad
being stationed at Hampton
{manta,
a ads
and on the James River till the
m of the war, rendering
very efficient
i!tJ to General Grant, and
receiving sev*rai letters from him.
> never met him from the time he left

The story of Capt. Woodward to which
Mr. Johnson refers, is told in the following letter to the latter, dated New Orleans, December S, 1909.
I maif you picture or copied photo of
painting of the sinking of the Confederate cruiser “Florida” off Newport News,
Virginia, November 2S,''i864, and this is
the story.
mi-

4»TT'l_•

»?_1-

A_

1

A
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destroyed

many ships and vessels of our
merchant marine, and a bounty was
offered for her capture or destruction by
On
Northern and Eastern shipowners.
October 7, 1864, the “Florida” and the
U. S. S. “Wachusetts” both met in the
harbor of Bahia, Brazil a neutral port.
There seemed to be a disposition on the
part of the Brazilian authorities to grant
more favors to the “Florida” than to the

U. S. S. “Wachusetts.”
Capt. Collins
under the cover of the darkness of the
night resolved to get underway, and
under the pretext of an accident to run
into the “Florida” and sink her while at

"

Think of it!
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Even in the heat of summer
you
cook a large dinner without
worn

They must raise the price from 50
cents to $1 a thousand on account of the
tariff—

When the same law reduced the tariff
boards 75 cents a thousand.
And these men meet in convention and
attempt to deceive and bunko and hood-

can

on common

being

out.

wink the people.
It was the same way in reference to
hides.
Hides were put on the free list, but all
kinds of shoes have gone up on the
wholesale market, and not a single reduction is given in “Dun’s Review.”
Then the woolen dealers got together
and said they must raise the
price of
wool on account of the Payne
tariff, but
there is not in the Payne act one change
made in the wool or woolen schedule except two minor ones, and both of these
were reductions.
These instances sound like the tricks
that were attempted under the McKin-

Gives

Oil Cook-stove

outside heat, no smell, no smoke. It will cook the
biggest dinner
without heating the kitchen or the cook. It is
immediately lighted and immediately extinguished. It can be changed from a slow to a quick fire by turning a
handle. There’s no
drudgery connected with it, no coal to carry, no wood to chop.
You don t have to wait fifteen or
twenty minutes till its fire gets going. Apply a
light and it s ready. By simply turning the wick up or d “wn
you get a slow or an
intense heat on the bottom of the
pot, pan, kettle or oven, and nowhere else. It
has a Cabinet
Top with shelf for keeping plates and food hot, drop shelves for
coffee teapot or saucepan, and even a rack for towels.
It saves time, worry,
health and temper. It does all a woman needs
and more than she expects. Made
with 1, 2, and 3 burners; the 2 and 3-burner sizes
can be had with or without
Cabinet.
no

Every dealer everywhere; if

not at yours,

write for

ley

bill in the same way, and show how
who have pecuniary self-interests
at stake are going to attempt to discredit
the Payne tariff law for selfish
pecuniary
men

Descriptive Circular to the nearest nuency of tha

Standard Oil

gain.—Norwalk (Ohio Retlector.

Company

Hives,

up

“Atlanta,” and could have beached the

j “Florida” had it appeared desirable to
save her, eo,
finding nothing could be
; done, I remained on board until the water
to
flow
into
the gun ports on the
; began
! spar deck, so gave orders for all to shove
off clear.
She soon commenced to careen, and went down, stern foremost, at
7 a. m., on the morning of the 28th of

November, 1864.
I immediately telegraphed Admiral
Porter that the “Florida” had sunk, as
above stated, in nine fathoms of water.
The Admiral telegraphed immediately to
Washington, stating that the Confederate Cruiser “Florida” having been run
into, sank this a. m. off Newport News,
Va. This telegram was something of an
enigma. Where was she run into? No-

where, but in Bahia, October 7, 1864. It
nevertheless had its effect on those who
did not know the difference. The deed
was done.
The “Florida” was readily
disposed of without obeying the mandate
of the foreign ministers, lying safely at
the bottom of the Roadsted in deep
water.
Then came the investigation at the inI stance of the foreign ministers. I appeared before the Naval Committee on
j board the U.S. “Susquehanna”at IlampI ton Roads, with the officer and engineer
who were on board of the “Florida” at
the time of sinking.
The investigation
I was made and reported to Washington, ;
I but, as the "Florida” was in the hands
of the Navy, and the investigation was
made by naval officers alone, the foreign
ministers protested against the report, !
so a
Military and Naval Board was ordered by the Secretary of State which met
the
custom house at Norfolk, in full
,in
Of course the whole matter of
array.
the sinking was only known to few of us
in the navy, who were present on the oceasion. so the investigation of the Military and Naval Court, which was held
with Brigadier General Negley from the
State of Maine, as President of the
Court, was apparently a farce, as the j
members of the Military Committee I
knew nothing about the occurrence other |
than to know that the “Florida” had
been sunk off Newport News. Conse]
quently, the members of the naval com- j
mittee. present were able to hold the
Court in about the same condition as it
left the Naval Committee, which had
already been held.
This settled the question so far as the

|

Doan's Ointment cures the most obstinate
cases.
Why suffer. All druggists sell it.
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a

native southerner during
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^trying to do business without
telephone.
Is it

fair for him

to do

business without one?

HE IS
SHE

expect his wife

to

THE

to

a

try

I

CAPITALIST,

THE
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Belfast, arrive.
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and Northj west, via all routes for sale by L. J. Sanborn
I Agent, Belfast.
F. E. BOOTHB\. General Passenger Agent.
j
| MORRIS MCDONALD.
Vice President & General Manager,
Portland, Maine.
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DAILY (EXCEPT SUNDAY' SERVICE

MANAGER.

; STEAMERS BELFAST
A residence telephone is
office telephone.

as

necessary

as

tl»o

Cry

WO

CAMDEN

Leave Belfast at 5 p. m., daily, ex .'opt Sunday, (Northport June 2(»th to September 12th,
inclusive) for Camden, Rockland and B s', n.

an

For Searsport,
Bucksport, Winierport and
Bangor, at 7.30 a. m., or on arrival of steamer
from Boston, daily,
excepuMondav.
>

Call up tlio I.otail Jlaniigor
1 rce oS
char gt? and learu

was

particulars*.
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KKTl'iextM;
Leave Boston, daily, ex opt Sun lav.
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;.(

5 00

m.

Leave Rockland, daily, except
Monday, at
5.15a. m., or on arrival of steamer fr a Boston.
FRED W. POTE. Agent,
Belfast. Maine.
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Lincoln.

peaceful life—toil, duty,

Iy81

I*

A.M.

our

Dr. John Stevens,

TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

rest—

All his desire:
To read the*books he liked the best
Beside the cabin fire—
God’s word and man’s—to peer sometimes
Above the page, in smouldering gleams,
And catch, like far heroic rhymes,
The onmarch of his dreams.

FROM

brains and executive

FOR FLETCHER’S

A

Ij

TO

CASTOR I A

j

On and after October 4, 1909. trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for and from Bangor. Waterville, Portland and Boston will run as follows:

S

1

of these.

Children

Manufactured

Country at Belfast, Maine.
JACKSON & HALL, Belfast Agents.
the

2

Brooks.

thirteen years official life in the Crescent
City. It was the native of New England
who went there “befoh de wah” that
made the most of the trouble after it
was over.

will tell you to use E. FRANK COE FERTILIZERS.

in the Best

Our readers are doubtless curious to
know why Capt. Soule refused to comply
with the request of the authorized official who made it. We can only state
what was learned second hand afterward, which was that Capt. Soule sympathized with the “lost cause;” in other
words, as termed in New England during
and
the civil war, was a “copperhead,
didn’t believe that the Republican State
master
government, of which the harbor
was an officer, should control a Southern
State like Louisiima, consequently it was
in order to make Vuok as uncomfortable
and as much trouble as he could. It was
a losing game,however,and cost the owners of the Shatemuc
something more
than if their representative had promptly complied with the port regulations.
During those trying times of reconstruction in the Southern States, the
writer had dealings with one other shipmaster, notably the late Capt. William
Strickland, whose political opinions when
in the port of New Orleans were of the
opposite character to what they were
when in Maine, the State of his nativity,
from which the writer hails, and to which
he has ever been loyal. We are pleased
to be able to state that through such
loyalty we never suffered any indignity

one

eczema, itch or ,;alt rheum sets you
Can’t bear the tou?h of your
clothing.

crazy.

a

anchor in the Port of Bahia. So the
A peaceful life—to hear the low
cable was hove short under good head of
Of pastured herds,
Or woodsman’s axe, that blow on blow,
steam, the captain gave the order to slip
Fell sweet as rythmic words,
the cable, but, by some unaccountable
And'yet there stirred within his breast
instance, it was not readily tVine, so that,
A fateful pulse that, like a roR
before it was done the speed of the
Of drums, made high above his rest
“Wachusetts” was somewhat exhausted,
A tumult in his soul.
ministers were concerned.
and she struck the “Florida” just abaft foreign
the war, I commanded the U. S.
A peaceful life—They hailed him even
amidships, carrying away her mizzen- S. During
As One who was hailed
“Shawsheen,” “Commodore Perry,”
mast, breaking in her top sides and cutWhose open palms were nailed toward heaven
“Miami,” and in the last 16 months the
ting through her planking nearly to U.
When prayers nor aught prevailed.
S. Ironclad “Atlanta,” and resigned
water’s edge, but not cutting low enough
And, lo, he paid the self-same price,
to sink her. Thus she caused the sur- from her when the war was over. DurTo lull a nation’s awful strife
render of the “Florida,” slipped her ing the time I was in command of the
And will us, through the sacrifice
“Shawsheen”
I captured the Confederate
Of self, his peaceful life.
and
in
took
her
tow,
proceeded
cables,
One of the gunboat “Fanny,” off Plymouth, N. C.,
—James Whitcomb Riley.
to sea, alarming the forts.
Brazilian gunboats gave chase, but withThe prize crew was put on
out effect.
board and the “Florida,” convoyed by
the “Wachusetts,” steamed to Hampton
Roads. Va.
Soon after the arrival of thp “Florida”
in Hampton Roads, there was great excitement raised, not only by the United
States authorities but by the foreign
I ministers, who insisted that the “Wachusetts” should take the “Florida” back
to Bahia, as the act of capturing her in
a neutral port was a serious breach of
ESTABLISHED 1851.
neutrality. So the case was up to our
government, and a serious one, as to
Makes a sturdy boy of a healthy
what should be done. All things being
helps the boy onward into athletic
! fair in war, it was evident that the
•
“Florida” should not be sent back to
youth; builds strong, virile manhood on
Brazil, where she was captured. Adyouthful vigor and crowns a long life with
miral David D. Porter, an old war horse,
old age.
was in command at Hampton Roads, and
? Because it keeps bodily functions healthy
Why
I was in command of the waters of the
and active. Take it for that foe of health- constipaLower James River and Newport News,
tion. It relieves biliousness; restores lost appetite;
then in command of the U. S. Ironclad
•
‘Atlanta.”
strengthens a weak stomach; steadies tired nerves;
On November 26th, Admiral Porter
gives a clear head and an optimistic outlook to anysent the “Florida” up to me with a letIt’s been in use
one, and everyone, who takes it.
ter of instructions as to just how she
three generations and more people use it to-day
should be moored in deepest waters, imthan ever before
do you wonder ?
mediately under the guns of the “Atlanta,” with 40 fathoms chain at the water.
Every ingredient in True’s Elixir is selected for
An engineer officer came from Baltimore
great medicinal value and absolute freedom from
deleterious properties or impurities. The comand joined the “Florida” at the time she
pounding is done with the strictest care.
was sent to Newport News, and the of'Keeps you and your children well
fcer in charge with two men comprised

the crew on board. I had arranged with
the watch officer that, in the event of
anything happening, to burn a red light.
On the night of the 27th, the red light

\

was

vince

this spring.
Capt. Weldon will load her
with 200,000 laths and sail her home to

A few years ago, on Mardi Gras
in that city, he represented “Rex” and
with his splendid physique, com rending
presence and long flowing, white beard,
it is said that he made the most imposing king that has filled that position
since the War of the Rebellion. This
year he had command of the King’s fleet,
which was composed of about 60 steamers, among them ships of the U. S.
Navy, that went down the river to meet
Rex and escort him to the city.
Near the close of the war, in 1864, the
Rebel cruiser Florida appeared on oifr
coast and made sad havoc among our
merchantmen, burning and destroying
on every
hand.
So bold was she at
times that she came north of Hatteras
and so near our blockading fleet that
the smoke from the burning ships could
be seen from that fleet. The government sent some of our fastest ships
after her, but they were unable to get
on her track till the Wachusetts,
Capt.
Collins, found her in the Port of Bahia,
Brazil.
I will stop here and let Capt.
Woodward take it up.
John 0. Johnson.

coal range in

a

£je*vBerectioit

a cargo of
in the Times) Shatemuc with
salt. The writer, who was harbor master
vessel opposite
at the time, berthed the
her cargo was
a salt warehouse to which
was disconsigned. After the Shatemuc Soule to
charged we instructed Capt.in the tier
haul outside the two ships
Kentuckian
ahead, so as to let the ship
her
of Boston, Capt. Sears, discharge
as was
warehouse,
j
cargo of salt into the
the custom of the port. He refused to j
the
should
keep
he
,
do so, saying that
one bet- ;
berth he had until he could get
A
ter than outside of two other ships.
to conor more was lost in trying

day

if
1

on

Some weeks ago some lumber dealers
met in a Western city and said
they regretfully must raise the price of common
hoards on account of the Payne tariff
says the Guthrie (Okia.) State Capital.

hot kitchen.
It is no longer
necessary to wear
yourself out preparing a fine dinner.

v

It was during the year 1871 or 72 that
of New
Capt. Soule arrived at the portas stated
Orleans in the bark (not ship

GOOD BYE POLLY.

The Villain Still Pursues It.

in summer. Every woman
takes pride in the table she sets,
but often it is done at tremendous cost to her own vitality
through the weakening effect of

of Capt. Lemuel H. Soule now living in
retirement on his farm in Woolwich, Me.,
at the age of 76. The article is descripa
tive of the extraordinary career of
mariner on many seas, his thrilling resand successes
cue from death, mishaps
Certainly a
of half a century ago.
that
Capt. Soule
splendid record and one
have a parshould
in his declining years
donable pride in. The writer perused
this interesting personal history from
of havbeginning to end in consequence
ing known this strenuous mariner many
rather unpleasant
years ago through
conditions wherein the writer won a decided victory on land over the big brusque
sailor that attracted considerable attention at the time and will doubtless be
remembered by some of our older readers.
We would not think of printing
these facts if they in the least discredited that which appeared in the Bath

I

tlymol and glycerine mixed in D. D. D.
Prescription. This soothing, healing lotion,
the eczema germ instantused-externally kills
w
ly.
Heretofore the D. t). D. remedy has been
sold only in $1,00 bottles; but as a special
I any sufferer in this town who has never offer,
tried
j D. D. D. can now try this remedy ir. a special
bottle at 25c. It cures the itch instantly. We
j
KNOW this, ft m. 0. P.oor & Son. druggists.
green,

dread having to prepare an elaborate dinner because they are
not sufficiently
strong to stand
over an intensely hot coal
range. This is especially true

Newspap^s.

ITCH RELIEVED AT ONCE.
itch di3aPPe»ra with the FIRST
ii%ant.le!ribl'
DROPs
of
simple compound of oil of wintera

are

Splendid Cooks

Which Occurred Many Years Ago Brought
to MM Through Careful Reading of Current

i

Women

MIXER

SLOCK,

MAIN

SPECIAL rY—Diseases

STREET

of

the

Eye,

Ear. Throat and Nose.
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HOUSE FOR SALE
The M. F. Carter house, 39 Cedar street, is
offered for sale. It is fitted for two tenements,
has slated roof, city water and sewer connec-

tion.

Apply

to

Belfast, April 1, 1909.—13

BELFAST FAIR

Rich and Fragrant.

recommend it because the

AUGUST 16, 17, 18, 1910.
information, apply to
ORRIN J. DICKEY,
4tf
Belfast, Maine.

icrid bitter flavor of common coffee is
sliminated from the Tudor brand

lowing

it with age before

Comer Cross

mi Federal

Siieeis, Belfast,

-THE-

COFFEE
Physicians

JOHN A. FOCC.

by
roasting.

For

mel- |

GUARANTEE.
Your money will be refunded without the
return of the coffee if it is not a little better

for business, pleasure os investment: $300 to $50,000; circular free, a postal brings it.
If you have a farm to sell, send
for descriptive card and terms.

You to

than the kind you have been using.
be the judge.
6wl7

A. A. HOWES S CO.

|

Albert Bigelow Paine’s new book of
travel, “The Ship-Dwellers, owes some
of its fascination to the fact that it had
its origin in a dream—a dream inspired
by Mark Twain’s “Innocents Abroad,”
which the author read as a boy. When
he grew up and knew that such voyages
were really possible he made a point of
having the dream come true. His record
of impressions and experiences in Mediterranean lands is pervaded by a splendid
It is full of that
sense of adventure.

"e

hav£ decided to close out our
business and will sell it as a
whole or in part. Tt is an opportunity to secure an old,
established a n d successful
business. We wish to sell at
once and will answer all enquiries at our office.

Established 1892

TRUCKING
I am prepared to do general trucking. Orders left at Fogg & Coombs’ market will receive attention. Telephone 211; ring 13.

Lively Co,

THE BUSINESS FOR SALE AS A
WHOLE OR IN PART

US Devonshire Street, BOSTON, MASS.

We would like those indebted to
us to settle and all bills against
the company should be presented at once.

ELMER WHITEHEAD,

contented anticipation of novelty which
makes the traveller feel happy and free.
New scenes unroll in a perpetual pageant, and the reader feels that under
these circumstances life is worth living.

Among the places visited are Algiers,
Malta, Madeira, Egypt, the Holy Land,
Italy, and Greece. Each city and country
is shown to us in delightful glimpses and
vistas; there is strict avoidance both of
microscopic detail and ambitious wordpainting.

We want agents where we are not now represented;
send for blanks. Please mention this paper.
P. F. Leland’s Farm Agency

Belfast

14tf

37

Northport

BELFAST LIVERY COMPANY

Avenue.

FOR RENT

Cut Flowers
FOR

SALE

The store, 66 High Street, next Memorial
building. Apply to the

apply to-

■

I8tf

MISS ALICE M. DUFFIE,
27 Charleu Strett, Belfait.

WALDO TRUST COMPANY,
9tf

Belfast. Maine.

had been lost to the astronomers for a few
days^and an order was received.by one of our
local masons to
buildja'cement vault for a citizen of a nearby town to reside in until the
comet got into space.

SEARSPORT.
Mrs. Marian Hughes of Bangor

Sunday.
Louis P.

Bailey of Fairfield

Monday.

^

Arthur Smith of Brewer
on business.

was

was

wSs

in town
in town

in town last
was

in

town

Manley Foote visited relatives
Saturday and Sunday.

in

Cape Jelli-

son

Edward Blake has closed hfs laundry,
Pike avenue and Otis street.

corner

of

Nehemiah Roulstone resumed his duties
the steamer Camden Saturday.

^

t

HALLDALE. *
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Emery of Grelton, Ohio
are visiting his nephew, J. E. Hall.Earl C.
Nutt is at work for C. A. Hall,..vMr. and
Mrs. John Colby are away on a visit.People
are rushing their planting along in good .earnest.Miss Mary Mills of Augusta is stopping for a time with Mrs. J. E. Hall.Arnold
Davis of South Freedom was the guest of Mr.
and’ Mrs. J. E. Hall last Sunday.Fruit trees
are blossoming quite full.

Rev. J. M. Frost of Waterville spoke before
the Verbi Gratia society laqt Saturday evening,
in the conference room of the First Congregational church.
He took fbr his subject, “Half
Baked Men” and handled it in a masterly manner, taking the ground that the common
schools were in a measure to blame for so
many men not l^eing rounded out on all sides,
and that there might'be a system of common
schools which would obviate the difficulty. The
lecture was well attended, and was thoroughly
convincir g.

week

Hon. 'A. E. Nickerson of Swanville
Monday on business.

w

■'

*

on

Edward E. Bond, photographic artist of the
Boston Globe, while fishing on Gould stream
May 18th, discovered the sawdust near the mill
Wilson A. Colson, census enumerator, fin- of Horace E. Robbins on fire in several places.
ished taking the census of Searsport May 16th* It was at noon and the crew were at home at
Mrs. Hannah T. Pendleton who spent the dinner. The fire was caused by the smokewinter in Redlands, Calif., returned home Sat- stack burning out and sparks dropping in the
Mr. Bond went to the residence of
sawdust.
urday.
Mr. Robbins, a short distance away, and gave
Mrs. Emily Hodson, who has been in Bangor
the alarm and the fire was extinguished in the
for medical treatment, returned home last
nick of time.
There was a large amount of
week.
sawed lumber and shingles piled up in the mill
Mrs. C. E. Whitcomb left Saturday for Dedyard and had it not been for Mr. Bond’s activiham, Mass., for a few weeks’ visit with her
ty Mr. Robbins would have had nothing left
daughter.
but a mill site by the dam site.
Mrs. James B. Parse is building a bungalow
Mrs. Prudence Park, who lives in Park, obor. the western side of Opeechee stream on the
served her 78th birthday anniversary last Satshore front.
urday, entertaining about 75 of her relatives
Pike Brbs. have shut down their barrel and
friends, mostly nephews and nieces, who
crew
for
their
vacation
for
a
month’s
factory
called during the day. She received many
of workmen
flowers and gifts, nearly 100 postcards and
Dr. F. K. Sawyer left Monday to attend the many letters of congratulation.
Mrs. Park
annual convention of the Order of the Eastern was assisted in
by Mrs. Maria PenStar in Portland.
dleton, 80 years of age, Mrs. Florence PendleMrs. Andrew Pendleton and daughter, and
Harry Gross of Boston arrived last week ton,
Afternoon tea was served,
and is with his family on Mt. Ephraiim street Mrs. James Hall.
and several delightful hours spent. Mrs. Park
for a short stay.
is the last of the large family of the late CapThe A. A. C. Co.,s boarding house at Mack’s
tain Phi nebs Pendleton Sr. She was twice marPoint is closed until business at that plant
ried. Her first husband was Captain Phineas
opens up again.
Griffin, who was very nell known in Belfast
Mrs. W. M. Parse went to Portland Monday and
commanded, airing others, the Belfastas a delegate to the annual convention of the
built ships, Leonora and Charlotte W. White.
order of Eastern Star.
Captain Isaac Park, her second husband was
County Attorney H. C. Buzzell and family also well known here among the older resispent Sunday in Monroe, with Mr. Buzzell’s dents. Both were deep sea mariners, and Mrs.
Park sailed the world over with them. She
mother, Mrs. C. H. Buzzell.
Mrs. Clara E. Blanchard, who spent the now spends her summers in Park and her
winter in New York with her son, Capt. A. N. winters with her children, and has just returned from Brockton, Mass., where she spent the
Blanchard, arrived home Friday.
past winter.
The A. A. C. Co. at Mack’s Point have comIT WAS A success.
tie utiost party given
pleted shipping fertilizer and a large part of last
Thursday night at the attractive home of
the crew finished work Saturday.
Capt. and Mrs. Nathan F. Gilkey by the ladies
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Montgomery, who have of Anchor Chapter, O. E. S., was a huge success.
The ladies who were the hostesses went
been visiting Judge J. W. Black on Main street,
early and donned sheets and pillow-cases with
returned to Bucksport last Thursday.
white masks and when the gentlemen arrived
each “ghost” met her specially invited
guest
Pike Bros.’ boarding house, the Rathskeller
(the names had previously been drawn from a
on
Merrithew lane, has been closed for a hat, so that each had a
particular gentleman to
month to give the help a much needed rest.
entertain) tapped him on the shoulder and
without a spoken word conducted him about
Sch. Samuel J. Goucher, Capt. Hart, finished the various rooms. He of course
tried in a 1
discharging last Thursday at the Penobscot kinds of ways to discover who she was, but
six
out
of
the
entire
number, and there
Coal dock and sailed Friday for Newport News. only
were 66 in all at the party, guessed who their
The Village cemetery is being put in fine ghost was. The following
guessed correctly
shape. The avenues and lots have all been and did not have to pay for the ice cream: L. D.
whose partner was Mrs. F. A. Nve;
Littlefield,
mowed and will be in first-class order for MeChas. Havener, Mrs. Louise Fletcher; Dr. F.'k!
morial day.
Sawyer, Miss Lillian Mowry; John Frame, Mrs?
Ida Duncan; W. R. Goodell, Mrs. E. C. Pike1
who
and
Mrs.
Louis
P.
have
Mr.
Webber,
j Ice cr<3am
and cake was served by H. R. Dyer,
been visiting Mrs. Kate Walnutt on Union Rupert Colcord, Mrs. Caro
Whittier, Mrs. Jenstreet, returned to their home in Beverly, ! nie Gilkey, Mrs. Annie Frame. Mrs. Adelaide
and
Miss
Purse
Florence Colcord.
After a
Mass., last Saturday.
social hour, during which the guests roamed
Fred C. Kane and EdwarcL E. Bond, photo- ! over the house admiring the many curios and
furnishings, several card tables were arranged
graphic artist of the Boston Globe, went to and
Five Hundred was played.
The score
Swan Lake Friday and are occupying their cot- ] cards were five
pointed stars in various colors,
with pencils and cords to match. The guests
tage there for a week.
were Mrs. C. E. Adams, Mrs. B. F. Colcord.
Miss Laura Trundy is substituting in the
Miss Helen Colcord, Miss Georgia Ford, Mrs.
telephone office during the ten days' vacation W. H. Goodell, Mrs. Florence Penileton, Mrs.
of the chief operator, Miss Florence Colcord. A. E. Trundy7, Mettie Young, Mrs. L. D. Littlefield, Miss Lucy Sargent, Mrs. Studley, Mrs.
in lslesboro and Portland.
Clement, Mrs. C. N. Meyers, Dr. S. C. Pattee,
The Searsport Band has been engaged by the Chester Bailey7, Sidney Bonsay, E. C. Pike,
G. A. R. of Winterport for Memorial day. The H. C. Holmes, O. C. Atwood, Mrs. 0. C.
Atwood, Mrs. II. C. Holmes, Charles Havservices will be held in Searsport on Sunday,
ener, A. H. Nichols, J. P. Nichols, H. N.
the 29th, instead of the 30th.
Colcord, Dr. and Mrs. C. R. Hines, D. C. NichMiss Lena Nye, Capt. F. I. Pendleton,
Mrs. Christie Whitcomb left Saturday after- ols,
Margaret Pendleton, Miss Lillian Mowry, Mrs.
noon by boat for Dedham, Mass., where she is
Caro Whittier, Rev. and Mrs. C. H. McElhiney,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dietzi, the lat- Mary Smith, Mrs. Florence Clements, F. A.
Nye, William Parse, B. F. Colcord, Howard
ter Mrs. Whitcomb’s daughter.
Perry, Fred Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Edson
Frank I. Mortland and James P. Nichols Fletcher, Mrs. H. N. Colcord, Mrs. Ella Mowry,
went to Rockland Monday in the interest of Rupert Colcord, H. R. Dyer, John Frame and
D. L. Littlefield. Much credit is due the enterthe town in the case of Percy Brock, who was tainment
committee, Mrs. Jennie Gilkey, at
in distress in the above named city.
whose home the affair was given, and Mrs John
who assisted her. The refreshment
Frame,
Mrs. Pyam Gilkey, who was recently operatcommittee was Mrs. William Parse, Mrs. Mary
ed on in the Waldo County Hospital, is doing Meyers and Mrs. Mamie Littlefield.
Everynicely and has been able to see her Searsport thing went smoothly and everybody7 had a delightful time. Many thanks are extended to
friends who have called on her there.
Mrs. Gilkey for the use of her beautiful home.
H. C. Buzzell, Guy Leighton, Elbert Monroe
and Sidney M. Webber went to Bangor las t
How’s This?

HARBOR.
Lone Star Chapter, O. E. S., ha3 received aif
invitation to visit Harbor View Chapter at
Deer Isle some time in June. At the regular ;
meeting of Lone Star Chapter Tuesday night
the affair was talked over, and as S. K. Whiting
Chapter of Castine has been invited to Deer
Isle for the same evening plans are being arranged whereby the two chapters may unite in
chartering a boat to take them down, returning
the same night. The members of Lone Star
DARK

j

Frank Gross, salesman for R. B. Dunning of
Bangor, was in town last week on business.

Receiving

week

jn

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
Gilkey & Son’s touring car to
attend the Knight of’Pythias convention.
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured byHall’s Catarrh Cure.
Amos D. Carver, who was in town on busiF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
ness, returned May 18tn to New York and
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
for
the last 15 years, and believe him
sailed from there last Saturday, accompanied
Cheney
perfectly honorable in all business transactions
by Mrs. Carver, on a business trip to Europe.
and financially able to carry out any obligations
Miss Mabel Griffin, who has been visiting made by this firm.
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin,
relatives in Augusta and her brother in CanWholesale Druggists, Toledo.
ton, Mass., returned home Saturday and has
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, actopened her house on Main street for the ing directly upon the blood and mucous surW. R.

faces of the system. Testimonials sent free.
Price 75 cents per bottle. Sold by all Druggists
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipatio n.

summer.

Sch. Elizabeth Palmer. Capt.
Wade, arrived
Monday from Newport News with 4,998 tons
of coal

Point

to

and

Wednesday

the

NORTH ISLESBORO
Mr. H. M. Coombs, who has

Penobscot Coal Co. at Mack’s

was

placed

under

the

been cook on the
Golden Rod, is at home for a few weeks’ vacation-Miss Edna Pendleton spent Sunday
with friends in
Stockton Springs.The
teachers, and many of the pupils of our schools
attended the teacher’s convention at Brooks
May 19th. The steamer Castine took them to
Belfast in time for the morning train, returning after the evening train_Miss Marion
Coombs was at home from North Castine to
attend the teacher’s convention_Mrs. Velocia E. Coombs arrived from Foxboro, Mass.,
May 18th, and has opened her house for the
summer-Willis Ricker of Castine was in
town one day last week on business.... Fred
Lee of Dark Harbor recently plastered Fred
Coombs’ house.Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph
Hatch received a unique May basket Monday
light in the shape of a big clothes basket
:rowded full of gifts, useful and beautiful.

stages

for discharging.

George H. Jones of Monroe has bought the
Searsport House and stables of Williston GrinCamden and will take charge of the
hotel June 1, 1910. Mr. Jones was
formerly in
the hotel business in Monroe.
ned of

Amos D. Carver and Leroy D. Littlefield
have 25 acres of potatoes planted on Moose
Point farm on the Belfast road. Mr.
Littlefield also has 15 acres planted on the
Morrow
farm on the back road to Belfast.

Midshipman Wilbur J. Carver of the battle
ship North Dakota spent Sunday with his
mother, Mrs. Clara Carver, on Main street, re
turning Monday to the Charlestown Navy
Yard, where the ship is stationed.
A speciai meeting of Anchor chapter will be
held next Monday night to hear the report of
Mrs. Adelaide Parse, the delegate to the session of the Grand Chapter which is now in
session at Portland. Dr. F. K. Sawyer, worthy
patron and Miss Florence Colcord, conductress,
also attended the meetings.

,

5WANVILLE.

j

The Swan'ville Union Sunday school will !
Memorial concert next Sunday at the
:hurch at 12 noon. All veterans are cordially
nvited. Rev. D. L. Wilson of Belfast will
>reach at the church during June at 2.30 p. m.;
Sunday school at 1.30 p. m_Mr. John Tripp
s quite sick.... Mrs. A. T. Nickerson is
gainSch. Van Allens Boughton, Capt. Smith, fin- ! ng rapidly-Mr. Stephen Clements of Belast was recently a guest at Mr. Albert Cunished discharging last Saturday night at the ,
lingham’s.
Penobscot Coal udck and sailed Monday for
Newport N*\«ws. Sch. Henry W. Cramp was
placed und/£ the stages Monday morning and
luickly Cured by a Pleasant Germ-Killing
finished discharging Tuesday.
lave a

CATARRH-

Antiseptic.
The Searsport Heating Company are going to !
raise the building they occupy, formerly called
The little Hyomei (pronounced High-o-me)
the Berry Smith building, and put a basem cnt
nhaler is made of hard rubber and can easily
under it. This will give the people a good | ie carried in
pocket or purse. It will last a
chance to get earth for their lawns and gardens I ifetime.
Into
this
inhaler
as they will dig out a lot of it.
you pour a few drops of
nagi cal.Hyomei.

Mrs. Eliza Patten was called to Winthrop
three weeks ago by the illness of herdaugh ter,
Mrs. Estelle Bowen, who is now at the Central
Maine Hospital, where she recently underwent
an operation.
Her friends wish to give her a
Her
post card shower Saturday, May 28th.
address is Central Maine General* Hospital,
Lewiston, Me.
i

Some excitement was created Friday after*
when a report waa circulated that the
tail of Halley’, comet had demoliahed the
.freight houie at Waldo Station, aa the comet
noon

This is absorbed by the antiseptic gauze
rithin and now you are ready to breathe it in
( iver the germ infested membrane where it will
peedily begin its work of killing catarrh
1 ;erms. Hyomei is made of Australian eucalypol combined with other antiseptics and is very
ileasant to breathe.
It is guaranteed to cure catarrh, bronchitis,
* ore throat, croup, coughs and colds or
money,
ack. It cleans out a stuffed up head in two
(* ainutes.
Sold by druggists everywhere and A. A.
lowes & Co. Complete outfit including inhaler
md one bottle of Hyomei, $1.00. And remem
| er that extra bottles if afterward needed coet
< nly Me.

j

j

=j

| Chapter are anticipating a very enjoyable outing-The teachers of the Dark Harbor grammar and primary schools, Miss Georgia Pendleton and Miss Carolyn Seeley, attended the
teachers' convention in Brooks Thursday.

Children

2

A

2

good time to purchase
Shirts, Hosiery, Etc.

Men’s

2

!

—

.50

.42

Men’s Overalls,

fl

O

called and administered every remedy possible under existing circumstances. At
Miss Edna Pendleton of Islesboro was the this writing (Monday) the little patient is aj
could be expected,
guest of Mrs. Carrie M. Gardner over Sunday, parently doing as well as
although kept constantly under the influence
leaving Monday.
of opiates thus far. Mr. D. was away from
Mrs. Ralph Morse and guest, Mrs. C. J. Hall,
home at the time the accident happened, being
returned early the present week from a trip
employed by the railroad. We trust the imWaterville.
and
to Augusta
provement of the little sufferer may be rapid,
Miss Maud Merrithew is in the telephone and extend
sympathy to the parents in their
1
office, supplying for Miss Evelyn A. Colcord
great anxiety.
1
town,
from
her
absence
during
SEARSMONT.
j Miss Edith Fletcher began clerking for Mr. NORTH
Work is again started up in the saw mill.
A
John H. Wardwell in his drug store Monday,
new stave mill has been built, and new machinto remain through the warm weather,
installed.A. K. Blood of Morrill hzs
i Mr. and Mrs. Frank L. Marston, with Mr. ery
with Paul Bros.Mr. and Mrs.
employment
ran
i and Mrs. Alvah C. Treat as their guests,
Alfred Hills spent the evening of May 17th
their automobile,
up to Bangor, May 18th, in
with Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Cooper_ Mrs. Ellen
returning late at night.
Goodwin was on the hill calling May 18th.
Walter
Mr.
Geo. Hooke is employed in the stave mill.
I Miss Clara Mixer is employed in
F. Trundy’s fancy goods store during Mrs. Mrs. Abbie Ordway and Miss Mildred Wenti Gladys R. Sprague’s vacation, which she is worth attended the teachers’ convention in
1 spending in Brooklyn, N. Y.
Brooks May 19th.Gospel services will be
!
Rev. Ashley A. Smith will be accompanied held in the schoolhouse every two weeks, be1
ginning Tuesday evening, May 24th.Mr.
by the Belfast choir at the afternoon service and
Mrs. C. G. Heminway and family of the
next Sunday, and the service will be the same
village
spent Sunday with Mrs. Heminway’s
Belfast
in
his
the
pulpit.
of
that
as
morning
mother, Mrs. Hannah Hooke... Mr. Lester A.
Wilson
of
Belfast was with his father, Mr. O.
Mr. Alvah C. Treat, superintendent of schools
;
D. Wilson, May 22nd.Hon. and Mrs. F. S.
for Stockton Springs, accompanied by his wife, Walls of Vinalhaven are stopping for a few days
1 drove to Brooks last Thursday to attend the with his daughter, Mrs. F. A. Jones.Mr.
and Mrs. Chas. Bills of Hope were the guests
Waldo County Teachers’ Association, returnof Mrs. Bill’s sister, Miss Mildred Wentworth,
I ing that evening.
May 22nd.
The following Stockton Springs teachers

ediately

|

|

SEARSMONT.
A special Masonic meeting was held May
21st in Quantabacook hall with work in the F.
C. degree. It is planned to work the M. M.
degree at the next regular meeting, whe
Grand Master Ashley A. Smith of Belfast is
expected to be present. All members of the
order art cordially invited to be present at
that time.

the
present last week at the session of
Waldo County Teachers' Association in Brooks:
Mrs. Carrie P. Hamlin, Mrs. Mamie P. FletchRaner, Miss Adelma Gilkey and Miss Elva M.
were

dell.
Mr. Harry Shute
Sunday morning on

came

the

up from Rockland
Boston steamer to
Mrs. Elden

make a brief visit with his mother,
Shute, Sylvan street. He left Tuesday to rejoin the Bar Harbor steamer on which he is

SHIP iNElVS.
AMERICAN

quartermaster.
Bangor, where she had spent the winter with
her daughter, Mrs. Olivia B. Ryder and family,
and is with her son, Mr. Willard M. Berry, and
wife, at her old home, West Main street, for
the summer. Welcome to Stockton.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this, Thursafternoon with Mrs. Albert M. Ames,
Church street. All interested in the needle
work for this parish association are invited to
attend, equipped with thimble, needle and scis-

day,

good-will sewing.
Mrs. Albert C. Colcord. accompanied by her
daughter, Miss Evelyn A. Colcord, left luesday for Portland to remain a week or two with
Mrs. C.’s mother, Mrs. Addie Staples, and other
A cordial welcome
relatives in that city.
sors.

to

awaits

join

in the

them

on

their return to Stockton.

Mr. Herbert L.

Hopkins’

machine, is
streets, presenting

congratulate

our

now
a

running through

fine

neighbor

IS.

sells.

Lizzie

Brunswick.

Philadelphia, May

17.
Cld, sch.
bark Good News,

handsome “Chalm-

Frontenae,
Mobile; 19,

San Juan; 18, clo,
ar, sch. Humarock, Charleston; 20, ar. sch. S.
G. Haskell, New London, to repair.
Baltimore, May 21. Sld, sch. Alice Holbrook,
Wilmington, N. C.
Georgetown, S. C., May 17. Ar, sch. Stanley
H. Miner, New London.
Newport News, May 20. Sld. sch. Lucinda
Sutton, Bangor; 22, ar, sch. W. L. Douglass,

ers-Detroit—No. 30” automobile, under guidance of the chauffeur sent from Bangor to deliver the

PORTS.

York, May
Ar,
Lane,
i Stockton, Florence Leland, Philadelphia for
| Boston; 19, ar, schs Mary P>. Wellington, Sul20, ar, sch. Pochasj livan; Grace Davis, Bangor;
set, Stonington; 21, sld. sch. Northland, Stockton: ar, schs. Samuel Hart, Swans Island; John
Bracewiell. Vinalhaven; 22, ar, schs. Lucia Porter, St. (John, X. B.; Flora Condon, Stonington;
Long Cove; Andrew Nebinger,
j James Kothwell,
\ Stonington; Wm. H. Davenport, do. for Phila! delphia; 23, ar, schs. A. F. Kindberg, Sullivan;
\ Ada J. Campbell, West Sullivan; Henry R. Til; ton, Halls Quarry; Mary Farrow, Jonesboro; J.
! Frank Seavey, Long Cove; Willie L. Maxwell,
! Sullivan; Ella M.
Willey, Brunswick; 24, ar,
| sch. Gen. Adeibert Ames, Charleston.
| Boston, May 18. Ar, schs. J. Arthur Lord,
! St.John, N. Ik; Robert H. McCurdy, Jackson| sonville; H. S. Boynton, Rockport, Me.; Willis
and Guy, Bangor; sailed, sch. Edward H. Cole,
Norfolk; 19, ar, sch. Sarah L. Davis, Wareham
for Rockland; 21. ar, bark Penobscot, Turks
Island; 23, ar, schs. Wyoming, Norfolk; Otronto,
Bangor; Izetta, Bangor; 24, ar, sch. Theoline,
New

our

We
appearance.
upon this new pos-

session.

PRODUCE

MARKET.

Hay,
Hides,
Lamb,
Beans, Y. E., 3.25a3.50 Lamb Skins,

M^ood, hard,

18.Wood, soft,

RETAIL

PRICE.

j

Cheese,
Seed,
Codfish, dry,
Cranberries,
Clover

Seed,

Flour,
H. G. Seed,
i Lard.

25
m

8.05

,22

.45

.15

.12

.45

.37

.121

.37

.25
,42

3
lOall
25

4.00a4.50
3.00
1.10
5
5

13al4

EDISON

1

$1.00 Down

;

$2.00

!

6
16
1.13

3&

6.50a7.25 Salt, T. I.,
2.50'Sweet Potatoes,
16.Wheat Meal,

1
♦

26a28

22] Pork,
1.85 Plaster,

Linen Collars,
Khaki Pants,

H

^B

^B

B

.10.

,15

.10

1.00

.77

B

ill
•

B

a

r

♦

Month

CARLE & JOKES.

j
j

j

4^

I

I__
We have
Also

Flower Seeds

a

large variety,

Bouquet

Farm and Garden

1

Holders

AND

Seeds.

Reservoir Vases

%

We have seeds of all kinds, the

biggest variety

Eben Dow, a son.
Dyer. In Crescent Beach, South Thomaston, May 18, to Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Dyer, a son.
Lunt. In Long Island, May 11, to Mr. and
Mrs. Grant H. Lunt, a son.
Parsons. In Castine, May 13, to Dr. and
Mrs. George E. Parsons, a son.
Proctor. In Windsor, May 15, to Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence W. Proctor of Belfast, a daugh-

we

At the Marble Rooms
Phoenix Row.

have every carried.

on

SEEDS in packages and
SEEDS in bulk.

A. S. HEAL

SWEET PEAS and
NASTURTIUMS.

1G, to Mr. and

Willis E.

Hamilton, Florist, will not sell
seeds this year and we have bought his
stock and will supply his customers.

14, to Mr. and
#

Baby
Carriages

Mail orders will have prompt attention.

M.V ICli I Kl>
Elliott-Pendleton. In Monroe, May 20,
by Rev. S. L. Burrill, Dana B. Elliott and Miss
Eilda M. Pendleton, both of Monroe.
Gray-Crabtree. In Hancock, May 11, Ira
Church Gray of Mansfield, Mass., and Miss
Alice Ethel Crabtree of Hancock.
Staples-Hoak. May 14, William M. Staples
and Hannah E. Hoak, both of Washington.
Venno-Bryer. In Belfast, May 21. at the
Universalist parsonage, by Rev. A A Smith,
William J. Venno and Cora Edna Bryer, both
of Stockton Springs.

Re=Tired
The rubber tires

GROCERIES,

wear

baby earn'a:

on

out and it has been necessa

to send the wheels away to be
tired. I have bought a machini

DRUGS AND
MEDICINES.

1

do this work and

can do it pron
in your wheels and I
them re-tired,
14tl

ly. Bring

I»IKI>
A very. In Hallowell, May 14, E. Franklin
Avery of Canning, N. S., formerly of Prospect, aged 58 years, 4 months and 3 days.
Eaton. In South Bluehill, May 11, Augustine W. Eaton, aged 69 years, 3 months, and 13

HORSES
FOR

days.

Guptill.
In Gouldsboro, May L0, Millie
Florence, wife of Horace Guptill, aged 41 years,
11 months and 26 days.
Ingersoll. In Brooklin, May 10 Emerson
C. Ingersoll, aged 53 years, 4 months, 6 days.
Knowlton. In Belfast, May '23, Elisha P.
Knowlton, aged 73 years.
Lord. In Ellsworth, May 16, Mary A., w’ife
of Capt. John A. Lord, aged 73 years.
Lunt. In Belfast, May 19, Robert A. Lunt,
aged 5 months and 19 days.
Morse. In Bar Harbor, May 12, E. S. J.
Morse, aged 50 years.
Murphy. In Stonington, May 12, Mrs. Bertha
J, Murphy, aged 38 years, 1 month and 25 days.
McDonald. In Boston, May —, George McDonald, formerly of Rockland, a native of
Washington, aged about 45 years.
Nealey. In Monroe Center, May 23, John

h. e. McDonald

SALE.

70 Main Street,

Chas. VV. Lancaster and J. E.
Staples received May 10th
twentv head ot horses

weigh-!

Boston.
from 1000 to 1500 lbs.
Norfolk, May 18. Ar, schs. Edwaid J. Lawrence, Portland: Al:ce M. Lawrence, do; George
E. Walcott, do; Harwood Palmer, Searsport:
can be seen at the
sld, sch. Wm. B. Palmer, Bangor; 19, cld, sch.
Gov. Powers, Ponce. P. R.; 21, sld, schs. George
tord stable on Federal Street.
E. Walcott, Bangor; Harwood Palmer, Searsport; 24. ar, sch. Edward H. Cole, Boston.
19tf
week.
Charleston, May 18. Ar, sch. Gen. Adeibert
Ames, Norwich.
Stockton people are now searching the
Brunswick, Ga., May 18. Sld, sch. Pendleton
heavens for a sight of Halley’s comet and Satisfaction, Philadelphia; 19, sld, sch. Ella M.
Nealey.
Willey (from Satilla) New York.
that lost tail, once so dreaded by the strangely
Phillips. In Burnham, May 24, Howard
Hilo, May 11. Steamed, steamer Alaskan,
The stalwart old Earth heeded
nervous few.
Phillips of Burnham, aged about 30 years.
Salina Cruz.
The Grocers, Marketmen and Dry Goods
Smith. In Deer Isle, May 9, Samuel Brainerd
not the switching of that appendage (did it
Fernandina, May 18. Sld, schooner Wm. E.
stores have agreed upon the observance of
Downes, Perth Amboy; 20, cleared, sch. W. H. Smith, aged 63 years.
even come, near our planet?) and no inhabilolidays as follows: They will close for half a
Staples. In South Penobscot, May 14, MadeSumner. Bridgeport.
tant had his olfactory organs offended by
Memorial Day; on the 4th of July all day;
Tampa, Fla., May 21. Ar, sch. Winfield S. line C., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Staples, lay
-abor Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas will
lesson
for
future
genera4
7
strange gasses—a
Schuster, Port Inglis; 22, ar, sch. Etna, New aged years, months and 10 days.
20tf
dose all day.
1 hompson.
in beal Harbor, bouth lhomasYork via Key West.
tions !
Mobile, May 20. Cld, sch. Georgia Gilmore, ton, May 18, Capt. Samuel Albee Thompson,
Mr. Harry R. Hichborn left Saturday by Arroyo.
88
5
and
13
months
aged
years,
days.
Tolman. In Vinalhaven, May 15, Elliott T. |
Jacksonville, May 21. Sailed, sch. Janies B.
early train to join his cousins, Dr. Herman G.
68 years.
Tolman,
sch.
aged
Jordan,
W.
Koston;
Sid,
22,
Augusta
and
Mr.
James
Snow,
Hichborn of Cambridge, Mass.,
Trueworthy. In West Ellsworth, May 17, |
New York.
STEAMER, SEATS 4.
A. Blanchard of Mount Vernon, N. Y., at
Providence, May 22. Sld, sch. J. Manchester Julia Estelle, wife of Delmont G. Trueworthy,
Northern Maine junction, to be their guest at Haynes, Florida lumber port.
aged 32 years and 8 months.
Great hill climber. Speed 50 to 60 miles an
Warren. In Boston, May 6, Capt. Richard
This machine is in perfect running orlour.
Bangor, May 18. Ar, sch. Eagle, Boston; sld,
Capen’s Camp, situated on an island in Moose< ler.
sch. Izetta, Boston; 20. ar, sch. Annie P. Chase, Warren, a native of Deer Isle.
Price $150.00. Reason for selling—bought
head Lake—a famous fishing locality—for a
Young. In Matinicus, May 9, Mrs. Elizabeth ;
20tt
new* car.
Must have the room.
Rockland; sld, sch. John B. Carrington, Bridge:
Dr. H. and Mr. B. are to enjoy a port; 22, ar, sch. Telumah, Jersey City ;
few days.
sld, sch. T. Young, aged 75 years, 7 months and 8 days.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN, Belfast, Maine.
Wellman*. In Jamaica Plain, Mass., May *20,
week’s recreation, but Mr. H. will probably not Nat Ayer, Bridgeport; 23, ar, sch. Mary E. Palmer, Newport News; sld, sch. Kit Carson, Vine- Willard Frank Wellman, formerly of Belmont,
be absent that length of time.
yard Haven; 24, ar, schs. John Cadwallader, aged 60 years and 6 days.
The painting of the Universalist church is Providence; Omaha, Rockland; sld, schs. Lizzie
D. Small, New Bedford; Polly, Boston; Perfect,
ocal and traveling. Age 25 to 50. Employment
going forward, Messrs. Frank V. Davis and Camden.
HIDDEN DANGERS.
he whole year if desired. Outfit free. Pay
Simeon F. Ellis having the work in charge. It
Fort Point, Me.,.May 23. Ar, sch. Edward E. |
I weekly. Write
for terms.
4w20p
is a much needed piece of village improve- Briry, Newport News for Bangor.
Gives
That
Nature
No
Warnings
sch.
Timely
18.
Baker
Sld,
Searsport, May
Palmer,
&
ment, in which all residents must rejoice. The j
N.
CHASE
HOMER
Newport News; 20, sld, sch. Samuel J.
Belfast Citizen Can Afford to Ignore.
Young Peoples’ Guild deserves thanks for its j Newport News; 23, ar. sch. ElizabethGoucher, j
Palmer,
^ NURSERYMEN,
AUBURN, MAINE
DANGER
SIGNAL NO. 1 comes from the
to
secure
in
various
Van
;
sch.
Allens
directions,
efforts,
News;
Newport
sld,
untiring
Boughton] J
the necessary funds. Some of the members j coal port.
kidney secretions. They will warn you when
West Sullivan, May 18. Sld, sch. Willie L.
the kidneys are sick. Well kidneys excrete a
have been ceaseless in their labors month after Maxwell, New
York; 19. ar, schs. Mollie nhodes
month, finally accomplishing the task to which j and Lizzie Lee; sloop Island Belle; sailed, sch. clear, amber fluid. Sick kidneys send out a
Georgietta, New York; 20, sld, sch. Winchester, thin, pale and foamy, or a thick, red, ill-smellthey set themselves by the success of their New
The hotel known as the "Manor Inn,” situYork; 21, sailed, sch. Charles L. Jeffrey, ing urine, full of sediment and irregular of
last entertainment.
ted in the village of Frankfort, Maine, is for
Philadelphia; 22, sailed, sch. Thomas H. Lawpassage.
New
Island
ale at a bargain. Fifteen hundred dollars in
York; sloop
Belle, Bar HarFrom Cape Jellison piers we obtained from rence,
DANGER SIGNAL NO. 2 comes from the ]
bor: 23, sld, sch. Lizzie Lee, Boston.
epairs made in 1908-9. Fine.stand for busithe R. R. agent, Mr. M. P. Field, the following
less.
Call on or write
Stonington, May 18. Ar, schs. Damietta and back. Back pains, dull and heavy, or sharp and
and
L.
T.
Whitman
Samuel
B.
16th,
Joanna,
Hubshipping report Monday evening: May
20tf
E. P. TREAT, Frankfort, Me.
acute, tell you of sick kidneys and warn you of
schs.
Andrew
New
bard;
sld,
Nebinger,
York;
Simmons
to
schooner Henrietta
j the approach of dropsy, diabetes and Bright’s
arrived, light,
Curtis, do.
Mary
load lumber for New York, and tug Carlisle,
Franklin, Me., May 19. Arrived, sch. Mollie | disease. Doan’s Kidney Pills cure sick kidneys I
light, from Philadelphia. May 20th, schooner Rhodes, to load stone for New York; 23, ar, : and cure them permanently. Here’s Belfast
^
sch.
Lavolta, Boston, to load stone for New
thorough, energetic,
Hattie Lewis arrived, light, to load edgings for
WANTED_A.
1
proof:
York.
capable and business getStonington. May 17th, tug Carlisle sailed for
Mrs. Mary M. Smith, 54 Union street, Bel- i ing salesman. Permanent position. Get in
Halls Quarry; Me., May 18. Sld, sch. Hattie
Philadelphia, and schooner Lizzie J. Clark, H. Barbour, New York.
fast, Me., says: “I had kidney complaint in si^ch 1 he game right. Represent the leaders in the
Stockton, May 20. Ar, sch. Hattie Lewis, a severe form that it was often difficult for me 1 rade. None but reliable men need apply.
light, for Portland. May 21st, schooner Susie
P. Oliver, New
P. Oliver sailed with lumber for New York Bar HarborJ 21, sld, sch. Susie
BROWN
York; 22, sld, sch. Hattie Lewis, Stonington, to attend to my housework. Added to the
May 22nd, schooner Hattie Lewis sailed with a Me.; 23, ar, sch. Ella F. Crowell, Thomaston.
It20*
backache, was inflammation of the bladder and
ROCHESTER, N. I.
:argo of edgings for Stonington.
FOREIGN PORTS.
trouble with the kidney secretions. 1 was conResidence 108-13
Salina Cruz, May 20, 7.30 a. m. Ar, stearifer tinually using medicines, but was unable to 1 ‘hones—Hospital 114-13.
A most lamentable accident occurred in our
Nebraskan, San Francisco.
check the trouble, let alone remove it. Finally
tillage last Saturday at the home of Mr. and
Alice
sch.
Pas14.
Lord,
Havana, May
Ar,
William Lincoln West
I heard of Doan’s Kidney Pills and procured a
Mrs. John Doyle, Morse avenue. Their young- cagoula.
Honolulu, May 15. Ar, stmr. Nevadan, San supply at Wilson’s drug store. They relieved J Cx-Veterlnary Inspector Bureau of Animal
est child, a boy two years of age, in some unFrancisco.
Industry U. 8. Department of Agriculture.
the pains and aches and strengthened my kidaccountable way obtaining matches and ignitPuerto Mexico, May 21, 11 a. m. Ar, stmr.
so that the secretions from these organs
neys,
VETERINAHIAN
to
his
set
fire
clothes
before
ing them,
night
Texan, Parse, New York.
became more natural. During the years which i 'KEATS ALL DISEASES OF ANIMALS.
the family had risen. His screams awakened
hav^ since elapsed, I have occasionally used
lis sister, a young Miss of ten years of age,
Hospital, Pharmacy and Office.
IT.
Doan’s Kidney Pills and have found them'to be fc PRING STREET,
BELFAST, MAINE
ind with rare presence of mind she threw the
For many years physicians and nurses have an excellent
Hospital Never Closed.
tonic.”
rater from the pitcher in the room over his
kidney
the
best
considered Kemp's Balsam
cough
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foslaming hair, extinguishing that before arous- cure. Every druggist and dealer in medicine
OF THANKS
ing her mother, who tearing the burning gar- aella and recommends Kemp's Balsam. Ask ter-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole'agents
the druggist about it. for the United States.
We wish to thank our friends and neighbors
nents from the child rescued him from the the dpctor, the nurse, or
It ia for coughs, irritation of the throat, bronor kindness and aympathy in our recent beRemember the name—Doan’s—and take no
iaws of death, although he was terribly burned chitis, asthma and all throat and lung troubles.
MTement.
j
other.
bom head, to foot. Dr. C. E. Britto was im- The price it 26c. and 60c. a bottle.
MR. and MRS. E. B. LUNT.
1
Kneeland was obliged to spend
home with his parents, Mr. and
Kneeland, Cape Jellison, because
of measles contracted in Bucksport at the E. M. C. Seminary. He recovered
sufficiently to return to his studies the present
Mr. Percy
last week at
Mrs. Charles
of an attack

7r

1.45
6
40
6

DeLaney. In Omaha, Neb., May 5, to Mr.
and Mrs. Paul DeLaney, a son, Roderick Wallace.
Bates. In Stonington, May 8, to Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest L. Bates, a son.
Bickford. In Winter Harbor, May 5, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Bickford, a son.
Bunker. In North Sullivan, May 15, to Mr.
and Mrs. Archie 0. Bunker, a son.
Colson. In Castine, May 13, to Mr. and Mrs.
Pearl Colson, a daughter.
Dow. In Deer Isle, May 6, to Mr. and Mrs*

ter.
Plummer.
In Montville, May
Mrs. Daniel Plummer, a son.
Snow'. In Spruce Head, May
Mrs. G. M. Snow, a son.

.25

Hosiery,

j
| Phonographs |
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RETAIL MARKET.

8a9'Rye Meal,
10 Shorts,
18 Sugar,

pn,[IJ

Price
$ .25 $ .20
.50
.3*
-25
.17

Underwear,

s

Suspenders,

10
30
8

13 Lime,
Beef, Corned,
Butter Salt, 14 lb., 18a20]Oat Meal,
.78 Onions,
Corn,
73 Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Com,
Corn Meal,
73|Pollock,
Cotton

Reg,

Men

7£a8

Wool, unwashed,

22

Fowl,
I Geese,

.60

B
j^B
^B
^B

18.00

28a30 Mutton,
Butter,
Beef, sides,
6£a8jt Oats, 32 lb.,
Beef, fore quarters, 7 Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
Barley, bu,
18 Straw,
Cheese,
16 Turkey,
Chicken,
Calf Skins,
13 Tallow,
22
Duck,
Veal,

Eggs,

.38
.25

!j/ B

Everything else in this line marked
at correspondingly low prices.

I

PRODUCER.

PAID

Apples, per bu, 75al.00
dried, per lb., 7
2.50a2.75
Beans, pea,

.50
.37

,50

Men’s Underwear,

PRICE CURRENT.

I

;

Sale

.85

Boys’

Cry

B

on

Summer Underwear

your

Price

Negligee Shirts, $1.00

Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
n

great reduction in prices

Keg.

C ASTO R I A

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

a

Price
;

FOR FLETCHER’S

BELFAST

Will make

MEN’S FURNISHING GOODS

j

,

M

FOR 30 DAYS

ing
They

Hay-

Holiday

Closing

NORTH AMERICAN
ACCIDENT

CO.,

Hotel for Sale.

j

BROWN BROTHERS COMPANY.

BROTHERS’ NURSERIES.

CO MV-7

CHICAGO, 1!

ASSETS DECEMBER

Mortgage loans,

1

31, 1909.
$11'

Collateral loans.

Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Premiums in process of

4'

collection.

Agents’ balances,
Interest and rents,
—

Gross assets,
Deduct items not admitted,
Admitted assets,
LIABILITIES DECEMBER

Net

$68
$67
31, 1909

unpaid losses,

#37
125
2.'?

I'nearned premiums,
All other liabilities,
Cavb capital,

Surplus

200,
280,

liabilities,

over all

Total liabliites and

surplus,

#67'

Excellent territory open throughout

England.

Our

policies give

Our

real

in-

terms are right.

For

particulars apply

to

EASTERN DEPARTMENT
3t21

16

Liberty Street, New York

Boot and

We Want Agents

i

INSURANCE

2 17Lasalle St

Auto for Sale.

_

Belfast, Mai

Shi

3

REPAIRING.
have bought the boot and shoe
business of Richard Ellingwood, 131 V
opposite the postoffice, and am ready tI

to all work in that line at the old stand
able prices and satisfaction guaranteed

L. E. McMAH

3ml8

At a lVobate Court held at Belfast, wit >
lor the Countv of Waldo, on the 1<M1
Mav, A. 1). 1910.
WILLIAM EARL LA R PARKE of IV
v»
said County of W aldo, having prepetition praying that his name may be
to William Earl Thomas.

Ordered, That the said petitioner giv
to all persons interested by causing a
this order to be published three weeks
ively in The Republican Journal, a v
published at Belfast, that they may app.
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast. wm;
for said County, on the 14th day of Jim1910, at ten of the clock in the fore no
show cause, if any they have, why the pi
said petitioner should not be granted.
olorok e. Johnson,
Hi V
A TRUE COPY.
ATTEST:
CHAS. 1*. Hazeltink, Itegi■

NOTICE The subscnb*he has been c
the last will and te-:

EXECUTRIX’S
by gives notice that
of
pointed executrix
of

ELI P. RAN DELL, late of Stockton Sp> u
in the County of Waldo, deceased, ami
bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands against the estate of said decease
desired to present the same for settlement
all indebted thereto are requested to m;ik<
ment immediately.
ALMEDA E. RANI)KI
Stockton Springs, May 10, 1910.—3w21

ASK THEM ABOUT

CARD

\

The City Bakery

